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FOIEwoRn_

How .students spend their time in school has become a criti-
cal. 'issue in education. Research with elementary students.and-
academic high-school'students indicates that time on-task isa
key variable in learning. Furthermore, time use is one of the-
few:yariablesthat can bemanipulated.by teachers. Prior to the
time-on-task research cOnductedat the National°Center, only
limitedjnformationabout vocational students' and teacherS! use
,of time was available. This is the second study_of time on task

. in vocational classes.: .The-first provided a.. database of time use
1n-secondary' vocational programs. The current study expands that
database by adding-postses4rdary- programs and by focusing on the
teacher-behaviorS and classroom variables that may affeCt student
time. on task.-

Thjs repOrt is designed primarily for, researchers, evalua-
tors, and.teacher educators to show how students and teachers.
spend their time in vocatiOnaltechnical clasSes. Thereporb
examines the relationships:-among student use of time, clasSrOoM
vatiables,and teaCher-instructionalimanagerial behaviOrs It .

should'be used to'spur continued research in time-On,-tatk-sues-
invocational classes, to formulate eValdation,criteria, and to
give, information to educatOrS of future vocational teachers.

The stLidy. mas conducted in nine secondary vocational classes
:representing agriculture, business and office, and' trade and
industrial service areas., and sixteen postsecom)ary vocational-,
technical: classes-repreSenting agriculture, business and office,
trade and indUstrial, and technical service areas. Two prOject

.staff members observed each class with one observer' Coding obser-
Vations every minute and theother writing a narrative account of
classrooth activities and' teacher beha"viOrs.

Althoughthe tea.chers-and other school personnel- who parti-
.

cipated in this study must remain anonymous., we want to thank
them:for letting us collect the data in their classrooms. Spe-
cialappreciation is extended to Dr. 'Lorin Anderson, University
of South-Carolina, and Judy Pfannenstiel, Re.iearch Management
,Corporation, for meeting with us and sharing their expertise.

°

This project was conducted in the EvaluaQtiOn and Policy
:Division of the Nationa Center under .Ehedirection'of N. L.
.McCaslin, Assoclate7pirector. We wish to thank rda H4lasz,
-Project DirectOrKaren. Behm, Graduate Research.Associate; and
Marta Fisch, Programmer, forpreparing this repOrt:---Also thankS

,..t.oFIoyd McKinney, )stephen Franchak-,'and Pat Fornash for 411'the
liours theyspent collecting the data. We appreciate the \tatis-,-
tical analysis' help-prOvided by Paul Campbell, John Gardner, and
Prem Goel,.and.the many hours-Of- typing done byMarjorie.Arnold,,



'and Deborah Anthony. Editing was providedRriscilla
Under the supervision of Janet Kiplinger.

The_-funds for. this study we're provided by the. Office of
Vocational, and .Adult Epucation;U.S. Department of Education.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director

, National Center for Research
in Vocational Education
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY-'

Time on task is one of the most critical variables associ-
ated with student producti ity and learning in- schOol.Numerous
studies haVe suppOrted the ommohsense notion that time on'task,'
or the time when students e engaged actively in learning:activ7
ities, relates- positively to aoaddmic.achieVement.' More
tant,, time use is one of the-few variables related to-achievement

-that can be manipulated to some extent by teache'rs.? Most .pre-.
vioustimeom7-tAsk studies were conducted in academic classeSi:
.producing results specifically relating .to elementary-and-high

= English, math, or science classes. While these. results
. provided valuable 'insights, they were not specific-enough for the
uni,guelearning activities'in vocationall-technical education
classes.

::6onseguently, the National- Center has 'conducted twq oonSe-.;..
cutive studies to determine hol# time 'is ,used.by.vocatiopal--
technical students and .what their'teachers do to maximie .time
spent on. curriculum- related tasks. The' first study that.resulted

. in a report entitied.Time-on Task in Selected Vocation]
tion_Classes (ialasz and.Behm.1983) determined how" time WaS%-'spent
insecondary classes.:- The current study has.extended the'scope

Fro -f_, that effOrt by,.including the 'following. 'purpose':
.

anvestigate the.relationShip of teacher, instructional/ .

managerial LnhaviOrs and classroom. variables-to students'.
tjme.on task in secondary and postseconda
technical classes.

In conducting the study, the-following' .:-.01Ogy was used
Nine. secondary and-siXtTeen;postse,condary were selected,
.purposively for" participation in this exploratoryfstudy, The
classes werelocateda& two geographic sites,ap'inhercity:and
its, adjoining suburb and a midsized .urban site -The secondary ,

jclasses were. .in` two e' h-compeehepsivigh School's and five area .

.vocational schooIsi _while the .postsecondary classes in- '

.community. college and anadult.t.echnicai.school. Altogether, --152
secondari'and 3243.pOstSecondaly students wereobserved for.5,938.
and 5;915 minutes respectively.

. .

The minute. -by- minute ObSerVations were'rcorded ontwo7types
of observation%guideine of which-was_also used to- record nar-
rative data.' -StUdent time spent 'on speetfio content or non-'.
content tasks":,-on breaks, and off .task wererecOrded, alonT0



with 'grouping, interruptions, and disruptions. Teacher methods,
level of Vith=it=ness (-sensitivity- to -studentsl_needs ) types of,
interactione goal definition, organizatidn, role modeling, and
other variabqes were also recorded.

The data from the-secondaryand postsecondary .classes were
analyzed and reported separately because-the student. levels
maturity and motivation differ consider&bly... The proportiohsof
time on. and off task werecalculated-by dividing the number of .

student -- minutes spent on the activity by the-total pumber.of
students present in the class. The primary data analysis was
conducted by computing means,of proportions of time and breaking
-theedOwn by the explanatory variables. Analy4is of variance was
used to'test statistically significant differences. \All analyses_
vete done_for_the_full -sampleandrepl-i-cated- for each service
area. The-n\arrative-data were synthesized and analyzed with.
qualitative-Methods.:

The findings and conclusions of the study indicated that the
overall proportions of time spent by secondary students were
71.4 percent on task (baSic skills, 2.8%; employability skills,'
.7%; theory, 21.3%;- practice, 37.8%; noncontent, 8.5%) and 29.6
percent off task (breaks, 4..5%; and;-`time socializing, waiting,
other pff.task, 24.1%), There was Considerable variation in time
use among the three service areas--agriculture, business and
office, and trade and industrial and among the classes within
them.

At the postsecondary level the overall proportions of'tiMe,
spent were 83.5 percent time-on task (b'asic skills, ,3%; employ-
ability skills, 1:6%; theory, 42.3%; practice 27.9%; and non-
bontent,,11.4%) and 16.5 percent off task (bneak,-7.3%;_and other

-_off task, 9.2%). Again-, the:,lour serviceareas--agriculturer
business-and office, trade and industrial, and technical--
differed from each other'in the.use of time

The same variables were investigated in both the secondary
and postsecondary classes with somewhat different results. The
fi ndings and conclusions were stronger at the secondary level be-
cause the range of time on task (44.8% -to 95.9%) was much greater
that the range, in postsecondary:classes (78.1 to 90.3%).

The most important teacher behavior related to student time
on task was goal definition. Teachexs who clearly stated goals
to be accomplished had the highest'proPortion of student time on
task. This variable was closejy tied to teacher planning and
organization, which was also a very important factor. Another,
related variable was the teacher's deliberate maximizinig of the
available time
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The use of the appropriate teaching methods was critical
to- student time-on _task, especially in secondary classes. One-
to-one.instruction prevailed, with about a third of teacher time
on-that Method. ..This.method facilitated time on task when the
teacher:wastuned.in to other students' heeds'at the same time.
Test/inspect work in. progress-and .discussion'Tadre rrire conducive
to.student time or. theory, while,observation.was more conducive
to- time on practice.' Secondary students required much closer
supervision through-interaction and observation than did post-
secondary students. Infact, in postsecondary classes, Students
had a greater proportion of time on task when teachers were out
of the room or doing their own work. The teacher method leaSt
conducive to. student time on task was clean'-up or setting U.
Teachers who used different teaching methods elicited a greater:

. proportion of time on -task than those who only used a few teach-.
ing methods.

Other teacher variables that appeared to relate positively .

to student time on. task were modeling the work.-ethic and .provid-
ing -real world7of-york examples, having positive expectations of
the students, and positively reinforcing students. While the .

teacher variables differed somewhat in magnitude or priority be-
tween the secondary and postsecondary classes, they were all .

.influential at both levelS.

The most important classroom variable was student grouping --
whether students were located in one or more rooms and whether

.-,they were engaged in one or various tasks. This variable was
strongly related to what-methods,the teachers used, what` level of
with-it-ness was necessary, and what type of interaction/observa-
tion was 'required. Most secondary Students were located in.more
than one room and worked on more than one task,'while most post-
secondary students'were in one room and worked om one.task..
'Thus, teacher control or opportunity.to keep students on task was
less at the secondary level:

While interruptions did not.sighificantlyreduce time on
task_for-all-students,-they did distract the-individual students
who' were' interrupted _by, for example,-other students-who came
':into the class to.chat with them. OVerall, disruptions were
minimal and did not appear to make much of a difference.

.There were -a number of implications' from this study for
vocational educators. There are several recommendations for
increasing student time on.task. Especially in secondary.
classes, but also in postsecondary classes, teachers should--

define goals clearly

o consider time an important resource.

XV 14



ensdre that students' tasks meaningful

improve and diversify teaching methods

decrease time for breaks

o decrease interruptions of individuals

encourage student independence

have positive expectations of students

provide positive reinforcement

serve as a role model of gbod work habits

As exploratory research, this study raised many questions
that could not be answered. More research is needed to test the
conclusions and to extend the scope of this study. Further re-
search iis recommended in several areas, including--

studying within each service area-and specific classes,

o correlating vocational - technical achievement to time on
task,

coordinating vocational-technical teacher education with
time-on-task research, and

o developing criteria for evaluation based on time-on-task
research.

It is also recommended that since time on task is such an import-
ant variable, research should be continued in this area to-fur-
ther build a useful database for researchers and practitioners.

xvi 1.5



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND.FRAMEWORK:

Organization- of the Report

This report provides detailed descriptions of the research
methodology and findings from an exploratory study. The study
investigated the relationship of teacher.instructionalbehaviors
and classroom'variables-to student time on task in seCondary:and
postsecondary vocational-technical classes.. The people for whom
this .report is intended are,teacher educators, researchers, and
eValuators at state departments of education, Colleges and
versities,' two-year postsecondary:schools, and.large.local.educa-
tiom agencies. This report is intended to be used as a basis for
future research of time on-task in vocational classes at the
secondary and pOstsecondary levels. It is also intended to be
helpful in..develbping oriteria.to evaluate vocational programs
and teachers, and to provide recommendations to educators of fu-
ture vocational.teachers.

.The first chapter contains background information, including-
-.the purpose, objectives, and questions of.the study; definitions'
of terminology used in the study; assumptions.and liMitationsw
The:SeCond chapter synthesizes. the findings froth previous studies
and:provides a matrix to compare key studies. In thethird chap -
ter, the:details.of designing the Observation guide, selecting
,the sample of.classes for observations, and data collection and
data analysis are discussed. Chapter 4 provides the_results and
conclusions that are discussed separately for secondary and post-
secondary classes. The last chapter summarizes the study.
policy implications,.anctrecommendations as well as recommenda-

.tions'for further research are offered.. The appendix includes
the observation guides.

Overview

Time on task is one of the most critical variables.assoc1;7
acted with student productivity and achievement in school. The
time during which students. are actively engaged. in learning
aOtivities is called time on task (Bloom 1977). The National
COmmissicin on Excellence in Education (1983) has successfully
raised public and educational interest in.the efficient use of
time available for learning in school- Numerous studies have
inVeStigated the differences in time use and the consequences. of
on- oroff-task time in many typeS of classes (i.e.., Evertson
19801 Fisher et-al. 1978; Rosenshine 1981; Stallings and Mohlman
1981).
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:Results from the'Studies are not-Consistent; butstrongly-.
support the commonSense, idea that time :use is an7imPortant vari-
able. Moreimportant, perhaps, time use is one of the few vari-.
abfes:releted to achievement that-can be manipulated by teachers
and-administrators (Karweit 1983). In -light of the many vard-
ables affecting school-related achievement that cannot be,manipu-
lated to.any significantdegree by.educatorS'i: it is reasonable
thatzeducators-fodus on increasing time on tasJc-as-one.way to
improve the- productivity and quality Of school learning,

_

The systematic study of teacher behaviors related.to. time on
task is a relatively recent development in educational research.
_Only_duLing_thp_past-decade-have::-StUdies identified-the impact of
teaching methods on student time use and student achievement in
learning.: Findings froM the seminal study by Fisher and his
aSsociateS (978). indicate that some teaching behaviors
spending a large amount of time talking with .students about class
work) are positively associated with efficient use of student
time and student achievement.

The majority of time-on-task research, including those stu-
eegarding teacher behaviors, has been conducted in elemen-

tary or.secondary'academic classes. Prior.to the first National
Center study of time on task in vocational education, (Halasz and
Rehm 1983), there were little data indicating how Students and
teachers use time in various types of-vocational edUcation

.

_classes. That study provided much-needed baseline data on time
use, showed that time use varies considerably. among different
classes, indicated that obServation methods can be used to col-
-lect reliable data in vocational edudation classes, and showed
that teachers control most the ways students spend class time,
Another finding was that administrative deEisionS such as the
length::of classeS-and the number of students in classes also
inflUence students'. use.of time in vocational classes. Longer
classes and smaller classes had a higher-proportion of time on--
task than did shorter classes and classes with more students.

_Purpose and Objectives

This report describes the second study conducted at the
National Center to investigate time on task in vocational-
technical classes. This study, like its antecedent, is explora-
tory in nature. It will not-provide data applicable to all
secondary and-postsecondary vocational - technical classes. The
purpose of this study j.$ to investigate the relationships of
teacher instructional- behaviors and classroom variables to stu-

:dents'.time on task in secondary and postsecondary vocational-
'technical classes an to guicje future evaluation efforts.

17



The findings from this study are useful as a source of
previously undiscoVered-information about the relationship of..
teacher and"classroom variables to secondary and postsecondary
vocational - technical students productivity. They can be used in
preserVice and inservice teacher education curricula, and can
provide,-criteria.for-evaluating-the-productivity of-vocatijenal-
techniCal education classes. The specific objective of 'this
study was to identify the teacher instructional /managerial behav-'
iors and classroom variables that increase student time on rele-
vant tasks_in secondary and postsecOndary-vbcational-technical-
classes.

(questions

To SUpport, the objectiveof this. study five. question
asked:

1. What are the characteristics of the classes in the
study?

were

2. What are the. proportions of time spent by students
on taskrOn breaks, and off task?

3. .What are the relationships of teacher instructional
and managerial.behaviors to student time on task?

4. What are the.relationships.of classroom variables
student time on task?

5. What is-the' relationship.. among student use .of time,
teacher instrUctional/manager.i,a1 behgViors, and
classroom variables?

Definitions

Many terms. have been used in studies abOut.time and educa-
tion. The following terms are defined as they are used in this
study.

- CI

'Observation Guides

Observation guide is the instrument used to record every
minute of student and teacher activities in vocational-technical
education classes: Two different types of observation guides
were used in.this study. The first, Observation Guide I, was
used .to record the number of minutes students spent on various
.tasks and off task; the amounts of time teachers.speut upon var-
ous instructional behaViors; and classroom variableS-.. The
second, ObserVation Guide II'was'used to.record teacher

a .
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with- it -ness, disruptions,. interruptions, transactions, anda
narrative describing teacherstudent interactions. (Bdth guides
are:included in-the AppendiX.)

ClassrooM-Variables _

Disruptions are disturbances or activities that ariSe.
within the classroom and temporarily stop or decrease student:.
time on task. An example is when-students in the class talk_too
loudly-and-are-reprimanded by the, teacher_.

Interruptions are those disturbances that ori-Inate outside
of the classroom and temporarily stop or decrease studen-tlme on
task. An example is when announcements are made over the public-----
iddress system.

Grouping is a combination of two sets of variables used in
Observation Guide I. Through chi square analysis, the student
dispersement and grouping codes yere combined to form the follow-
ing four types of groups:

Group 1. Students are in two or more connecting' rooms and
are working on various tasks individually or in
small groups.

_

Group Students are in one room and are working on
various tasks individually or in small groups.

Group 3. Students are in two or more connecting rooms but
are working on one task as a class:

Students are in on4'room and are working on one
task as' a class.

-Group

Curricular Contents-

Technical skills are the hands-on performance (practice), or
the learning about (theory) those tasks of varying levels of
skill that requite proficiency, ability, or dexterity for.com-
plex, or highly complex cognitive understandings. Examples of
technical skills are occupation-related knowledge of procedures
and, the use of tools, equipment, and facilities.

Basic skills are also considered to be-a part of the-curri
culum. They may be defined as the use of reading, rrithematics,
and both.oral and written communications skills by students in
vocational-technical education classes (adapted from -Weber 1982).
Examples of basic skills are calculating, writing,' speaking, and
reading, in conjunction with technical skills.
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Employabilii',. skills include the three areas of 'work atti-
tudes or values: job-seeking, maintaining, and advancing skills;
and knowledge of the world of work. These threerareas were ulti-
mately combined for analySis in. this study.beCause a relatively
small,proportion of time was spent upon'them in the classes ob-
served for the previous study. _Examples .of the first of these
three areas, work values or attitudes, are getting to class or
work - on: time and doing, one!s_Lwork_mell Examples-of-the-second.
one, job-seeking, maintaining, and advancing skills, include -

developing a resume and learning about interpersonal skills that
'Are necessary for,success on the job... Examples of knowledge of
the world of work activiiies are discussions about job opportun-
ities, wage structures,"and the social or yersonal implications
of chosen jobs.

Time

Total class time is the largest unit of time considered in
the study. Total class tlme is the amount of time,.in minutes,.
that -is officAallysscheduled for a:particular vocational7
technical. clas .

Time on task. is the proportion of time students .areattend,...
ing to teacher - assigned activities -Time on.task.includescur -
ricular content', both practice and theory-, and noncontent.
activities

TfMe,on content-is the proportion of time students are
engaged in basic skills,_employAbility'skills,"the practice or
°theory oetechnical skills, and .youth organization skills.

Time on noncontent includes the proportion of time students
are setting up, cleaning up, and doing, other assigned but-non-
curricular contenL activities.

Time on break is the proportion of time students are on
scheduledqpr:mandatorY breaks. Other time%used :by students for
restroom visits, getting a drink, or other breaksfrom classwork
is considered time off task..

Time off task is the proportion of time students are not on
curricular_ content, are'on-assigned.noncontent, or are on sched-
uled breaks. Time off task indicates the students are waiting,
doing nothing, sodialAzing, goofing off, using the restroom, and
so forth.

Time on practice is the proportion of time students are ,en-
gaged in using technical skills through hands-on practice or work
with tools, equipment, and materials.
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. Time on theory is the proportion of time students are

.gaged in using technical skills through. discussions, lectures,
tests,_ workbook 'exercises, And so forth.

Other Definitions

-Engagement occurs` when students are actively involved_in
learntna,-whether-it-is-theOry or'-bractice.- In an observation
study, engagement is assumed from what-students appear to be
doing. There is not way, however, to assess the quality of the
student?' work.

With-it-ness was coined by Kounin and Gump 41974) to iden-
tify teacher behaviors which communicate that the teacher knows
what is going on in the classroom at all times.

Assumptions

Five.major assumptiOns were made-in-conducting this
These assumptions were based Upon -a thOroUgh review of related
stUdies,, theoretical models, infOrmation'provided by .acknowledged
experts in time-on-task research, and procedures.and findings
from the previous study by Halasz and.Behm (1983) , 'First,it was
assumed that the results of studying:teacher instructional/
managerial. behaviors relating to student time.use can contribute
relevant.information for improving vocational- technical educe-
tion.:Second,'At-:was assumed that student time on task is.a:
critical variable for achievement inschOol leatning. Third, it
was Assumed.that whileno.agreement exists about the desirable
:outcome of secondary and Postsecondary vocationaMtechnidal
education-;,, there are tasks (.9r'curricular.content areas) that
most -educators would agree Should,be addi.essed in all vocational-
tedhnidal education programs% Fourth,. it was assumed that-the
differences between secondary and postsecondary vocational
classes require.separate analyses of the data`. Fifth,- it, was

'assumed that the,,findingsand observation methodology developed
.for:and tested in,the'previbus study can yield useful data to-
hel study'the relationships :of-teacher behaviors to student. time
use.

Firstssum ion

Studying.te chpr instructional/managerial behaviors relating
to student, time us Can prodbce inforMation to improve-.

.

.

'Vocational-technical ducation'in several was The. procedures.
and findings are usefu fot developing'criteria to evaluate pro
grams, which will acc_ura ly reflect what abtually.bappens in the
classroom to prodUce'learni . Consequently, recOmmendations.re-
,sulting froth.eValuations can 'irect-teachers' and-administrators
to make changeS more'effectiVelin areas that have been shown to
Make a'difference and that they cad control.



Results of this Study also can improve vocational-technical,
education by providing.inforffiatioh to teacher eddcators, school
administrators, prograin supervisors,-and teachers: Knowledge of
the relation.ship,Of- teacher behaviors to student time use:can
. shape. or dhange teachersl_.instruc--ion-a1-sty-1e-S7toMaxiTrie

-7, -S-taent time on task.
.

.
. .. -,

Isecond-Assumption

Student time on task- is a critical variable-for achievement
Hip, school -learning. Evidence from.a substantial bodyof'research
iihdicates that time spent on relevant- taskS, also describedaS
Iproductivity or student °engaged time increases student Opportun-

5- ities to learn. chapter 3 describes. related studies which indi-
cate that various measures oft.ime-have been studied as variables
of school.learning for almost a century. . The conclusion from the
various studies is that the time spent in school on relevant
tasks is positively correlatedwith.increased student learning

' and achievement.- Although many studies have beenconducted in
'elementary.and academic secondary classes, very-few have addres-
sed time on task-in. secondary.vocational education and none have

i addressed time on task in .postSecopdary vocational-tethnical
claSses.--

Third Assumption

?here are certain tasks. (or curricular content areas)-that.
most'educatOrs.would_agreQ should be-addressed.in all vocational
education programs.. Although there is a lack of agreement about

-,the desired outcomes or goals for secondary .programs (Mckinney et
al. 1981) , the.rP appears to be agreement about a\-core- of tasks
that.should be addressedjKazanus 1978; Selz 19801. These in
clude (1) basic'skills;-(2)employability-skills that subSume
knowledge of the wOrldof work; (3) job - seeking, maihtaining.and
advancing 'skills; G4 work attitudes or _values; (5) technical
skills, which are either theoretical or practical; and\ (6) -youth
organization. activities._

Similarly, at the pOstsecondary level there is -no.Core cur--
.

riculuM taught all service areas, although there'is somewhat
more. agreementabout the.goals of postsecondary- education
(McKinney- et 1.982). In order to determifie Which specific
tasks are addreSsed at the Pbstsecondary level, the same broad.
group-of tasks used for the secondary observations-was used for
the postsecondary observations. It was-believed, however,. that
-there;would. be less emphasis upon basic skills and youth organ-.
izatiOn activities thah at the secondary level,

t -
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Fourth'AssuMption,

There are edifferences-between secondary.andpostsecondary'
classes that .make separate analyses of-the data necessary. Al-
though secandary and_postsecondaTy-cIasses7frequentiY ha-Ye the
same course and program titles, the Motivation of the students'to
attendthese c_la8,,seS may differ considerably. SeCondary-stn-

fok-r,the-mosL p-art5--are required to be. i.n 'school.. Even if
they- elect'a,vodational7technical class.,-itmay not be-their
choice-tO:bel-in.Sahool at all .In :addition, many secondary
vocational students are in their second- or third7.choice-program
yarea..;In contrast, postsecondary students elect. to attend a .

specific schoolchodiseHtheA5rogram area., and oftenchooSeia
Specific teadher. Postsecondary students. frequently must Payfor
their schooling, whereas secondary students. rarely...pay for'any-
thing except consumable materials for-projects and ,

AIso,.some. postsecondary studentsare forfeiting theop-
portunities to earn-Money...in a job while they are attending
school. The differences in the right to 'choose,: the sacrificing-
of paychecks4 and the need to pay for classes are coupled with
differing: levels of maturity the' students. Secondary voca-.
tional students are fourteento seventeen years old as opp6sed.to
postsecondary. students who have a median age of twenty -seven
(McKinney et-al.-19-82),:'As a"regult of these differences,A.t is
.reaSonable.tO assume that secondary students havealesS.self
Motivated and less:task-oriented-apprOach,tO their Yocational
courses. ConverSely, postsecondary.sti)dentswould appear to have
amore self4motivated and task-oriented-approach bedause they are
older, have better defined emOloysnent-related gpals,.and haN4: a
greater investment of time and money in. attending their glasses.

,

Fifth Assumption.

Therfindings-fromthe:previoUs study as,wella8 the observa
tion methodology developed and tested'in that study. provide,

.
founddtion fOr the current study.. The findings from. the previous
study, indicated that:the-designated tasks (curricular content,.
areas) were indeed add?..essed in secondary vocational eddcatiOn
classes. ,The findinga,a18o confirmed that teacher methods in.
vocational -Classes.are different than those reported in studies
of academic classes: _ .

.

Findingstfrom -the observation methodology indicated .that
activities could be recorded reliably on aMinOte7.to7minute''
.basis. They also showed that there was ajligh degree\of agree-'
.ment among observers.using the-.obserVation guides.. The dorre-.

..Llation coefficients were empl.dyability-skills--.3Cset\up/Clean
p -.77; off task-7.90; basic skills,--94; and technicalskills--
.94, for c6dingthe various tasks. :FlanderS(1967); who 18
RerhapS the best-known claSs'roOM oh8erver, feels that a



'coefficientof_..85-isa-reasonable level of:correlation among ob-
.ser-vers .The--tesults- Of. the_Anterrater-re-liabtlity-assessments
-71.-n-the previou8study:compared Favorably with those of .44 to
1.00 reported by Stallirws (1977) and .79._and .80 reported by
7>ircitnik:(:1982) for their- rlespee -t+ve=s udles.

4.

Limitations

This study'isthe second: conducted by the National-Center
o__ Research in Vocational Education to investigate.the use of
time invocational- technical' classes.- V.hefirst study was-ex-
plOratory-i4.-..that .it aimed to develop_strategies to study time-.
on-task issuesand develop baseline data-on time use through-the
use of dbservation methodology. Although that methodblogY has
been refined, a limitation. is that it remains .an exploratory
study. The observation. guides should be considered tobe
developmental state. . A number of new variables have-beem'added
tof,the'observaon guides in:the current study to C011ectdata
-for :determining the relationship of teacher andclassroom
variables to student time. use:.

.

A second limitation is the lack of generaliziebijity to the
:population through sampling: The nine secondary and sixteen
postsecondary_ classes that.participated in the study were
selected'Oeliberately rather tanrando_Mly: The classeS were
selected to.:representa cross - section of vocational- classes in
`,several service .areas. '..Despite the intensive obserVation
required to collect the data,the study included a large sample
of twenty -six teachers. and over four hundred students.

'Nthird-limitation of-the study is the lack pf generaliza
hility;to the total_sohool year of. activities. The time of.the
year when the observations were made is not necessarily represen-'

: tative of hqw time is spent throughout the September-through-June
school year. BeCause of Scheduling constraints,4the observation-
al. data were collected during. Marchland.April, which are close.ta
the end of the 'School year. Several .teachers cautioned- observers
1-niatmuch of'the theoretical work had already been done earlier
in the4ear.-andthatmore students.wereworking 'on .individual

- projectSVat:thattime thanthane during the preVious months.. While the
results.:of'the previous study indicated .no significant dif-
ferences among-.weeks observed in March and April,, it is .possible
that therewould-have been significant differences among weeks
-_observed in SepteMber, DeceMber, April, and June.

/

With these-limitatiOns in Mind, the reader shoOlar.becareful
to avoid applying the results of.thiS study to all secondary,and
postsecondary vocational classes in general,:: Vocational7
tethnIcal: educationis-extremely diverse, with:considerable, vari-.,
ance among communities, schools, .governanCe. StructureS,:
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populations served,-.and goals. Within-its-limits, this stu'dx
_provides_an_unprecedentedamonnf-Tof data abo4t the relationship:
among teacher instructional/managerial bbhaviors,'classroom
variables,°and student time on task in a number of s-eCondary and
postsecondary vocational technical classes. Not only does this

-information increase.the unddrstanding of the pro-drfft-Tvttyarnd
the dynamics,Of.vocational7technicel classes, it also'prbVT-deS
data, fOr de'veloping evaluation procedures incorporating time 'on
task. as a 'criterion.

4.

b

O
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REVIEW OF,RELATED sTpDIE,s-

.Antecedent-Study in Votational e.lagses

Studies'of cIassroomtitehae_evolved,from:4i-osS meaSures
the.lengthOf the..school year,:toJmeasures Of-time_allocated.

to a:subject, to the.actual time studentsspepd on specific
tasks mast recent time-related .studies have.,their origins

'.

in the protessprOduct. studies of.:thea90s. and 197.0S. These .
studies related classroom processes or practices to eduCational
products,-such as student achievement.._ NUMerous.studieS:were:':
Conducted In.verious stages, to distoVer which classroom practices

:..lead :.to student achieveMent,' Initially the studies focused upon
.time spent onbasic skills in eleMentary-SchOols and'have since
evolved. to. include-a .variety of abademicSubjects such as EngliSh
or. math in setondary schools-(Stallings/ 1980).

. Time on'Task-in$elected-Vocational EducatiorCCaasses.
'(1-.1alasz and ,Rehm 1983).was one of the few studies of time on task
cOnductedin secondary vocationaTeducationclasses The pur-
poses. ottnat exploratory-studywere.-to-.develop:appropriate
obserVatiOn^procedures fOr recording student timeuse. in:vota-r
tional.classes and_todeter=Mine the proportion of time spent-upon
curricular:content.. The results of the studyprOvided a. reliable:
obServatiOn,6uideah.Obaseline...data about.student-nd teacher

:--tame,_:_usern:TurpoSiVely seiected secondary oaatiOnal -classes,
-

. : :

Briefly, the data.fromi that study indicated that the average .
proportions, of time spent bytthe- students in the ten classes
observed for ten class periods each were

Basic-skills'6:74%
Technical skills 41.1-7%...

.(practice and lecture)
Employability, skills 7.99.%

Set up/clean up,7,18% 13.25% On task/
Related/on task 6.07% noncontent

Off task/sociali.zig 30.94%,,Off task
Break 5.67%

55:9% On task/content

. , .. .
.

time,The:prOportions of'student time use varied greatly. among the
'individualclasses and from day to day in the.sameclass.. FigUre'
1 shows -how ei.me.on'taSk:vatied day.-today-during one 'week of



obse0,atii.-5h in a distributive education. class. The,amount.of
time students were absent or late also varied considerably among
classes and from'day to day. .The average rate of absence,was
18.4'percent There wr4e significant:Aifferences .(p<:.001) fOr
the proportions of time on 'task emong;:short (46 to 56 minutes),
mediUm-length (111-126:minutes), and long (146-176 minutes) clas-
ses. Long classes had a'significantly..(p<0.05) higher proportion
of time in class than medium-length classeS,,and medium-length
Classes had a significantly higher'propoition than short classes..

.

Medium-t-sized classes (15 -17 students) --had 'a significantly
higher (p<0:01) proportion of time. on task (74 percent) than
larger classes (24-26 students, 59. percent.)., The smallest class
(7 students), which was not included in the. calculations, had.the
highest mean (86 percent) oftime on task.

.

A significant difference (p<0.05) was found for time on task
between classes that'had. a substitute teacheras opposed to the
regular. teacher. Therewas a higher proportionof time spent on
task,When the regular. teacher was present, even when the sUbsti-
tutes appeared't be-task orientediand conscientious., Teachers
spent, on-the average, over a fourth of their.time (29.percent)
providing one-to-ohe:instructioh. .They 'workedat their. desk 11.8
percent of the time,'observed students at work 8.1 percent, gave
directions S.8 percent, and lectured 8.3 percent.

Thg proportions of time on task in-this'study appeared to,Joe
similar to those found in studies conducted" in academia- -subject.
Classes. .Because of_the diversity in:research objectives and
Procedures, however, :fuSther comparisons C .notot be made be-
tween vocational and academic subject time =on -task studies. This
study provided a database of student timeuse,..and,,to a limited
degree,. 'teacher time use in'tem Odrposively selected secondary
,?oCational classes.

. .

Recommendations:for further research emphasized the'need td.
determine the relationships of teaches instructionalimanagerial
behaviors to Student use of time. As:'s result, ,a second study
has been conducted to investigate the relationship, teacher De-
ha_viors, potentially 'viable' variables, ah-67-§Udent_time-use
in vocatibnal-technical classes.

Comparison of Related Studie.s'-

AlthoUghThumerous studies have been conducted,. on 'on
task., ,especially in.elementary-c-lsges-rmethodoloby and defini--
tions of.on-task behavior vary. "According to a summary of re-
si.ea-Chliy CaldWell, Huitt, and Graeber (1982), studies at the
:secondary level have found much higher student engagement rates
than those.. at the elementary leVei. _There is .some belief that
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secondary students may mask their nonengagement behaviors more
effectively than elementary students. As in the elementary
studies, it is difficult to compare 'engagement 'rates across-,_

--------__studies, particularly since some results come from early work on
\the amount of time students paid attention to tasks.Studies

before--1950 for example, round engagement rates of 90-98 percent
.(Blume 1929)-and_80-88 percent (Edminston and Braddock 1941).
Later studies foundengagement. rates of 62-83 percent (Anderson
1975),-84-92\percent (Frederick et al. 1979), and 40-85 percent
(Evertson 1980). In Evertson -(1980) the average for- high-
chieving students was a AO 'percent engagement rate.

Several
\

factors affect the differences in -engagement rates
between Studies.. Engagement. rates are usually calculated as a
percentage of 'allocated time. However, some studies (Fisher et.
al. 1978) excluded general management activities and transition'
time, such as handing out assignments, from allocated time.
Other studies,\(Brady et al. 1977) included such activities.
Noncontent actiities assigned to students, such as students
putting their name on assignments, were considered on task in
some studieS-and off task in others.

\
The following.matrix, table 1, lists several time -on -task

studies and. their major findings. Methodology and terminology
garied considerably among the studies, which renders -direct
comparisons''of results impossible. Toget-han-r-howeVeTIne
studieS provide .7a-pverv-i-O-W-Eif how time use in the classrooms has

\heeh-75tTSben bY other researchers.

,arly Models of Time and Learning

\-.Most of the time-related studies trace theirtheories,about
time to Carroll! -\ ( 963) model of school learning. The funda-
mental

individual st den learning and that students differin the
mental tenets in his model are that. time is.a critical variable

.

'amount 'of 'time t ey. eed to learn a given unit to a_ etaevel of
___profic.ientY,___carroll.'smodel____includes the- five factors of
aptitude, ability, perserverance, opportunity tb,. learn, and
quality of-insttu tion, reduced to'the following formula:

.

Degree of Learning = fftime actually. spent)
: time needed , I

Carroll diStingui.hed ';-etween elapsed time and the_time the
learner is actuaCy spending on the act of learningas the time

. during which the earnr. is-paying .attention and trying to..
. learn.

15
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TABLE I.

.COMPAR1SON OF-TIME-ON-TASK STUDIES

Study/Report 'Reference Population Procedures Highlights

NA Model of School Learning" Carroll, J. Teachers 6th graders
College RecorT74--
(1963):

DIscIplirm and Group Manage- Kounin, J. S., NY;
mont in Classrooms' Holt, Rinehart, and

Winston, 1970

"Reletionshlp of Discrete
Classroom Behaviors to
Fourth-Grade Academie
Achievement"

Inside High School

"Time end Learning"

"The Use of Classroom Time
In High Schools Above or
Below the Median Reeding
Score"

Cobb, J. Journal of
Educational-TWN617=
m.63 (1972): 74-80

Book includes a variety of
studies. The Dimensions of
Classroom Management Study
used videotapes of elementary
classrooms which also InclUd-
ed a few emotionally dls-
turbed children. Behavior of
preseletted children coded
every 10 seconds during ace..
demic activities. When
possible, preselected child-
ren included 8.emotionaLly
disturbed and 8 nondlsturbed
children.

102 fourth graders In 5
classrooms In 2 middle-class
schools over 9 days

Cusick, P. -HY: Holt, 1 high school
Rinehart, and Winston,
1973

Bloom, B. In-LearnIn
and Instruction. w -
frock, ed. Berkeley,
CA: McCutchan, 1977,
586-597

Frederick, W. Urban
Education 11, KEz.r-
IT97/): 459-464

UST COPY MAILABLE

Synthesis of existing studies
of time and learning

184 classrooms In 27 Chicago
public high schools; 12
schools were above median
reeding score, 15 were,below

Programmed-I nstructlbn .
booklet developed to
teach rules of en
artificial foreign
language.

A second videotape
study used 50 first and
second grade classroom
for a full day. 24
classes were in a sub-
urb of Detroit and 26
in Detroit. Preselected
children were coded for
work Involvement and
deviance every 12 sec-
onds. Teacher behaviors
were coded separately.

Poor quality Instruction retarded the
learning rate of children of all IQ
levels. It also effected pers eeeee rice
of high-1Q children but had no .signif-
icant effect on those with 10's of 115
or below:

Both effective and Ineffective
teachers handled distruptions
similarly. Effective teachers
prevented disruptions from occurring
In the first place.

Observers coded 13 cat- Best predictor was proportion of time
egorles of on and off pupil was attending. Other on-off-
task behaviors. task variables were alsO predictive of

academic achievement.

Mainly beseebn quell- High school students spent_approxl
fatlye data--InterviewsL.-mately-3-hrs7dinoncontent and

approximately I 1/2 hrs/day on
formal definitions of content.
behaviors or time.

Every 5 minutes observ-
ers recorded the percen-
tage of students present
who were involved In-the
lesson. Interruptions,

_attendance and completed
homework assignments
were also. recorded.

31

Engagement rates were highly predic-
tive-of student achievement-accounting
for es much es 3/5 variation In
achievement.

High-achieving schools had sIgnifl-
Cantlybetter attendance, a higher
level. of involvement, fewer students
going in and out, fewer interruptions,-
and more students doing the assigned
homework then did loW-achlevIng
schools. HIgh-echieving schools had
eboUt 75% of classroom time available
for instruction, low-achieving schools.
had 5I% of the time available..



TABLE I

(continued)

Study/Report Reference Population Procedures Highlights

Instructional Dimensions , Brady, M; Clinton, D;
Sweeney, J.; Peterson,
M; and Poyner, H.
Washington, DC:
Kerschner Associates,
.1977.

"The Relationship Among Anderson, L., and
Teaching Methods, Student. Scott, C. Journal of
Characteristics, and Student Teacher Education 29,
involvement In Learning" no. 5 (19(11): 52-57

Teaching Behaviors& Academic Fisher, C., et al.
Learning Time and student Technical Report V-I.
achievement: FTnal Report ,San Francisco: Far
of these 11141. (Beginning West,,LaboratO-freis,

l'cache valuation Study) 1978.

TrainingLof Teachows,Aislng Brown, R. Washington,
Observation of BTEs DC: National insti-
Variables tute.for Education,

1979.

/

Our1500Hocondar Rutter, M. et al.
loscriThreirEfffecs on Cambridge, MA: Mar-

Children vard University Press,
1979.

"Time, Teacher Comments, and Frederick, W.; Mai-
Achievement In'Urban High berg, H..; and Rasher,'
Schools" S. Journal of Educa-

tional Research 73,
no. 2 (Nov/Dec 1979):
63-65

Figures for comparison purposes In Caldwell, Hultt,
no. 5 (1982): 471-480.

elementary students

100 nine through twelfth
graders In a suburban high
school;.15 students each
from 7 humanities and social
studies classes

Elementary.and secondary
students

Same as above

12 London -Inner -city
secondary schools

Secondary students In 175
classrooms In 26 Chicago
high schools.

and Graeber. ."Time Spent

Classroom observation
with transition time,
down time, and manage-
ment time included as
allocated time

Anderson's observation
schedule to determine-
task-relevant behaviors.
Classroom behavior of

'each student was coded
once every 90 secads by
two observers. Verbal
subtest of Lorge Thorn-
dike intelligence test
used to measure scholas-
tic aptitude. Scott
Academic Self-Concept
scale used to measure
self-concept.

Classroom observations.
TransliTon-time; -down---
time, and management
time Included as
allocated time.

40 classrooms observed
'by 2D student teachers.

Qualitative Study -
narrative descriptions
from observations and
interviews.

Observatlons.of time us-
age and teacher's
behavior every 5 minutes
for 2 periods. A running
log also kept. ,

Average engagement rate for reading
and math was about 60%.

Students with low aptitude and low
academic self-concept appear most af-
fected by the variations In teaching
methods. Students with hIgtaptitude
and high' academic self-concepts were
more off task In group setting than
with other methods. More students,
regardless of groups, tended to dem-
onstrate task-relevant behavior when
classroom discourse teaching methods
were used.

Major Findingsdifferent students
tend to benefit from different
teaching methods.

Averageengagement-rate-tor-readlni
and math 75%; Engaged tIme'posItivery
re lated to total reading achievement
scores In second and fifth grades; to
total math achievement scores In fifth
grade.°'

Ceramics students were engaged 60% of
the time; welding 62%; Biology 04%;
English 87%; Music 54%; Woodshop 95%.

Children's classroom behaVier was
better In lesson - oriented structured
classroom. Pupils attending 75% or
more of the time had higher exam
scores.

46.5% of the time was lost due to
absences, lateness, inattention.

In Learning: Implications from Research." Elementary School Journal
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TABLE I

(continued)

,m
Study/Report Reference Population Procedures Highlights

"A Study of Schooling" Reported by. K. Sirot-
, (numeroes articles have been nik In "Contextual

published from this study) Correlates of the Ex-
pendltues of Class
room Time on Instruc-
tionand Behavior: An
Exploratory Study of
Secondary Schools and
Classes" In AERA
Journal 19. no. 2
73-7eser1982):. 275-292

"A Study of Schooling .

Curriculum"
Klein. M.; Tyle, K.; Z.
Wright, J. Phi Delta

. Kappan (Dec. 19/9):
. 244-248

.---------
" Instructional , -Context-.--and-Cornbleth. C. and
edivdual Differences In Korth, paper

Pupil Involvement In presented at AERA.'San
Learning Activity" Francisco. 1979 (ED

171 409),

School Policy, Leadership Stallings, J., and
Style, teacher Change, and Mohlmen. G. Mountain
Student Behavior InlEight View, CA: Stallings
Schools Teaching and Learning

Institute. 1981

"How Time Is Spent In
Elementary Classrooms"

Rosenshine, B. Jour-
nal of Classr000rn7.7
teraction 17-. no. 1

111817TET6-25

362 Junior high students and
525 senior high students
selected from a purposive
sample of 25 schools'across
the nation

1064 teachers at 25 Junior
and senior high schools In
subject areas. Also did
similar study with elemen-
tary classes.

2 high- and 2 low-achieve-
ment students In 4 urban
fourth grade classrooms

8 secondary schools In the
San Francisco Bay Area. 43
teachers' classrooms

6 second and fifth graders
who ranged to 25th765th
percent cmly

5 minute Interaction
frames were used. 4 -5-

minute Intervals evenly
-spaced during class
period for 3 full,
periods.

Compared teacherInter-
8 views with obterved data.

Observers were present In
1016 sampled classes.
Four 10-minute observa-
tions made In_each-ciass

days.

Individual behavior
minutes by minute

coded

Observations ofclass-
rooms. questionnaires.
Interviews. review of .
existing school data.
verbal Interaction of
teachers coded every 5
minutes

Classroom observations
recording' engaged activ-
ities only (putting name
on paper. or other tran-
sitional activities not
Included).

33

In secondary classes grouping styles
with students working alone les7. often
and students In the upper tracks had
more time on Instruction. Association
between most teacher variables and
percent of class time spent on In-
struction and behavior either non-
existent or weak.

Teacher perceptions of time on
Instruction 70%, observation 75%,
perceived time on routine 13%.
observed 20%. perceived time on
behavior 10,_observed-m.-4%-

Students engaged 67% time but varied
significantly with subject. More al-
located time In meth/reading but less
on task than "social studies and
science

Schools where policies and rules clear
and consistently enforced had higher
teacher morale. fewer Intruilons, less
litter and vandalism, a 'lower absence
rate, less class misbehavior, and more
time on task.

Second graders engaged about 2 hr. 30
min. or 40% of In-class time:
language/meth academically engaged
overall rate 84% In teacher groups;
70% with seat work. Amount of Interim
and wait time consistent across
classes; off-task time were not.

BEST WTI MP:Alga.



Study/Report

"Classroom Management Prac-
tices in Industrial Educa-
tion Laboratories: An
Ecological Study"

A Place Called School

Time on Task In Selected
Vocational Education Classes

TABLE 1

(continued)

Reference . Popu !at ion Procedtres Highlights

Fbnder, G. and Plnely,. 10 Industrial education Narrative clascroen ob- Purpose was to label and describe
R. Journal of Indus- student' teachers in 3 high servat Ions of clasrocm c las roan rronagerront practices of
Irlal Teacher Educa- schools and I middle school management techniques smoothly run Industrial education

classes based on Komin's criteria of
task- engagement. "Better slops" had
work Involvement of 75% and 95%;

tion 19, no. 2 (1-982):
77=37

Goodiad, J. New York:
Me:Yaw-NH , -1903

Halasz, I., and BehM,
K. The National Cen-
ter for Research in
Vocational Education,
Columbus, 1983 (ED 229
528)

38 schools - elementary,
J u for and son for high:
1,350 teachers, 8,624 par-
ents, 1,7163 students; 38
principals. Observed 1,016 ,
e las sr ocrns.

186 students and 10 teachers
In 7 schools located in 4
states. 3 service areas
agriculture, marketing and
distribution, add trade and
Industrial -- Included,

Data collection teens
observed, Interviewed,'
and col lected Informa-
tion fr an existing docu-
ments. Classroom obser-

--,aat-lon-methedd cgy based
on Stalling's work.
Both qualitative and
quantitative data were
col leafed.

Observed, ml nute-by-
mlnute, for ten entire
class periods dtr Inc two
non-consecutive weeks ih
the swing of ,I982.
Over 11,400 minutes
observed, recorded, and_
analyzed. Proportions
of time calculated and
ccmuarisons conducted
using F-tests and
t-tests. Qualitative
dataalso analyzed and
reported.

others were below 50%,

'Study includes many canponents In
addltIon 11:3 amount of class time spent
on Instruction was 70% at elementary
level.and around 75% ln_t_light

Student time on task w 56% on content
and 13% on noncontent. Time off task
- 31%, Of :time on task, 4.1% = tech-
nical skil is, theory or practice.
Teachers allocated 67% time for con-
tent and remaining 33% on managerial
activities. Teachers spend 29% time
on one-to-one instruct Ion, Longest
classes and classes with least stu-
dents had highest pro:portions of time
On task.
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Bloom's model. of school learning was-built upon Carroll's
ideas (Bloom 1974, Carr011 1977). Bloom called. the amount- of
time when the learner is actively engaged in learning the "time
on task" (1974, p. 682)1. In' his comprehensive review of differ-

.. ences in learning under different classroom conditions in
different nations,' states, and communities, Bloom found that

while there can be no simple explanation for all these
differences, it/seems.to some of us that the percent of
time the student spends on task in the classroom may be a
powerful variable underlying most of these differences--
(1974, p.°684)

also-commented that
. -

thorough understanding of time and its Use'in school
learning may help us turn this great potential increasingly
toward the improvement of the schools and the improvement of
the human,condition: (p. 686) \

Wileyand Harnischfeger: (1974) formulated a/Model that was
based in part:upon Wiley's analysis of.the controversial Coleman
report, Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966). Wiley's
analysis in.that study of the relationship between attendance and
achievement /indicated-that the quantity'ot sCOooling has a power-
ful effect on determining achievement. In.the Wiley-Harnischfed-
er:model,-aS in Carroll's model, achievement is determined by two
variable s: !the total time a student needs to learn a task,.and
the total time the student actually spends on'the task. The in-
fluence.of all other variables (curriculum,. student, and teacher
characteristics, quality of instruction) is overshadowed by these
two-time variables.

Results'bf Recent Studies

The three models of time and learning developed by.Carroll,
Bloom,.and Wiley-Harnischfeger Provided the theoretical founda-
tion. for several empirical, observation -based studies. These
models of time were the-basis of the concept of academic learning
'time that has been amajdr contribution of the Beginning:reacher
EValuation Study. (BTES) (Fisher et-al. 1978). .The BTES.findings
on allocated and engaged time that substantially'agree with
earlier research are derived from a stroncer and more
sophisticateddatabase'(Borg1980). -

Through direCt observation, BTES researchers (Fisher.et 41.
1978) collected longitudinal data shout students' engagement or
nonengagemehtin'inStructional :tasks in elementary classes. Find-
ings-from..the multiple linear regression analysis of the'rela-

,_tionships.between academic learning time.and student.. achievement
.indicated that the proportion of allocated time that students are

20



engaged in learning tasks was found to be related positively to
achievement.. In classes with the highest'engagement rates, the
teachers had 'allocated more time for the'acadeffic activities.
Teachers allocated apprbximately 55 Percent.of the class time for
academic activities, with another 25 percent devoted to subjects
such as music, art, and physical education.. The reimaing'--2-0
percent of the time was spen_t--in-non-i-ristional activities and

:tra

On-the average, the second and fifth grade students- in the
RTES were engaged in math and reading about 73 percent of the
allocated time. Overall,. the students were engaged in academic.
activities about one hour and oforty-five minutes or 40 percent of
the in-class time. There was conSiderable variation among stu-
dents, however, with some students engaged about thirty minutes
more and others engaged about thirty minutes less than the aver-
age engageMent rate (Rosenshine 1981).

Th&-Follow-,ThroUgh evaluation studies conducted by Stallings
and her associates through the 1970s and 1980 (Stallings and
Kaskowitz.197.4; Stallings and Mohlman-1981) have provided im-
proved classroom observation methodology. .and-additional substan-
tiation of thetime-on-task. theoryof learning. Stallings'S con-
tinual work has resulted,in correlational and descriptive data
about school'effeCtiVeness,.inCluding the use.of time by elemen-
tary and -secondary. teachers, and students'in Ihe classroom. Her
findings indicate that the .mere length of the.school day or thee.
length of class in secondary schOO18 is not the critical factor

. in students' academic achievement. She stated, "Clearly student.
learning depends on how. the available time is used, not just thee.
amount of time available" (Stallings 1980, p. 11). . Stallings has
organized a teacher-training 'institute to encourage teacherS to
spend more time instrupting.andmanaging students to stay on.task_
-during class time (Stallings andMohlman 1981)-

The notion that increased time on. task will increase
achievement is appealing as a simpleNsolution to theYproblem of
making-,academic education' more effective. Several researchers .

have cautioned:, however';(: that the time Op task _findingS should
not be:interpreted to mean that- merely increasing the engaged

---- -.time--1-produce,ware-lea-rn-iny for-all--stderrts.
(1980, p. 12).-comment suMs.up-the..1;iel4s of sucl4. others as Soar
(1978) and Evertspn (1980) "For all student, there is a point

, at which more learning. time does not produce mode learning".

At thiS timethere is no known optimum time on task for_
most students, particularly. ,the :less academically S ccessfu].
students. It is believed,. however, that-Jets succes fulstudentS
need, more time. to learn than -the more successful stud& ts (Bloom.
1977): Data from Glaser (1968) an&AtkinsOn (1968) sug est that
the sloweSt 5 perdent of learners take about five:times long
to reach any giVen criterion of mastery. as 'do the-fastest per:-
cent of:the learners (Borg 1980): A number of studies (Block

21
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1971; Peterson 1972) provide evidence'that 80 percent of the-1972
.

students can achieVe a revel of lear"ning that is usually attained
-by only 20 percent/ when there is'an increase Of 10 to 20 percent
in learning time. However, in a more recent writing, 'Bloom
(Carroll- 1977) suggested that rates of_learni-ng-are-b-hangeable.

'

Evertson(1980) reported a significant. variation in student
engaged time -among achievement groups. On the average, low-

, achieving junior high student.were engaged 40 percent of the
timein academic content compared with 85 percent engaged time
for high-achievers. Low-achievers spent more time waiting and
doing nothing than did high- achievers.

AnderSon..and Scott (1978) examined the relationship among
methods, students' verbal'ability, stddents' academic self-
concept, and students' time on task in a suburban high school.
One of the major findings of the_Anderson'and.Scott study is that
.different teaching methods 'can be us.eful for different typesOf
students. Students with both low aptitude and a low academic.
self-concept seem to be the .most" affected. by variations in'teach-
ing methods. Students with high aptitude and high academic self-
concepts appear to be more off task in group settings than with

..any other method.- More students, rega-rdless of type, tended to
show.more on-task behavior with-methods that provide two -way com- >

munication and that are largely teacher dirpCted, such as disci's-
sions with questions and answers.

Another influence on the-time-on-task stuc -en
-Kounin's.work on discipline (Kounin 1970)', Both effec _ e -_Aid
ineffective- teachers appear to handle discipline 'problems 1.7 much
the same way. However, 'effective teachers manage classrooms in
ways that prevent discipline problems from occurring in the first
place.

_Kounin (197D) identified the following categories of teacher:
.:behavior associated with' :high levels of. time on.task: With-it-
.dess, smoothness, momentum, variety, and, group focus. All of the
identified teacher behaviors, relate to the flow and pacing of
classroom activities. Different-teacher behaviors .were associ
ated with high levels of time on task in different. situations.
"With-it-ness" and "smoothness" were associated with time on task
regardless of the situation. "Variety" was important to seatwork
but not recitations, Whereasf"momentum-and "group focus" were
associated with high levels of time on task-in recitation but not.
seatwork..

Later studies by Kounin and Gump (1974) developed the con-
cept of a signal system that helps explain the previous findings.
The situations themselves exert. a "holding power"'that can lead
to high levels of time on task. The learning environment, teach-
-er behaviors, or pacing of the lesbon all can give the student
signals.



---To summarize recent studies of time on tabk, it appears that- -
a.positive relationship (correlational, not causal) between
teacher-allocated time and student time on task and adhievement
has been established:in the elementary-level studies. There is
1 temptation to apply the time -on -task findings from the academic
elementary classrooms to the secondary-level,vocational educa!--
tion classrooms. Tt is important, however, to recognize that
there are usually significant differences between these-twb areas
in their orientation, goals', structure, and Student. characterist
ics that have different implication's for increasing student:time
on task.

The time-achievement research .suggests.that teachers should
manage class time to provide adequate time for students to be
engaged in learning. There is no formula'for calculating the
precise amount of time required ft'r optimal learning at either

.

the elementary .or secondary, level, nor is there anTamount of
time, ideal for all .the students in a heterogenous class. It-is
apparent, however,-that'.where'the opportunity for student time on .

task is increased, there is significant. gaTn-in: studentachieve-
tent.

Key Factors Affecting Students Time on Task

Teacher Behaviors

Huitt and Caldwell (forthcoming) categorize teacher behav-
iors into two types: managetent behaviors and instructional
behaviors. Management behaviors can be further broken down into
three major. concepts--selecting and arranging° activities moni-
toring student behavior, and dealing with misbehavior--wh ch have
further.subdivisions as follows: .

.Selecting and-Arranging Activities

Use routines to' reduce cOnfdsion

Establish clear and consistent .7.41es

Plan.for transitions between-adtivities: have
material ready

Fosten good student work-habits

Structure the physical environment to facilitate
,learning

Monitoring'

Move around tie room to monitor behavior

Pace acttvities,appropriately
ve,



Stopping Misbehavior

o . Anticipate consequences; head off misbehavior
before it occurs

o State expectations for behavior clea

o Hold students accountable for behavior

Give feedback on behavior,prhaps privately

According to Huitt and Caldwell, rules and procedures are
usually established during the first weeks of school. Thus, an
observation team is not likely,to note this factor unless the ob-
servations take place within the first few days of school. Since
teachers and administrators often consider this the worst poss-
ible time to have observers, yearly "procedure settings" is seldom
obser .

stud
enc
-hav
fro
gor
cif
ize
op
bosh.

The rejationship between teacher 'behaviors and the amount of
nt' engaged time is complex, but 'several behaviors do seem 'to
rage student engagement. :Huitt.and Caldwell (forthcoming)
found a sequence of important instructional ementSeMerging
the'research and grouped these events into four major cate-_

es: presentation, practice, feedback, and,Monitoring. .Spe-
*c behavLors.can be identifiedunder.each category and organ-
into an effective strategy to achieve the specified goal of

imi.zing the amount_ of allocated.time, engagement rate, or

Burnham (1983) has suggested that it is very important for
adult educator to be organized. In this, article,organiza-

entails developingobjectives, goals', and a broad.course
outline which are made available in writing to the
learners; developing lesson 'plans which include activi-
ties that appropriately mixror the cognitive taxonomy;
and evaluating 1hwriting or through conference, the .

learner's performance-and products when the-teach-
er does not .do things:out of respect fpr the
learner, the all-too-clear message-is that the learner
is hot---important:7(p'. 34)

Pfannenstiel (1982) lists seven ways teachers can aesSen
transition-time which coincide with Burnham's (1983) emphasis .on
organization:

0 4

1. Develop routines so that' students Anow what will
happen next.

2. Establish clear and consistent rules.g



3._:_Structure the classroom so-that it yis easy to monitor
all students. .1

4. 'Make sure that. needed clasiroom materials for the day
are eaSy to find and replace.

)
,

5. _Set up. the classrobm.o,miniThize
outside or inside the classroom.

6. Plan fOr transitions so .that-eyerything'is ready .and
quickly-distributed.

Foster gOod work habits, 'in students. (p. .21)7

distractions

':,1N;number of .studies have focused on the relationspipof
teacher.behaviorS to,:student time. on task. One study of 53
sixth grade teachers and a subsample of their'StudentS done by
Fox; Peck; and Blattstein (1978) foUndstrong ass8ciation
tweeA teachers-exhibitipg.Systematically'organized classroom4be-
havior.and student time on.task. In a:other study, standardized
achievement was affected'curvilinearly by time on task .(Edwards, .

1981). Edwards cited a study by Peck andVeldman.(1972) that-
ocused on 165 second arid third grade teachers. TheStudy found
that.

% ..

teacher,characteristics which correlated highly
-with 'students' standardized achieyement test score
gains to have consistent negative affective impact,,-

. suggesting the possibility that the very values and
.

proCedureS which tend to .maximize the learniYlg of the
'ktiOwledge'-and skills tapped by standardiZed achievement

. tests ritalt have adverse' effeCts'on pupil morale,'
intereSt, and longterm Aoiledicaeion to learning in
a broad-sense., (p. 16T -.

,

However, Barnes(1981) cautions tliat'care must he takeno not to.
7777-'5Ve"rOnerat-i-zefrom-e-f-fect4Ve....tea.cbgr behaviors that have been

identified for specific grade's, subject and groups 31--SIU-deTas7..-
Arcausal:telatiOnship.between teaChihg'behaviors,and:achieveMent

-outcome of education..,'

thereT.could.b-e.interaction effects with subjects and /or .grade
level. There is.also the 4uestionof what is, the most_desirabjeL___

cannot-be assumed since many variables a're'not controlled.

, .

. :Sitotnik,(1983)' found that. about 75 percent: of class time in,
both: elementary and Secondary sChools-was instrtuctional. About_
70percent of total class 'time involed student-teacher interac-

__LiJamAbout _2'0 perdeht:of the teachers.', time was equally divided
.between working alone (Often 'at their-,desks) -and7monIt.:or-i-ngdr-.
obserV'ing. students. the-s)ther_11) percent-thdludednonVerbal re_b
sponse to-student and walking around the classroom.



In hieAuby-of 1,016.ClaesrooMs, GoOdiad (1963) found that
eachers tended to use a very limited'reperoite-of teaching

Methods,4-spendig most of theit-timetaiking And monAtoring:seat
work. The lack of instructional "variety was less evident in the
arte;'physicaledUcation and vocational eddcatioh,classee
cOrding to:doodiadi-in these-- _classes there. typAcally'are.

. , .

more demonstrations, discUseione,.vatious 'types -.of
physiCalHperforming, and production of .products Other.
..than written ones. These .classes .entail lese 1.ecturirig,
fewet' written assignments, and teWer quizzes,- 'Fdrther

TJnore, studenteate ConsidenblN; more involved in setting
their own goals, choosing the subjects of°studY and work,
and ea forth. (1983,.p. 467)

Absenteeism,.

According: to a report by Stallings .and Mohlnan .('1981),
''Attendance is becoMing,a bigger and bigger problem:in today's
high schools,. Clearly,.teaChete cannot reach students, who do0not'
appear An Clase"tp.5). Rutter- et al.*(1979). found that pbpile.
attending 75 percent or more of school time. had higher exam
scores than students who attended less often.. Frederick (1977).
studied classtoom time in, loW- andhigh-achievimg Chicago; '

schools. Kigh-achie0ing schools-were thcise-,above the median
N,...redAndscore? for Chicago schoOle; IbWachiev;ing.echoola were
defined as those below the median score. In the study, ;-

o

high-achieVing schools have significantly better
attendance,:a'highet-level-of 'involveMent, tewer
students going in and out, fewer interruptions, and:...
more students doing the assigned homework than in tow
achieving` - schools. Ar-462),

/

Twenty-five petcent of the available student time was //wasted in
the high-achieving school's due to absendes, inattentiant.and.
interruptions. HOweveriimloWaChieving schools, 4?' Pei-debt of,
available student time: was wasted (Frederick 1977)../

review of.selected studiet on time Ofi-taq-ki*Karweit
(19831 stated that

student absence varies by age:and sex of student
(Levant° 1973), by the location o the school
(Statistics of State School Systems, 1978),% by the
size of the school (Lindsay 1982), and.by the grade
organization of the'school (Slavin and Karweit-1982):
(p. 7)

26
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-According :to:Karweit (1973), on any given day in anurban second-
ary School, there may be more students absent than present Not
only do absent,...studentsmiss the learning time themselveS, they
reduce the time available to other stddentS ifthe teacher has to
review .material missed. Levanto (1973) studied records 'of-310
students in.a.Connecticqf high school during the 1971 -72 school
year and found the following patterns of absenteeism:

Wednesday and Thursday have the lowestl,stucient a
Bence rate. The rate"s also lower on days Of:
"important 'tests, and other important activities.'

Males have a lower absence rate than femaleS during
_the first.three.years,'but senior males havea highe
absence rate than females.

_Rate Of absenteeism increased from ninth to :twelfth
grade.

StudentS from two - parent homes have =a lower.absence
rate than other students.

":
College preparatory students have the lowest absence
rate, next business education, then general.

Seniors with the highest:101s and academic achieve-
ment have the loWest absence rate.

.

Rates were lower. if_ students participated in both-
athletic and nonathleticactiVities than iftheypar7

-ticipated in one or none.'
....... ,-:-

.Absanteeism is higher forblack than for white
students._

. The poorer the teacheOsperSonality score, the
higher the absenteeism rate' of the students..

. . .
. _

Caldwell, Huitti and 'Graeber (1982) have stated that "the
.- number of days:in the year .a student. actuall,y-attcnds'school is

the most general measure of a student's involvement in learninse
(P. 472)., TheyAjist_several, factors 'that. influence Ottendance--
community. beliefs, peer croup,, home enVironment,- and'the, schodl
and classroom environment.

Interruptions-and Breaks
. .

. : "Stallings,and..MOhlman (l9f found that fewer students were
on task in secondary.Classes where there were frequent illterrup7
.tions. by tardy students or announcements over the loudspeaker.
There were also more teacher corrections for behavior'in class-
-rooms with more frequent interruptions. Notoonly was.time lost
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due to the interruptions-,. 6ut it took additional time for. stu-.
dents to return tp theirontask activities after each inter-
tuption-

Rasultslofithe Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (Fisher
et al. 1978)Ialso showed that. break time (including recess,
'lunch, restroom, etc.) in elementary classes was negatively cot-
related with1Student time on task,- One possible-explanation.of7-.
feeed.was that long. periods of "play" carry over into :work- time
(Rosenshine 1981). Henderson .(1983) found duting observation of

SecondarY'..horticulture:clasSes- that
. ,

disproportionate amount of time was spent on. school and
teacheepresceibed breaks:', The breaks appeared to. be
.unnecessary,'lengthy,.-and,did not reflect true working
conditions. Exdessive-break.time may encourage
inappropriate work habits. .-(p.

Grouping-
o

Studies-of elementarY.Classtooms that used small 'group in-
struction .rather than. total class. instruction had lesstiMe on
task. -Ths-teachee, was often'- interrupted .to discipline non -group
.members, and seatwork was not as effective in keeping Students en-
gaged, In the Follow - Through studies,. conducted. by Stallings and
-Kaskowitz (1974), teadnertime spent .Working witftone or two Stu-
dents was negatively correlated with student gain in achievement,
.whereas. time spent in teacher-led groups was positively' cor're'la-
ted-with achievement. However,Karweit (1983) cautioned that it"'
is-neceSsary.to consider more than just the quantity of.instrud-
-tional time. Different amounts of time yield similar results
'depending on the_ efficiency with which time is.used. GroUping
may be productive if the quality of time outweighs'
necessary.for Management. When working with the entire'4ag5,''.
theLteachen_will-usUallypace the lesson-lor the averade'or
middle-level ability :students. Thus the lesson is likely to be
tooLslow foe higher-ability students and too-fast for,lower-
,ability ones. Grouping- addordingto:abiiity level potentially
-may.increase:,the effective instructional time.-The problem with
grouping is'the.trade-off ,between increased instructional effici-
ency of those in the group and a reduced level for those students
not involved at that time.-

TiMe on Task and Effective Schools

Although in recent -years.effective school studies have re-
ceived much attention., there seem to be many different ways to
definewhat effective sdhoolS really are Furthermoie, it ap- .

pears that effective school factors are so interrelated that it
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has been diffiCult to determine if the identified.factorS are
what-make schools effective or if'Schocilt that are effective
hibt these characteristics. Little (1981) looked at school

.sucrcest relative to staff development activities. Edmonds (1979)
considered schools eff.ective if low-income student's achieved at
the same leVel as themiddle-income stUdents- Rutter (-1979)
looked at contistent-achievement test 'score gains,'.low-absence
ratesand. potitivestudent behavior (such as_ low delinquency.
.rates and'aPprOpriateclasSrpom behavior) as sidns.of.school.:
effeCtivenets. _Stallings and,'MOhlman, (1981) definedeffective
schools as those with, high teachermorale, teacher. iMplemeintation
of - time -use programs students on task, low absence rates,
friendly environment,' -and., low. litter. and Vandalism.. Westbrook's.
(1982) studydeterMined tchoOl effectiveness by student achieve=.

--ment test 'scores. in the hasid:tkills.areas. Each.Of. these
dies desdribed what effective schoolt are''doing, .according. to
their writers' definitions of effective,!', but none actually
--Showed what made these schools effective..

.

Westbrook (1982) identified\several limitations or qualifi7
cations that should be.consideredwhen interpreting the findings
of effectiVeness studies. -Fitst,'if the study bases-its effec-
tivenessrating on studentachievement scores,,there:js no way to
,look-at.the relation of the total schoO1 environment on effec-.
tiveness. Second, the.findings of the.eXisting'studies cannot-be
applied to other situations. Most studies are based on 'basic'
skills achievement in-urban elementary -schools.. In addition,
educators do not knOw how to change ineffective schools into
effective schools. ,Therefore, factors-that are found in the

.

effective schools:ttOdied cannot necessarily -be.applied success-7-
fL411, to.other situations. Third,. existing studies donot show
the large range of achievement- variations between effective and
ineffective-gtoups. Comparisons with:aVerage gro-ups would 'pro-
vide a more: realistic picture ofthe"diffetences.' And finally,
lOngitudinal studies of effectiveness are rare, so there is'no.
.waytomeasure change's over a:period Of.time:.-Thusit--cannot be
determined if schools remain consistently effective.: Schools.
that have only. recently becOme effective may, exhibit different .
factors than those:that have maintainedlong-term effectiVeness.-

_

Many- of the variables ineffectiveriess studies could- be
grouped under the category of classroom management, which in-
cludes- the effective use of time. The Stallings and Mohlman.
Study (1981).specificall:y defines effective schools as those
with students on task and teachers impleMenting a time-use .pro-
graM. ..The clattroom'environment seems to reflect the management
style 'of the teacher. In .a descriptive study of Chicago-area
Schools, .Wynne and Martens, (1980) make the following observations
about a junior high: !.

.

I saw one group of students act up in a classroom
-where the teacher:hd_n_o____controA, Then-the-rest, of
the_dav, where. teachers were stricter and applied
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punishment, the same -group behaved. If a teacher
was very strict, they were very good. If a teacher
allowed them some freedom, they took it. Insome
classes a lot of interactions and exchanges went on,,
and a great deal ofenthusiasm was allowed, but it was
obvious that the teacher had control of the class.
(/-145)

achers may not always be aware of. the magnitude 6f management
problems. In the same study Wynne and Martens interviewed bOth.
students and teachers:

Ironically, when we_asked teachers if they thought
their students cut class -often or cheated on exams,
they believed that for the most part these things
didn't happen. Our interviews with the students,
hOwever, indicated -otherwise. (p,

PI

"Mackenzie.(1983) deScribed the factors contributing to ef =-
fective schools. as a "culture of mutually, reinforcing expecta-
tions and activities" (p. 8). Three dimensionS of:effedtive
schools were identified:: leadership, efficacy, and efficiency.
The efficiency dimensions include such elements as effective use
of instructional time, orderly classroom environment, and well-
structured classroom activities.

Although.there are-many characteristics found in effective
schools, the time students are engaged in learning and the-fac-
tors,Contributing to that time appear to be integral parts of an
effective school according to the studies reviewed.
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'CHAPTER

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

. Rationale _ .

The
t

Crationale for...the design of the urrent study was based-on recommendations from the previous study, concepts of time use
findings /from related studies, and the objectives of the current
study. In addition to.the recommendation to investigate teacher°
instructional/managerial variables, the previous study indicated
other factors that could potentially influence student time use
invocational classes. Reviews of related, studies and face-to-
face or telephone discussions with other researchers of time ,on
task (Lorin Anderson, Judy Pfahnensteil, Nancy Karweit) confirmed
that a number_ of additional factors should'e considered in the
current stay.. As a result, several other variables were added
for observation.. These included the grouping of students in a
class, whether in one room or more than one room; whether all
students were working on the same task or different tasks;the
amount-of distraction coming from within the classroom, or from
outside the classroom; the type and amount Of interaction between
the students and the teacher; how effective the teacher\ was at
noticing students' needs; the number of transitions during a
class period, and the intensity of student involveMent. \

As a result of the previous'study,'a
/

classification\of _stu-
dent time use was developed, which is shawn.schematicallyAin fig-
ure 2: -,As figure 2 shows, time on content'included basic skills-
(reading,,,writing, computation),.the ..theory of technical skpls,
practice of technical skills, employability skills, youth organ-

.ization activities, and any other content- related activities,
Time on noncontent included other/youth organization activities,
work assigned by the teacher but/not content related, set up and
clean up, and other nancurriculim-related activities.

/
Time on break was considered, separately from time off task_

because it was not a student-initiated off-task activity. Time
on break was mandatory in many cases due to school or state're-
gulations. Time off taskincluded student7initiated time spent
.waiting, socializing, "goofing off, leaving the room, or other
time not on task. ,Other decisions prompted by the results of the
previous study were-a reduction in the number of observations
necessary to collect reliable data and the need to record des-
criptive information about interactions and special situations.
Also, it was concluded that since marketing and distributive
education classes had far more simulation as opposed'to realistic
practice of skills, another service area would be more useful fot
study of time,on task. Therefore, buSiness and office classes
were selected ("rather than, for example, marketing and distribu-
tive_educat-ton-cd-asses)hF-1-naddy, the objectives of the current
study were to expand the sample to include-postsecondary
vocational-technical cdasses.
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Sample

Both .secOnelary_and,postsecondary classes Were: deliberately
selected, for parti6ipation in this study. The sample selection
reSftlted:_:in-nine. Secondary classes .and-sixteen postsecondary

.Secondary Classes::

It was first.determ.ined that:, if possible, classes would be-.
.

seiectedat the schools-where thepreVioUS study. was conducted.
One reason was thatinformation was already available abbut.these.
-school's and .their respective communities: Second, it would. be
eaierto.d.atri 'permission tocondUct the -study at these' schools
rather than new schools. And, mostjmportant, these schools were
known to meet the other criteria. for'selection which

permission for Participationfrom the state director.of
vocational education,.

.e. proXimity .(for budget'purposeS) to the National Center,

possession:Of atleast.two'of the fbllowing vocational,
'program areas.: agricultUre,'busineSs and office, and
trade and industrial educatibn. -

..The additional criterion was that each site had to have a
viable postsecondaryinstitution that would-agree to partidi-.
pate in the study.... 'This was necessary to make the best use of.
..staff and travel resource. The 'two sites that.Met all of the
.criteria were asked to participate in the 'study.-

Throughoutthe selection process typical 'classes were re-
qusted, as opposed :to exemplary. ones. '-The.vocational.directors
made..-theirfinal,Selections of the specific Classes for inclusibn
haled d-Upon which vocational proOram areas were represented at
their schoolsand..the-times the classes were .'Scheddled. Working
with.unavol,Aable-schedUling conflicts, timeHand.resource limita-
tibns.spring-vacations';'and other.cOnstraints,' the researchers
made the fihal selection resultng,.in-the nine classes displ-ayed

As inOicateci-in7t-able 2, five'classes,were selected at the -

miciA.ted-ilaTi-dil si:te. One representedagriculture education, two
rePy:e,Gented;:business and office education, and two:represented
traci ano industrial education. FourclaSses were selectedat
the Jnner-city site One represented .gricultural eduCation,. one
reptsented business and office educaticih, and the remaining two
repr*sented trade and induStrial education.

. -
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TABLE 2

DISTRIBUTION OF SECONDARY CLASSES
PARTICIPATING IN THE STUDY-BY:PROGRAM AREA AND SITE

Site

Midsized
, urban

Inner city

Total number
of classes.

Business Trade and Total
Agricultural and Office e Industrial Number
Education Education Education Classes

1

Postsecondary Classes

3

5

The selection of the postsecondary institutions was
obviously influenced by the decision to return to previously
selected secondaryo,schools. However, the selected schools were
required to meet the following criteria:

.Agreement to.participate from the chief administrator
and, in some cases, from specific instructors who
taught the courses in the,requested program areas

.4P

Possession of at least two of the'following vocational-
techncial'program areas: agricul.ure, business and
office, trade and industrial, and technical education

The same constraints for____the-selection of the secondary
classes applieci_ta-the-1-3-6i-t-secondary selections. An additional"
cons tratn-Ghowever, was that at one of the two inStitutions
classes were held once a week instead_ of each day. Since that
institution-met the other criteria, it was determined that more
classes would be observed even if they were only observed twice
during the two weeks scheduled for the observations. The final
selection resulted in the sixteen classes displayed in table 3.
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TABLE

DISTRIBUTION OF POSTSECONDARY'.CLASSES PAR-
TICIPATING.IN THE STUDY BY PROGRAM AREA :AND.SITE

Site

Midsized
urban

Business
Agricultural and Office
Education Education

Trade and..
Industrial
Education

Total
Technical Number
-Education Classes

1

6.

10

16

As s own in 'table _3, there was an uneven distribution.6f
classes, across sites and across program areas. At the midsized
urban site,four classes represented buSiness and office educa-
tion, one class represented trade and-industrial education, and
one class represented technical educ'ation. At the suburban site,
one class-repre,sented agricultural education, five represented
business and office education, and four represented technical
education.

Instruments

Two observation guides were developed for the study. The
guides, called Observat\ion Guide .I and Observation Guide II, are\
shown in the Appendix. The.guides weredesigned to record each
-minute of class time Ea h of the obserVers used only one type
of guide throughout the sE dy. This practice is believed to in-
crease the obs2rvers' proficiencysand their reliability in making
judgments for the'observations. The, guides were designed to eli-
minate the need for recoding 'or transcribing the information for
data entry. EaCh page of Observation Guide .I was designed to

.

record fifteen-minutes of class\--ttme. For example, if the class
being observed-was-T-150 minutes long, then ten pages, were used to
-reco-fd-ihe time used in that class. Siimilarly, each page of Ob

_ servation Guide-ITHaas used to record rfive minutes of class time,
requiring thirty pages for a 150-mtnute, class. The, guides were
similar' in format to those used in the- previous study, but dif-

_fered in content .since_additional-va0ables-were-added:.--Conse
quently,_mare de.E.ails could be recorded to provide data about the
factors such as grouping and.interrupt ons.



Codes Used in Observation Guides

Observation Guide I was used to record-student and- teacher
time use/ as well as student grouping on a minute-by-minute
basis. -The'first seventeen columns were used to record identi-
fication codes--time of-day, date, observer, site, level school,
service area, class, and teacher type. Codes for student dis-
persement (location in one or more rooms) and student-grouping-
(whether whole class, group, or individual work on task), were
recorded in the next two columns. The teacher's opportunity to
view students, opportunity to interact with students, role
(actUal observation of and interaction with students), task-(pur-
pose of teaching,behavior), and primary teaching method were
recorded in code form in the 'subsequent seven columns

-

Student time use.was retorded in the remaining columns of
Observation Guide-I. Student -time was,classified- as time on con-
tent, on noncontent, and off task. Each,ofthese classifications
was subdivided- to indicate specific types.of activities such 'as
time on theory and time on 'setting up/cleaning up. :Finally, the
laSt two columns of Observation Guide I were used to record the
number of students enrolled in the class that day and,the exact
number of students present during, each minute.

I

1The first seventeen columns in. Observation. Guide II were
used to . record the same identification information recorded in-

\
Observation Guide I. Codes for disruptions, interruptions,
transitions, student involvement, and teacher with-it-ness were
recorded in the next five columns. The observer used the remain-
ing space to Write a narrative based on the following questions:

- How is the teacher maintaining activity flow?

e Is the teacher-behavior appropriate; xmn.task?_

[What appear to be the time controls/standards for
student behaVior?

.

What behayiorsetting/Content Variables seem-to
influe^nce tima_Ontask?.

Validity and Reliability

As in the previous study, direct observation was considered
the best method for studying how teacher instructional/ manager-
ial behaviors relate to students' use of time in vocatior4 edu-
cation classes. However, many problems with 'validity and reli-
ability are inherent when Using the'direct observation method.
The observation guides were modified from those developed for the
jprevious study, and their,--reliability and-valid_ity-were consid-
ered in several ways.
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Validity. One of the.assumptions.of this study was thatthere are major cu'rricular,content ai.eas or tasks that ard
included in all vocational progratht.- 'It was believed that ehete
curricular content areas- would be valid for both the 'secondaryand postsecondary levels ,Thus the.observaeion guides included...codes fOi..the curricular content area, for Classroom variables,and:for teacher instructional/managerial behaviors that werebased upon findings from the previous research and relatedstudies. The codes were pilot-tested in secondary and poet-
secondary business and office, agricUlture', trade and industrial,androtechnical classes. The codes_ were subsequently reined toreflect the classroom situations encountered in, the pilot -testclasses.

observer interference. Kerlinger (1973) 'minimized thepotential problem of observer interference when he explained thatobservers have little effect on situations ;they- observe? Kerlin-
ger pointed out that people adapt quick,ly.to the observer.s
presence and.continue to do what they usually do.. "Indeed," hesaid, "it is more of a-problem to the uninitiated who seemed tobelieve that people will act differently, even artificially whenobserved" (p. 538). According to,Ryan (1960), the ,classic beliefis that teachers will:act in an unusually perfect way when being- observed. Although this may be true in some cases, it should berecognized that teachers cannot do under observation what theyhave never learned to do.`

Most of the teachers in this study were observed for'a week'(five days), frOm the beginning to .the last minute of each classperiod.- It was therefOre believed that, as. KerlingerN1973) andRyan x(1960) .indicated, that the teachers were behaving'in
usual ways during the observations.

Observer reliability. Although Kerlinger (1973) discounted
observer interference as a serious problem in direct\observation
studies, he bellp'ved that obserVer.reliability is a potentialproblem.

.The observer must digest the.information derived from
observattons and then make inferences_about constructs
. . . The strength and the weakness of the procedure°
is the observer'e power of inference, (p. 538)

Medley and-Metzel (1963) recommended that obser;iers shouldconsciously use the, least inference possible in describing
whether a behavior occurred. To this end, the observers in thisstudy recorded specific activities as they occurred'each,minutes,
The fast-paced recording of activities prevented the observerstrom refledttag_upon_the-events-and-secoM1,-guessistudents'or teachers' ;intentions, As a result, activities were recorded ;jwith a)ninithum''of observer inference. /
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.Reliability among observers. 'Flanders (19.67)' commented that
the ideal observer. teaM is a group oflike-minded individuals .'

who- will respond :consistently wipi\the'Same category. number' when
presented With the samecommunicatipn events"- (0. 158).. The

observers In 'this Studythepotenal problem Of reliability .

among obserVers -using .ther'saMe:instrumentwas further minimized:
A td0I..ofifoUr.Observers.conducted all of the obServations. 'Two

\

of-the/-OOServerscolleted.alil the secpndary.d.ata: while another
two collected all the postsecondary Adta.... Each-ObsEirVer.used
only. one'of the observation:guides,-fur\thet'..miT4.mizing.potential
problems WrthinterraterreliabiIity.fo either. secondary or
postsecondary observations

The Pilot Test
. .

, .

.

guidesThe first drafts of the observation. ides were used .

pilottests at.a.local secondary school, anda pOstsecondary in-
stitution. The= field procedures_al-id:the of:recording.
Observations every minute Were.teSted in,severA:types of.
'voCtional.-technical classes. -.AilJpdt. one of\thejour-pilbt-test
Staff. had collected data for the previous -study. .The foUrmem-
berS of the pilot-test staff" weresCheduled to collect all the
data for the current study. The--pilot-teSt staff used the'speci-

I

fiC--obseryliation guide :(Observation GdideI-or:ObServation Guide
'Ill. they would use "to collect the study data-.

';-

Field.Procedures,

After the.bilot-testv the two observation.gUi'deswere
revised to inci4de-mote.:precite &odes... The pilot-test staff
reported that the.minute-by,-minute.data recordingprocedure-as
comfortable, not too demaiding/ and. not too 'boring for: the lengh
of'timeSpent observing. They found the codes relatively easy to
remember and,-to apply in: theactual classrOom situations. .

.:Data-Collection:
/

The five secondary and two postsecondary schools selected:
f(jr,participation in the study were located at two geographic

Site an/industrial*metropolitan.citY.surroUnded.by
subUrban.areas that are cIoseiyl_inked,.eoonoMically. In COn.
traSt, :Site. .2 was a homogeneous midsized'city Data were doIlec-.
ted at each site foritwonononsecdtiva. weeks in March and April
1983 '

[ .

Different classes were observed during.the-first week%than .

..durihg :the second, at the secondary schoOls and at one of. the two
post:tecondary ciinstitutions, Sne the sedondpdstsecondary

i einStituton:hld classes once opposed eVery.H
day of. the.week);:the same classes were ObserVed-.both weeks in-.

,



order to Collect at two entire class periods of data for the
classes. Two teachers were observed teachin three classes each
week.

The fodr observers for the study compriSed two t3ams, one
for secondary and one for postsecondary. Once at their respec-
tive schools, the team members talked. hrieflYi with the.teaChers
.they were to observe. They explained the- observations procedures
and answered questions. The observers explained that they would
move with, the students--from ledture rooms_to shops to remote
areas) - -in order to record the,students' activities accurately.
The (Jbservers asked the teachers to ignore them as much as pos-sible by not introducing them or accommodating them by; for
example, asking students to bring them chairs in the shop area.
In turn, the'teachers requested that the observers comply with
safety rules by wearingsafety glasses and following other pre-.
cautions in the shops. --'

.In all situations, the observers were as inconspicuods and
as unobtrusiveas possible. They sat, at the back of ,classrooms
during lectures and quietly moved., around in the..shops or labora-
tories. Especially after the first day of observation, the
teachers and studentS did .not appear disturbed or motivated by
thp observers. In most classes, the observers found that stu-,
dentS and teachers were initially.shy about approaching' them.
After the first'two or three days,. however, a few students asked,
"How are we doing?" or "What, are you evaluating?". The'observers
responded very:briefly and discouraged fdrther, conversations in .a
friendly,'but firm,manner. When opportunities, for conversations.
arose outside of the classes, the observers answered questions.

The observers started recording when the-class was-offici-
ally scheduled to begin. The observers scanned the classroom to
record student activities'as well as the teacher's activities.
While some a \tivities, such as.practice,of technical skills on a
piece of equipment, continued for several minutes, .other activi-
ties'took very small amounts of time." Tor the most part, the
observers recorded the-specific activity they viewed that ine-.
tant. .However, if students were working-on'a piece of equipment
and looked away briefly, they.were not recorded\ as of task.
Yet, other .activities which a-lso took relatively'Small amounts of
time, _such,as calculating the length of a--pipe to cut, were
indicated when Observed (basic skills).

The obserVer, using-Observation Guide II, wrote a narrative
of actAvities that.were.not.recorded in code f rm by the ol'server
who mas,using Observation Guide I. Consequen ly a thorough re-
cord'-was made of each class observed that-indicated student and
teacher interactions and ways in which teachers managed'the-class
time
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Data Analys-ia---

The data from the secondary class'es, were analyzed separately
from thOse collected in'the-postsecd/ndary classes. In effect,
this resulted in two studies conducted and analyzed concurrently.
While more postsecondary classes_(16) were observed than second
ary classes (9), the total minutes 'for each level were approxi-
mately the same. As.shown in table-4; 5,938 minutes were ob-
served in secondary classes, wh'ereas 5,915 minutes were observed
ninpostsecondary.classes-- As _mentioned earlier, the postsecond---"
ary classes at--rSit- 2 were held once a .week, which limited the
number'of possible 'observation's. Each class was observed once
each week during the two week of observation. The classes at
the secondary schools at-Site 1 and at the schools'at Site 2 were
observed, five times consecuti ely during one of the weeks of .

observation.
/

TABLE 4

NUMBER OE MINUTES OBSERVED IN
:SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

,Secondary , Postsecondary .

Number; of _ Number of
Service Area . , !Minutes Service Area Minutes

I

Agriculture 1537
I.

Business and Office' 12'89

Trade and Industrial 3112
l'

_
4

Total. minutes
observed 5938

..Agriculture

Business and Office

Trade and'. Industrial

Technical

H
.Collapsed and'' Deleted Nara tiles. for Analysis

/ t 7
. -. ..-

Some of the data cfoll.ected and classified according to the -
codes in the observati guides were. recoded. or, deleted for
:analysis.. Several, of

.t

e\ -variables coded in.' the two observation
,- '..

. .gUides.werefound tobe edundant or not as useful:as planned.-.
1 /-

Data collected according to -those codes were. .not used, whereas
-other data' Wece'collapsied for more concise. analyses and discus-

. sioh of the results. The deleted and collapsed variables are
-listed in table 5, while-the remaining. variables are shoWn in
table .6. .

328

295T

830

11800

5915
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TABLE 5.

LLAPSED AND DELETED VARIABLES FOR ANALYSIS

Variables Coded in
Observation Guide I Change

Process/
Reason for Change

Student Dispersement
(five categories) .7

and
Student Grouping
(two categories)

Collapsed into four
categories and renamed
the Grouping or Group
Variable as illustrated

There were too few cases
in most categories 'as
originally coded. Chi
square analysis was used
to collapse, categories.

0

a)
-0

Student Dispersement

In more than
one roam In one roan

Group 1 Group 2

Group 3 Group 4

Teacher Opportunity
View Students
(siX categories)

and .

Teacher Opportunity to
\Interact with Students
'(six categories)

to

3. Teacher Task
(fife

\
en categories)

4. Teacher Role
(sixteen Categories)

Deleted from all
analY'Ses

Deleted froM all
analyses

Collapsed into eleven
categories

Th ough regression anal-
ysi these two variables
were and to measure the'
same ph pomenon as the
Teacher Rae variable.'

Observers found these
codes to be:confU6ing an
redundant' with the
Teacher Method codes.

Since several codes Were
not different enough to
:warrantseparate:consid-
eration in the analyses,
they were Collapsed. None
of the codes were
eliminated.



TABLE 5

(continued)

Variables Coded
Observation Guide I Change

Process/
Reason for Change

5. Basic Skills
and

Employability Skills
and.

Youth Organization
Activities (Content)

and
Other'On-Task/Content

6. Youth Organization
ActiVities:(Noncontent)

and
AsSigned.but-NoncOntent

and
Set-up/Clean up

and
Transitional

and
Other Noncontent

7.. Waiting; Doing Nothing
and

Socializing
and

Goofing off
and

Restroom;. Leave Roan
and

Other Time Off Task

Reported in descriptive
tablesubut subsequently
as Tithe on Task Theory,
for analysis of vari-_,
ance and crossbreak
analysis.

Reported'in descriptive
tables but subsumed as
Time on Task Noncontent
for analysisof vari-
ance_and\crossbreak.
analysis.

.Reported in descriptive
tables Wt. subsumed as
Time Off Task' for anal-
ysis .of variance and .

crossbreak analySis.,

Very small proportion of
time spent upon these
content-related activi-
ties especially at the
postsecondary level.
Since most of these
activities were theory
oriented as opposed to
practice, they were
,collapsed.with thedry.

Most of the noncontent
time was spent on set up/
clean up. Since very
small proportions of time
were spent on the remain-
ing noncontent activi-
ties, they were collapsed
in one category as time
on task/noncontent.

The particular time-off-.
task activity was not es-
sential to the analyses.
Thus, all off-task
activities were collapsed
into one category.



TABLE 5

(continued)

Codes Used in Process/
Observation Guide II Change Reason for Change

8. Transitions Deleted from all
analysis.

9. Student Involvement Deleted from all
analysis

Observers found transi-
tions difficult to recog-
nize and record. Thus,
since observers believed
the data were,not-accur-
ately recorded, the data
were deleted,

Through-regression analy-
sis, this variable was
found to measure the same
phenomenon as student
time on task for content-
related actiJities. To
eliminate `redundancy and
possible confusion, this
variable was deleted.

There were, obviously,- far fewer variables for analysis after several were
collapsed or deleted. The remaining variables and transformed- variables were
listed in table 6.
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TABLE -6

VARIABLES (REMAINING OR TRANSFORMED)
USED IN THE ANALYSIS

Variable Name Subcategories

1. Student Grouping or Group

2. Teacher Role

3. Teacher Methods

Four Subcategories:

Group 1: Students are in two or more
adjoining rooms and are working
individually or in small groups
on various content.-

Group 2: Students are in one room and are
working individually or-in small
groups on various content.

Group 3:. Students are in two or more
adjoining rooms but are working
as a class on one content area.

Group 4: Students are in one room and are
working as a class on one
content area.

Five Subcategories:

Role 1: Observing all/interacting with
all students in class

Role 2: Observing and interacting with
group/individual

Role 3: Observing activity but not
interacting (monitoring)

Role 4:-. In room/office but not observing
or interacting

Role 5: Not in room at all

Eleven Subcategories:

Method
Method
Method
MethOd
Method

1: One-to-one instructions
2: Discussing/questions and answers
3: Socializing
4: Lecturing/using audio-visuals
5: Making announcements/passing out

materials
Cleaning up/setting up
Giving directions/demonstrating/
explaining

8: Testing/inspecting work
9: Observing students
10: Working on own/doing paperwork
11: Using other methods/miscellaneous

Method 6:
Method 7:

Method
Method
Method
Method



TABLE 6
(continued)

.

Variable Name Subcategories

4. Teacher Withitness.. Five Subcategories:

With 1: Sensitive to all- /sensitive at
many levels

With 2: Sensitive to most needs
With 3: Soso/variable sensitivity to

needs
With 4: Not sensitive to most students
With 5: Not sentisitve at all

5. Student Time on Theory' Includes theory of technical skills, basic
skills, employability skills,:youth

Student Time on.Practice

organization, skills and other content
which is not specifically time on
practice.

Includes only handson practice of
technical skills.

7. Student Time on Br;-%7:s Includes only time-.on scheduled or
mandatory breaks.

8. Student Time Off Task Includes waiting, socializing, goofing
off, 'using the restroom, leaving the
room, and other time off task.

9. Disruptions Includes time daring which disturbances
occur within the classroom interrupting

10. -.Interruptions

time on task.

Includes time during which disturbances
from outside the classroom interrupt time
on task..



Unit of Measure

Since the data were collected on a mihute-hyminute basis,
the minute was used as the primary unit of measure. _To calculate
the student time use on and off various activities, the raw num-
bers (of minutes spent upon various activities) were converted to
proportions of the total number of minutes available during each
class. The proportions (or percentages). were calculated with the
following formula:.:

number of student
minutes spent on
the 'activity. = proportion of time on
number of class minutes the activity.
X students present
in the class

For example, to find the proportion of time spent on basic.skills
in a fifty-fie-,minute class with fifteen students,. the \following
equation was used: \

Total-student minutes.
-on basic skills = 150 = .18
55 minutes x 15 students

present = 825
\

As the equation indicates, the numerator wasa50. It was
calcUlated by counting the total .number. of minutes spent on basic
skills during the class.. The denomnator.was 825, which was
calculated by multiplying. the number of class-minutes by the
number of students present. The proportion of time, found V.
through. dividing-150 by 825; was 18 percent. Sjmiarly, to\
calculate;the teacher time used for role, method, and with-it-
ness, the raw number of minutes was converted to proportionS oE
the total number of minutes available during each class. The
following formula was used:

-
.1-lumber of teacher minutes
spent on the activity
number of class minutes

Thus, if the teaaher spent twelve minutes on one-to-one instrc-.
tion'in a' fifty- five - minute. class, the.proportion of tiMe. was 21
percent on one-to-one instruction.

-= proportion of time on
the activity

tII

Statistical Procedures

PLI language special programs were used to organize, renam
edit, and manipulate.the raN4_data:,;.- COmputer-.based proceddres
from the Statis.ticaI'Package for the Spcial StOdies (S-PSS) (Nie
et_al-i--I975) and PLOTALL (Seymour and Wiggins 1981) were used to
analyze.the data and produce pid charts and tables. PLOTALL pie
plots procedure was used to.present the student time use data in
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the shape of;a pie. Each slice of the pie represented .one Lype
of time -use (e.g., time on practice). The size of the slice re-
presents the. percentage' of the total class time. Pie charts were
created for the average of all the secondary and the post-
secondary classes and for each service area:

Through SPSSdescriptive statistics procedures, the raw data.
(minutes spent.on:various activities by teachers and students)
were converted into proportional data-: Further descriptive sta,-
tistical procedures were used to create tables of distributionS
and freguencie,s. These tables indicated the. proportions of time
students antpachers spent on specific activities.. -In the
tables-the proportions were claSsified in various ways, including

, by level (-Secondary or postsecondary), by service area (agri-
culture, business and office, trade and industrial, technical),
and by individual class (nine secondary and sixteen post-
secondary).

The primary data analysis was cOnducted. by computing means
of proportionS of time and breaking them down by the explanatory
variables. SPSS crossbreak procedUres were used to study
relationships among the variables. For example, crossbreak
analysis was used to determine the relationships of teacher--
methods to-student-tAme on theory, practice, noncontent, and off
task in secondary classes. The architecture of the crossbreak
procedqre. used in that example is depicted in figure 3. Notice
that in figure. 3 all the, class minutes are broken -down by the

- eleven categories-Of teacher methods, :which are broken down by
the three secondary Student group types, which in turn are broken
down by. the four dategories.of student time use._ All-analysis.
was done for the full.sample and..was replicated for each service
area.

_

One7way analysis of variance was used to determine if there
were significant differences within the independent variables re-
lative'to student time on.task. For example; the teacher with-
it-ness variable has_five levels frOm "sensitive to all students.
needs" to "not sensitive at all". Througl-Lone-way analysis it
was determined that. students spent significantly more time on
theory when teachers were more sensitive to their needs. Simi-
larly, one-way analysis'of variance was used to determine the re-,
lationShips of teacher.methods, teacher.roles,.interruptions,-
disruptions, andstudent-grOUPing to student time on theory,
practice,-noti-Content, and off task.

To-oVercome.possible statistical problems caused when using -
proportional data in analysis of variance, the data were_stabil-
iZed.through the arc sine transformation: -Although this function
changed the.levels of significance somewhat, the levels of signi-
ficance nonetheless. remained at p>0.001.
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[ Method I

One-to-One
°

All Secondary
Class Minutes

Method 2
(Discussion/
Quest/Answer)

l ' ,.1 ..1. [...
.

Method 3 Method 1, Method -3 .Method -6 -Method-7 -.

(Socialize) (Lecture/ (Make ?n- (Clean up/ (Explain/
Audiovisual) nouncements). a Set up) Demonstrate)

. -
. - - - -

Group I
Students. in
More than One
Room Doing.Tasks
Individually or
In Small Groups.

Student
Time on Theory .

Group 2
All In Same Room
Doing Tasks
Individually or
In Small Groups

Student
Time on Practice

[.Student
Time on Noncontent

Student
Time Ott Task

Method 8
(Test/
Inspect)

-

Figure 3. Architecture of crosibreak procedure used for
analysis of relaiionships among variables.

(Observe) [7(2=itn10 ,7014V)11
Method 9

While only one, method is illustrated, each method is broken down by these three
grouping variables. There is no Group 3 in secondary classics.
Agai,n, only one group is illustrated but each group is broken down by student time.
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To further ensure that the results of the analyseS, were.
valid, the One-way analySis of variance were also conducted with
every fifth minute of data. These analyses were conducted to de-
termihe whether or not the fact that the.minute-by-minutedata
were repeated measures as opposed fo independent measures
affected the level of sIgnifleance. The results indicated 'that
the significant differences using every fifth minute were similar
to those that occurred when using every minute of data.



CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

Answets to the research uestions listed in chapter 1 were
found through ,analyses of the data recorded during 5,938 minutes
of observation'in secondary c'asses and.5,915 minutets-in post-
secondary classes. The data included both quantitative and
qualitative information obserVed during entire class periods.

1The data frau secondary and postsecondary classes were analyzed
and reported separately 'in'this dhapter. Thus all five research
.questions are first answered for the secondary classes and then
followed by the-postSecondaryfindingp.

\
_ \

- Findings and Conclusions Related to Secondary Time Uses,
\ Teacher -Behaviors and Classroom'Vatiables

1

1

Question One (Secondary)

What are the. characteristics of the classes included
in the study?

The nine secondary classe6 observk in the study were
located in five schools at twolsites. / Site 1 was the inner-city
of a diverse industrial metropolis. Site 2 was a medium-sized
service-oriented city surrounded by prosperousfarms. Table 7
displays the characteristics ofeach class.' (Note: The f\irst of
the class code number is the site number.) As shown' in' table 7,
there were two agriculture classes,_three_busj_ness.and offi e
classes, and four trade and industrial classes. ,Two busines and
office classes were .located in comprehensive' high schools, whe e-
as the remaini*,/ seven classes were in area vocational schools.

\

The classes ranged in length from 55 minutes to 180 Minutes-
or three hours-. Seven of the classes were between two and three
hours long. With one excepti:on,j the classes were observed five
-times, Monday through Friday of the same week. The exception was
the carpentry class, which .was observed. only four times due to a
blizzard that closed the schobl on the Monday morning ,of the ob-

,

servation week. The types of curriculum listed reflect the
.teachers', self-report (as'opposed to the observers' TerceptiOns)
of the'cutriculum used in their classes.

As'dilsplayed in table 8, the total enrollment in all se ond-
ary classeS was 152''students. More than half were white'(81)
with the remain ng (71) blacks or, other minorities, The, minority



TABLE 7

;CHARACTERISTICS OF SECONDARY CLASSES

Class/
Class Code

Length of
Type of Type of Each Class Total Number of ..
School Community. In MinuteS Classes Observed -Type of Curr;cUlum

.
..

Ornamental VoCational Midsized
Horticulture . Urban
(20301)

Horticulture Vocational Large
(10101) inner city

TypingII
(20408)

Word
Processing
(10223)

Data
Processing
(20407)

Agriculture'

175

150

Business and Office

Compre Midsized 55
hensive Urban

Voc4tIonal Large 145
Inner city

Compre_.J Midsized 55
Thensive Urban

5

5

5

;

.State and locally developed
competency baSed

State developed, 'performan e-
uased

i

1.

Locally developed

Performance based

Locally. develogied

Trade and Industrial
. .

Electronic .

COMmunications
(,10222) '

/ \
Carpentry'
'(10102)'.

// AutO.Mechanics:
/ (20509) \\

Machine Shipp
(20305)

Vodational

Vocational;.

Vocational

Vocational

Large
Inner city

Large
inner city

Midsized
Urban

-MidSized
Urban

140.

140

.1.80

.175;

5 .

4

5

-Statedeiteibped, performance 7--
based-

State aeveloped; compentency.
based

Competency based

N
Competency based

i



TABLE 8

ENAOLLMENT /131.- SECONDARY CLASSES

Class/ Total
Class Code Enrol Iment Minority White Male Female

, .

Handi-
capped

Ornamental
Horticulture
(20301)

Hort I cul ture
(10101)

14*

10

Typing 11 12 ,
(20408)

Word
Processing
, ( 10223 )

. . -

Data :

Prodess I ng

(20407)

Electronic
Communications
(10222)

Ca rpentry
(10102)

Auto
Me ch ah Cs's.-

( 20.509)

ne Shop
(20305) .

TOYALS..

16 .

22

-Trade and Industrial

.

Agriculture

0
-

14 10 4

4 6 °6 4

Business and Office .

2 10 11

16 o 16

9 13 17

23- 19 I 4 .21

19 16

15 . 13

21

152 71"

18

81

19

21

98

0

0

54

Yes.

Yds

Yes

*C. 1 ass was open entry/open .exit. Number reported was the numbe7observed



students were concentrated at the inner-city site schools. There
were almost twice as many males (98) as females (54), with the
females concentratecLin,the bpsinesS and office .classes.. The
teachers said therewere mainstreamed students with. some type of
handicaps in four. of the classes,' but did not enumerate them nor
point out the specific handicaps.. During the obser..vations,. it
was difficult to discern Which Students were handicapped or if ...
they had. difficulties learning or practicing the vocational
skills

.Teacher dharacteristics, citedin table 9, indicate that all

of. the business and office classes were taught by female 'teach-
.

ers. Conversely; all the a5riculture and trade and industrial
classes were taught by male teachers. All of the teachers had at
least five years of teaching experience and at least two years of
experience in industry. Two of the teachers..taught that class

''only once a day, Whereas theothers taught it twice a day.

The secondary teachers appeared to know their subject mat-
ter well but did not use a variety of teaching methodologies.
Although-the numerical data indicate high percentages of student
time,on content,-the narrative data suggest that the quality of
the time may be questionable. The students may have been doing
what the teacher requested, but the observers had a sense that
overall goals were lacking sometimes andthe activities did not
always Contribute to effective, learning dr practice of skills
related, to the curriculum.

:-Agriculture classes. The teachers in the two secondary
agriculture classes had problems keoping track of all their
'students because there often was more than one work area. Both
of the agriculture classes had -a greenholise and a classroOm.
One class (20301) also had a retail sales program, which meant
there _were, interruptions from visitors who wanted to buy plants.
However, because students were working individually or in small

' groups much of the time, the interruptions did not seem to bother
moot _of them.

.
Teachers in both agriculture classes provided a great deal

of one-to-one instructien to show students how, to do certain
tasks and to answer their questions.

One class (20301) had a mixture of adult and high school
Students.:One of, the teachers was very young and related to the
stddepts more as a buddy oar one of the .gang rather than a profes-,

-sional. The students stayed under control because of the friend -
ship, not'because he was the instruCtor.. The adults.were more /-
motivated and appeared to be much more involved with their work-
than the high school students. This appeared to be due to their_

own initiative rather than any:inducements from the teacher..-,The

.

teacher spent little time on task himself.. _He looked for excuses
to leave. the classroom and spent much time on the - telephone.
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.TE

IABLE9'

CHERCHARACTERISTICS/IN SECONDARY CLASSES.

Class/
Class Code Minority. Sex

!/
Years-Experience`

1,h*Educ6tiod,
Years Experience Teach8ame CI ss'

in Industry -More Than OnCe /3 Day

Ornamental
Horticulture
(20301)

,Horticulture Yes
(10101)

Typing 1.1
(20408)

Word
"Processing
(10223)

Yes

Data No
Processing,

-(20407)-:

Electronlc No 1

Communica-
tions
(10222)

Carpentry* Yes
(10102)

Auto, No
,Mechanics
(20509)

Machine
-- -Shop

(20305)

M

F

Agriculture

18

Business an&Office,

21.

10

Trade and In

10

16

M

ustrial

? - Yes

Was-

2 No

5

6

11

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

* There as also an assistant teacher who was a Minority Male:
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In the oth class (10101), the teacher was always on task.
He kept" the students on task by moving around and' checking on
their activities. According to this teacher, all the students
were slow learners. The observers noted that the teacher's rou-
tine was lecture for part of the class time every day. HoWever,
the vocabulary was too difficult for the slow learners to be able
to take notes. Thee instructor was obviously not trained to work
with special needs students. After he repeated information and
examples several times and students still did not understand, he
became harsh. This upset the students and.,seemed to compound
their lack of understanding. During a' conversation with the ob-
servers, the instructor said that the students would never be-
able to work withoutEclose supervision. The observers noted that
perhaps'since this teacher did not expect much from the students,
the students did not perform. The :teacher's frustration was evi-
dent throughout the observations.

Business and office classes. Equipment apPeared to be a
prOblem in some of the secondary busineSs_and2office classes. The
word processing class-(10223) -had-more students than machines.
As a result, one student was almost always off task because she
did not have a machine to use. .A typing I-020408) class was
using outdated machines that did not have Correcting.capabili-
ties. Repairmen were working on typewriters in the two classes
and this did not seem to be an Unusual occurrence.

The .observers noted that there were well-definedgoals for

the two typing classes (10223 and 20408). In both classes there
seemed to be a well-established pattern of activiites that kept
the students on task most of the time,. An observer noted about.
the inner-city word processing -class-(10223):

The.teacher:had_an established .pattern for the stu-
dents. She, hadthem.db a timed test at,the-beginning of
each:_perldd. The student denoted as the supervisOt for
the day conducted the test. This left the:teacher free._
to take roll or to take care of other-managerial
responsibilities.

. The third business and-offide.clasS J20407) had a substi-
tute- for three days and the fifth clay was "senior skip day," so
only two students were present in that class. Since the regular
teacher was only.present for one day, it could not be determined
how typical the obServed classes'were. ;However, students did not
seem to be settled into any kind of routine. Students came late,

-left early, and. appeared to spend little time on task.

In. all three classes, the .teachers_ were doing a variety of
--things while students were working. The typing teachers appeared'
to sense whether students were on task by the sounds in the
class. The observer's notes indicated that one teacher (10223)--,
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explained that She did every assignment on the word
processor before she assigned it to the students. She
said I want to be able to know any problems that might
come up in advance!

Although the -teachers could tell by: sound Whether or not students
were working, they could not tell what -they were -doing or if they
were doing it correctly.. The cciumon procedure seemed to be that
when students needed help, they approached ,the 'teacher .

Trade' and industrial.' The. first day of Observation for the
building trades class 110102) at. the inner7ditylsite was cancel-

. ,led''clUe to a blizzard. blizzard appeared t? affect . attend-
ance: and-performance On 'the .sUbseqUent. days of the .observation
week as well. In the auto mechanics class (20509), the teacher
was absent on Friday.. So instead of teaching class, the substi-
tute showed: a non-subject-related movie fOr entertainment. As a
result,the class was recorded .as off task:.for that day

When they had clasS,. the teachers in the four trade and
.industrial clasSes 'appeared' to work hard most of the .time. A
.common problemt-althoughnot consistant every day, Was-that
teachers often started classes late. BuseS were frequently .jate
too, which. further detracted. .from opportunities for student time
-on task. Another common problem-was the high noise level in the
trades and industrial clasSes. In one class the observer noted
that--

This class (10222) was extremely noisy, so noisy that
the teacher could have no idea if the students were on
task, or talking about other things such- as movies, -
clothes, or sports.

The teachers were busy but spent much of the time responding
to students' immediate needs.- The teachers seemed overwhelmed
much of the tithe-and did not seem to be able to keep. up with all
the students in the class at once., . The students waited to be
_told What 'to do and did not seem to be able to progress on their'

own. Although the teachers appeared- to be effective with the
individual students with whom they were working, they -were much
less .sensitive to the needs of the total class. 'Students .spent
much of the class time 'waiting for. the -teacher's help or trying
to attract his attention. In classes requiring group efforts
such as building trades, students in one group spent much time
waiting for another group' s task to be finished before they could-
begin. The observer described one class (10102):

en .with two teachers, students were constantly stand=
ing around waiting. They waited to be told what to do
next. The teachers had to give instructions for every
nail, every board. The teacher were very buSy, but it
was almost 'impossible to keep all the stUdents on task.
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Thus, while instructors were busy with-others, students had many
opPortunities,to socialize and engage, in other non-task-related
behaviors in several of the classes.

Teacbers did not appear, to alWays notice what students-were
really doing, For example, in one_, class (10222) the observers
noticed that a student was paying the other student at his work
station to complete .the- assigned task. Exams were often com-
pleted as group.- projects although the instructor had specifi-
cally stated they were to be done individually.

'In all the classes the instructors appeared to know the con-
tent.well but did not teach it effectiv...sly. Most important, it
appeared that the teachers did not set clearcut goals for their
stu-dents. Instead, they kept the students "busy" for the day.'
The exception was a machine shop'class (20305) where the teacher
used a competency-based teaching model. The student assignments
for completing workbook pages were posted on the board each day
and students started to work as soon as they arrived. This
strategy was especially effective for this:particular class be-
cause buses from feeder schools were often late, and much'time
would have been wasted-waiting for everyone to arrive.

Some of the teachers also seemed to forget that they were
serving as role models for students. They appeared to use the
"do as I say not as I do" approach, especially with safety pro-
cedures. In one class (10102) two instructors periodically re
minded students about wearing hard hats, yet neither teacher ever
wore one during the week of observations,. Another example was
when an instructor did not follow the safety procedures for using
ladders. Yet he exected the students to follow the procedures.

Question Two (Secondary)

. What ,are the proportions' of time spent by students on
task, onApreaks,:and off task?.

The descriptions.of the sedondary classes paint a'picture of
hard-wOrking. teachers with students only on task 'when. the teach-

- .erS-worked with them directly, or classes where the teachers
mostly -left students alone to complete work. Notwithstanding,
the obserVers recorded .that, on the average, the students were on
task more than they were off task. The pie Chart displayed in

, figure 5 showS the proportions of time spent by secondary stu-
dents on. various tasks, on breaks, and off task.

As indicated in figure 4, the secondary students spent,On the
average,over two - thirds (71percent):of their. time,on'tasks,
.which included baSic skills (2'.Fi percent),employment skills (.7
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percent),. theory (21.3percent), practice. (37.-8 perCent)Y and
honcontent-(a.5' percept). The students also spent 4.5.percent of
the,time on sChedUled,' or mandatory breaks, and 24.1 percent of.

t-he-time offtask.

The proportions of time use varied among the service areas
as shown in figures 5 through 7., A further breakdown of, second-
ary student time use is presented.in table 10. As shown in table
10, the agriculture classes had the highest proportion of time on
task (83.59 percent) in.compariscin to business and office classes
(74.8 percent) and trade and -industrial classes (71.02 percent).
Business and office classes spent considerably more time on basic
skills (6.76 percent)ccimpared to agriculture (.09 percent).and
trade and industrial classes (.92 percent). 'Agriculture classes.
spent slightly more time on employability skills (1.99 percent)
than business ,and office (.95 percent) or trade and dndustrial
classes (.23 percent).

There was also variation among classes within the same serv-
ice areas. For example; in the trade and industrial'service
areas, the machine shop (20305) class spent 79.25 percent of time
on task as Compared to the auto mechanics (20509) class with
44.82 percent time on task. There was also a considerable dif-
ferende for time on task, between the two agriculture classes
,(95.92 and 74.91 percent) but fewer differences among the busi-
ness and office classes (80.96, 76.46; and 61.70 percent). Other
variations among classes within the same service are found in the
word processing (10223) clasS,. which spent 10.81 percent of time
on basic skills and 1.64 pereent time on employability skills -

whereas the other two business and office classes spent no time
on either of, those activities. Similarly, only that word proces-
sing class (19223) spent time on breaks ,(7.21 percent), whereas
neither of. the other classes spent any time on scheduled breaks.
It should be noted, .however, that both of those classes (20407--
-and 20408) had considerably more time off task (38.52 and 23.18
percent) when compared to the word processing class (11.55 per-
cent). In the other service areas, time spent on breaks did-not
appear to'influence the amount of time off task.

The four classes at.Site 1, the inner -city site, had a high
:br average proportion of time on task (74.7.7 percent) than the
fiVeclasses at Site 2, the midSized:urban. site that:had an aver-.
age of 67.42 percent_ Within Site 1, the. hortdculture class
(10101) had the highest-proportionof_time-bn task (95:92), as
compared to_the lowesty_the eletrbnice class (10222) with 60-..88
'percent. Within Site-2,.T.E-emachine shbp (20305) had the highest
proportion of time of. time on task (79.25) and the auto mechanics
class (20509) had the lowest '(44.82).'



FIGURE 4. PERCENTAGES OF TIME USED 'IN ALL
SECONDARY CLASSES

FIGURE 5. PERCENTAGES OF TIME USED IN SECONDARY ,

AGRICULTUR CLASSES

KEY,

TIME ON TASK
A = BASIC SKILLS
B = THEORY/OTHER CO ENT
Y= EMPLOYABILITY S LLS.

D =PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
F = BREAK

TIME OFF TASK

KEY_

TIME ON TASK
-A = BASIC. SKILLS

- B'= THEORY/OTHER-CONTENT
C = -EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

.-D =-PRACTICE .
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G = TIME OFF TASK
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KEY.

.TIME ON 'TASK- .

A = BASICsKILLS
B THEORY /OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
D = PRACTICE .

E = NONCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
.F = BREAK
.G = TIME OFF TASK

FIGURE 6. , PERCENTAGES oF.TIME USED IN SECONDARY
BUSINESS AND OFFICE CLASSES

KEY

TIME ON TASK
A = BASIC SKILLS
B-= THEORY/OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY: SKILLS
= PRACTICE

'E = NoNCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
F = BREAK

= TINE..OFF TASK

FIGURE 7. PERCENTAGES OF TIME USED IN ALL SECONDARY
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL CLASSES
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TABLE 10,

'PRORORT1ONS OF TIME SPENT BY SECONDARY

STUDENTS DURING 5,939 MINUTES OF OBSE YATION

Cla.ss/ - Time On Task . . :rota!

Class 07a117-Imp 1 oyabirt7 7777t707- TIMA on TImeon Time Off

Code .1SkIlls ,SkIlls "Theor'' Pi'actiCe , tent 'Task, ...Break Task

AortIctiltOre

10101

Agriculture

20301

Average

A r9:LLIlture

2,66 3,80 28..41 51,77 9 22 95,92 0,00 7,38

.11 4.27 23.50 42.35 4,68 74,91 8,90 29.14

1,20 3,76 25,63 4,6,38 6.62 83,59 4,88 19,82

NI Data Processing. ,0,00

20407

'Business and Office:

0,00. .37,11 12.63 11,96 61,70

TyPIng II 0,00 0,00 3,28 68,12 5,06 76,46 0,.04

.20408

Word ProCesSIn9 10,81 1.64 16,60 39,15 13,76 80,96

10.223

0,00.

W./P./MEM/MIMI

...1.1..1,=111

-.

Average 6,11 .95 16,16 39,11 11,48. , 15.81 4, 19,82
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-i
C lass/.

. Ti me On Task
1 , Total

Class - "TalTC Employablconl. Time on , Time on Time 04f

Code . Skills Sk I I Is . Theory . Practice' tent' : Task' Break :Task

TABLE 10'

('continued)

'Mach ins 'Shop 4,3

20305

Auto Mechanics, 0,0,0 ,02

20509

.Building Trades 1,56

`10102

,E I ectron

10222

0,00

0,00

0.,00.

Average 1,52. .36

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL

22,66 4.4,68

3,45 31,56

.02 47,27

54,30 ; 1,19
0

20,35 , 31,16

6,36

9 79

11,47\

5,39:

79,25, 5,34 12,5.2 r,

44,82 6,37 49,06

61,32 2,39 .36,42

60,88 ,,' .5,01 34,16

8 1 61,52 5,05 32,80

Average. for

. all classes'

ti

.
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Question Three (Secondary).

it

What are the" relationships: of teadae instructional
and 'managerial behaviOrs to student time On task?'

...
1 . /

. ,

The *..hree:.teadher\behavioes. recorded. MinUte-by-Minute
basiS. were /( 1): , the, level- of :teacher ' y the teacher
rol' in interacting, with /observing

. the Students, and (3), /the' specif c teaching methods sed., .Additional variables were qualita-
ly analyzed from the narrative 'data . ilhe nine .secondary

;,tea hers were diverSe. in their styles and jap'proaChes to teaching.1
.

Teacher with-it-ness. Some teachers/ were more attuned to
their students' needs than other teachers/4 as shown by thee level
of with7it-ness in. table .11. The level- of teacher with-it-mess
was positively associated with the amount of student time on
task. For example, the teacher of the horticult-ure class (1010
with the highest/ time, on task (95.92 percent) .among all the
classes was observed to lbe most (456 -percent) '"With-it"

to all students/sensitive at many. levels In contrast,
the eacher of the auto (mechanics blas s/. C205091 with 'the lowest.
time on task .( 44432 ,percent was observed. to; be far less "wit

with no time,spent on the highest/ level of with-it-ness and
more than half of his time` -on the lowest- two levels Simila ly,
in th , other classes the of tea'cher -with-ft7ness wee
inch ed to be higher in classes with !more time on task and ower
in cl sses with less time on task. AVt.hough 'not completely- on-
s iste t for /all the classes, the trend- evidently indicates It at
the to chers' levels of with-it-ness /influenced students t14 e on
or off meaningful tasks in the, secondary .classes' in ..:the stud .1.

/ . .

T acher role. ..The teacher:role. was a cOnplex variable that
daptur the type of teacher interacticip with' students and r he,:
amount of' teacher observation of itUcients,. The observers? assess-
sed the type .of role, WhTther the teacher's.was observing di.

.nterac ing With students, I observing.only, in the room and
.interac ing or 'observing, Or. not in the roc ,at..,all . Unlik the

with,-it-ness var-iable, . Which' progressed from most to least with

tially ppropriate foe a given. situation...* The data- from t e
a\.1

it-ness, 'the role variable iwas%.categnrical,:" With each role poten-

"teacher role variable, displayed, in table 12, ,aid, not indifcate
cOnsiste t trends,` perhapsbecgusethe diverse types of classes
required that .tea hers interact with and obserVe student's/ in dif-
ferent ways. ,The,moOd- for most teacher's was to observe and
interacf with . a 'sma ll. group' or individual, with all but One
teacher ( typing I.I/ 20.40'8).J in that mode about half of the time,

,
f

1 %
I
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Class/
Cla's.s Code

- .TABLE Il _ .

I

TEACHER WITHIT-NESS IN .SECONDARY CLASSES'..

Percent of Time on With-it. -nes1
From Highest Me4nels to Lowest

1

2 4 '. 5 .n/a

:Horl-lculture
.10101

.Agriculture

Agriculture
/

5.6 16.9 12,8 I /4.3 20.5 0.0

0;I 5.81 21,5 129-1 41,4. . 2.0:

Average 19.6 i0.5 17.8 18.5: 32.5 1

Word'PrI6Cess I ng
10223 I..

I

Data Proc ssIng
.20.407. ! .
Typing'11

..,2174081

Business and Office

2.9 , 23.7 28.3 18.2" 18.7 .8.:.2
. .

., .

' o.p. 2.9 , 30.7- 31.8 32.5 2.1

0.0 0.'0 10.7' 25;4
(-62.5

1.4

.1

',,--

. /

,

i

r Ave'reigi3 14.0 25,0 22,7 31.2 /

(
Bpi rades
10.102

EfeCtrc.plcs-
1'0222, 7"

Machin Shop
20305.)

'AUto'Mectianics
2.0509 j

Av,gra a

\ Aver ge fr_r. all

I

1WIth-11--.41ess, ins
.

Trade and

5,0 26,0

0..0,:: .: 0.0
4

-- 16.5

0.0 0.2

1.7

10.9

.

defined as

Industria1/

16.4 22,3-

1

9.0 : 72.3 .

38,0 23.4

/17.0 ,29,4

3(5.0 0 2

14,5 4.0

28,7. 1.1

31.7 2,1.6

18.2 36.3 26.5
i 0

7.6

19,5 l 28.8. 29.1

H
tr: = sensitive to all/sensItive.totudentsat many levels
;-= Sensitive to most-students! needs'

3 =-So-o/varl,ab1e sensitivity to student needs
4 =/Not saps -live to most needs ''. ,

5 = Not iSen'Si'tJve to.anyonels:needs
,n/a= Othr/doeSHnot apply.

;
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TABLE 12

TEACHER ROLE 114 SECONDARY CLASSES

!Perdent of Time on Role1
Class/ From Highest Interaction Means to Lowest

ea,

Class pode
' -

1 2 j 3 4 5 .n /a

Ag!riculture-
_

) 45.3 13.1. 12,5Horticulture .28,9v 0;3 0.0 .
10101 ,

Agriculture 2.8 530 28.3 7,4 10.5 0.0
20.301 .

-Average 14,0' 48,5 21.8 / 9.6 6.1

Business and Office

WorV'Processing 13,0 . 29.5 8.0 7.5 0.0
10221

Data Processing ' 7.9 62,5 11.4 17.5 0.7 0.0
.204.07

,,

Typing 11- 5.7 11,.8 15.7' 56.4 . 10.4 0.0
20408

.01,...
Ayergge t0.3 39.9 '22.6 20,6, 6.7 0.0

Trade and ITidusI-ial

Bu I) d ngg Trades 5,5 81.7 2.7 9.2 .3 .5
10102

Electronics 0 5 86.0 8.9 1,A '3.2 .3
10222

^

Machine Shop 4.3 58.7 14.8 8.4 1.0
20305

Auto MecIignics.o 1,9 53.0 9.3 24,4 11.4 0.0
20509 .

3.0 67,9 9.5 11.5 7 . 7

Average 'for al/
class,es - _7,4 56.8.- 15.5 13.0 7.1, .3

. _ ________
)Role- is defined as:

!,.

1 = Observing al /Interacting with all students in class
2 = Observing and interacting.with group/ind1vldar
3:= Observilig.actIvity bgt.not Interacting (monitorIng)
4 ='.in r,opm/office but not observing or interacting

.-5 Not. :in,roOm at all
... n/dm.OtherAdoes not 0.pRly.
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In some classes, the teacher role appeared to\have a---6-trong
influence /on student time on task. For example, in\the hortici.il-
ture clasS (10101) with 95.94 percent time on:task,*he teacher
was interacting with and\observing all students 28.9\Percent-of
the time,.by'far a greater percent of.the time than any other
teacher. Conversely, in\the auto mechanics class (20509) with
only 44:82 percent' time on task, the teacher was not Observing or
interacting when in the classroom (24.4 perc0t) and was put of
the classroom 11.4 percent of the time. The most notiCeable ex-
ceptiOns tothe relationship of student time On task to'vteacher
observing/interactingwasthe typing It class] (20408) where the
teacher was' not interacting with nor observing students Over half
of the time (56.4'percent)\and was out of the room 10.4 percent
of the /time. Yet the students were on task 76.46 percent of the
time.

/
/Upon further examination, however,. itiwas found that the,

studentsWere practicing.68.12' percent of- the time, the largest
propo/rtion of time on-practice among all of the classes. \Paso,:
the narrative data show that-this teacher-waS extremely well
organied and told the students What they were expected to\ac-
c

appears that the teacher role variable was sensitive to
the type of secondary class and the type of tasks, being done by
students-- When students had assignments to practice, they stayed.
on task in classes where goals had .been clearly, set forth without
the Continual supervision' 'of the teacher.

I

ITeacher,Method; Overall; the Secondary teachers spent. over
a third. of -the time (33.43 percent) providing one-toone instIlruc-
tionaS shoWn inY.table 13. The second g'rea'testt feaestamount o time
-(18.91. percent) was .spent on miscellaneous :methods`, breaks, c:I.ff-

.1. task behaviors such as chatting with other teachers, or being; out
of-the room,: Teachers spent.the next longest amounts of time
Working on their own or doing paperwork.(l3.42 'percent), obser-
ving students (41.81 percent), giving directions, explanations or
demonstrations (7:.31percent), and giving ;tests or inspecting\

Haork.:in 'progress (5:51 percent)'.. The remaining 10 percent of
time;was spent lecturing and 'using audiovisuals (2.78 perdent),
cleaning up or setting up.(2.39 percent); or discussions, or
questions and answers'(2.21 perdent), or. announcements or passing
chit materials -(1.70.percent), and for socializing with studenti
(-44'percent).

The methods used by teachers varied with the service area
halthough thefe'were'exceptions among -clsses within the -same,ser-
vicb areas. `- `One -to -one instruction was the predominant method\
(43,99 percent) used -by trade and industrial teachers-, especially
when, compared to agricOltura teachers (15.81 percent). and busi.4
ness and offiCe.teachers (28.94 Percent). -Further inspection
reveals, however, that the data processing. (20407) teacher used

method far more (48.92 percent) thanthe.typing II (20408)i.
teacher (7.85 percent). Similarly, 'the machine shop (20305)
teacher, used the method far less (34.3.5 percent) (than 'did, the
electronics teacher (60.82 percent).

'
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TABLE 13

METHODS USED BY SECONDARY TEACHERS

Class/ One-to
Class Code One

.

Discuss/. Social-
19-&-A IzIng

.

Lecture/
Audio- Announce/ Direct/
Visual Pass Mils, Demo

Test/
Inspect Observe

Own
Work

Clean-up/
Set-up Other

ActrIculture-- -

Hort 20.90 6.80 0.00 14.81 . 2.93. 10.80 19.08 7.98 10,40 .78 5.45

10101

Agri 12,72 2.72 2.38 1.25 1.01 7.62 7.04 28,60 11.02'. 2,16 23.43.

20301

Average 15.81 4.49 1.37 7.61 1.83 8.78 12.56 19.58 10.74 1.56 15.68

Business and Office

Date Proc 4.8.92 5.71 0.00 1.07 0.00 8.57 0.00 '8.37 14.28 1:07 11.78

20407

Type II 7.85 1.07 0:00 0.00 2.49 2.50 1.78 7.14 52.14 .71 24.28

20408

Word Proc 29.37 2.32 0.00 .96 0.40 11.38 .27 22.07 2.61 17.13

10223

_13.43

Average 28.94 2.79 0.00 %77 8.84 .54 11.02 26.92 1.86 17.53

Trade and Industrial

Mach Shop 34.35 .45 .57 0.00 4.32 1.70 .90 17.98 16.09 .91 22.46

.20305

Auto Mach 40.99 .11 0.00 0.00 .11 4.64 2.10 .66 5.63 7.07 38.67

20509

BuildIng 42.07 .16 0.00 .33 1.01 19.65 11.08 ,42 3.02 0.00 10.71

Trades
10102

Elec- ' 60.82 2.74 0.00 4.92 2.45 1.50 4.65 3.56 10.27 3.01 5.89

tronlcs
_

10222

Average 43.99 .83 .16 1.22 2.02 5.94 4.08 8.29 '9.16 -3.02' 21.08

Average 33.43 2.21 .44 2.7e 1.70 7.31 5.51 11'81 13.42 2.39 18.91

For all
classes.
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Student Time

Percent

of

- Student

Time

TABLE 14

TEACHER METHODS RELATED TO

SECONDARY STUDENT TIME USE

F Ratio'

Proba-

bility_

Teacher Methods

with Highest .

Means

Teacher Methods

With-Lowest

Means

Time on Practice 37.81 40.97/ Observe 59.26 Lecture/Audiovisuals 4.00

0.00 On-e-to-One 37.14 Clean Up/Set Up 7.76

Test /Inspect 31.38

Time on Theory (in- 24.73 43.55/ Discuss/Q d A 33:47 dean Up/Set Up- 4.74

cludes bastcskills and 0.00' One-toOrie 26.43 Other 6.79

employability skills) Lecture/AudlovIsuals 22.72

Time on Noncontent 8.48 33.39/ Clean Up/Set Up 21.58 Lecture/AudioVisuals .93

0.00

Tota! Time on Task 71.02 50.80/ One-to-One 63.47 Other 28.27

(includes Practice, 0.00 Observe 53.02

Theory, Noncontent) Test/Inspect 50.47

Explain/Demonstrate 46.27

Total Time off Task 24.10 35.85/ .Clean Up/Set Up.. 40.97 Lectur-e/AildlovIsuals. 4,06

(time on break, 4.5' . 0,00

percent, not') ncl uded )
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The relationsIlips among teacher methods and student time use
were revealed throUgh one-way analysis of vc.riance. The high-.
lights from these-analyses of the secondary classes are displayed
in table 14. The data in table 74 show that the = teacher methods
of one-to-one instruction., observation, test/inspect, and
explain/demonstrate had the highest.means for student time on
task, whereas the miscellaneous /other category had the lowest.
The methods with the highest means'for student time on practice
were observation,. one-to-one instruction, and test/inspect;
whereas those with the lowest means were lecture/audiovisuals and
_set up/clean up. For student time ontheory, the highest means
siere discussion/question and answer, one-to-one instruction and
lecture /audiovisuals; the lowest were clean up/set up and
"other" It appears that teachers used different methods for

. theory and practice, with the exception ,of one-to-one instruction
:that was pervasive' in both.

Not surprisingly, the method with the highest means for
student time on noncontent was set up/clean up while the lowest
was lecture/audiovisuals. Similarly, the method with the highest
means for student time off task was also clean up/set up While
lecture/audiovisuals was the lowest. While no causality can be
demonstrated, the pattern of relationships between teacher
methods and student use of time indicates that certain methods
are more conducive than others to eliciting student time on
practice or theor'Sr, or on task. t

The relationships shown in table 13 were similar, with minor
exceptions, in the analysis of the service areas. On the class;
level, the most striking example of-nonconformity'was the typing
II c'Lass ( 20408)' with 76.46 percent time on task .Where the
teacher spent the: majority of time (52.14 percent) on her own
work. Although one-to-one instructing, observing, testing/
inspecting., explalning/demonsttating, and lecturing were mos,.
associated with student time on practice and theory, a teacher's
cleaning up or `setting up and the "other" categOry were least
associated with content-related tasks. One conclusion important
to vocational educators is that different methods appear to be
'more useful, to maximize student time on practice, a task that
engages almost a third of vocational student time, than are
useful for .student time on theory.

0

Additional Teacher Behavior Variables

Several addit'ionai teacher r-behaviors that were not recorded
.n a minute-by-minute bathis were noted in narrative form as they
occurred. Analysis of 'these notes indicated that there' were
differences-In individual teacher. approaches, stxle, and philo-
sophy that appeared t6 be important in student use of time.

The most outstanding of these variables was the teachers
ability to define class goals clearly. In many of the secondary-
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classes, teachers aid not explain what students, either as, a
crass or as individuals, .were expected to accomplish during that
period or for a longer time range. -One'exception was- the typing
II (20408) teacher who was explicit about the claSs goals. Her
students were on. task 76.46 percent of the time despitethe fact:
that she did not supervise them. closely. In' other classeS when
teachers did explain what they expected students to do, there was
an observable difference in the'students as they set up and
started to do. their assigned tasks. Sometimes the teachers not
only explained the goals, but they also wrote group or individual
assignments.on the Chalkboard or posted-them,on a bulletin board.
In the Machine shop class (20305), the goals were broken clown by
specific tasks to be done tr' students by a certain time.
Students referred to the post. task assignments frequently and..
appeared. to be .better able to continue without further instruc-
tions from the teacher. In tb i: building trades. class (10102) and
electronics clesS (10222) where no goals were explained or
assignments posted, .the students were off task for many minutes
until the teacher -were free to explain .the next assignment..

Another important teachervariable Was planning and organ-,
ization of the curriculum, Good planning was" not only necessary
so teachers could explain the goals more-readily to students, it
also Meant that teachersvhad"the:netessarv.supplies and equipment
at hand when they were needed. Thus,.students did not have to
Wait While.supplies or equipment were readied during classtime,
but 'could gofrom.task to task with little time lost. In some
classes the equipment was old and did not work properly which may
pr may not have been due to teacher planning. Good planning and
organization also" meant that teachers could' think ahead to pre-.

. vent potential problems. The word processing teacher (10223) did
all of +.:eassignnents'on each type of word processor in order to
antici.pate.student. problems At the secondary level., ,teachers.
were frequently not well organized,. which caused them more work
during class, especially in the trade and industrial and agri- .

culture classes. 'Although these teachers hastened to find'sup-
plies or prepare equipment, students often waited or socialized
because they -did not know what to do next or were not motivated
enough to work-without teacher supervision..

Most of the teachers at the Sbcondary level did not :appear
to maximize class time delibeLately. While teacherS worked hard
.in several classes to With individual student needs, they
aid not appear to. try to ir-ke use of all the clasS time available.
.5or relevant tasks. .

opened'doors 'five tc. ten minutes
after the class' bell ,he!1.1q in a few instances. In several ,

clasSes .teachers waLte,1= tcLcall roll or,start,class'because buses
were. uPto thirty minutes late. The majority of the teachers
did not Start class as soon as the bell' rang. Instead, they
chatted wItIl stuents, organized supplies, and waited until
everyone settieri down or ar =rived in class. One exception.was

.the teacher who'had students start individual assignments until

88
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.everyone arrived by bus, which usually took. fifteen to twenty
\

minutes after class officially started. That class had a higher
proportion of time on task than others'where_the-teacher. waited.-

In some classes teachers started cleanup thirty minutes before
the end of the class. Even the messi tasks did not require
that anentire class spend much time cLeaning on a daily basis:
'A large proportion of the daily time off,task occurred during the.
*clean up time as well as-.during:the first minutes of class.

.

The teachers who were observed in the secondary classes ap-
peared to have the. necessary 'content knowledge and skill profi-
ciency to earn their students' respect:. . Lhe major problem waS,
however, that instead.of.teaching the students general skills So
they could be more independent, some teachers. taught each task-\\:

one step at a time to drWividual students. Consequently;- many,
students waited for their turn for instruction rather than,pro:-
Ceding on their Own. Teachers appeared to use too much one-to-
once-instruction as opposed to demonstrating and explaining skills
to.' the whole class Or small groups. As a result`, although teach-

.

ers, may have known the content and had the skills, many of them
did not use them to advantage.

Some of theteachers at the secondary level were models of
,

the Work.ethic.. These teachers appeared motivated,' involved, and
busy with meaningful. tasks, and they .related. class work-to the
world of work when appropriate. One observer commented.that.a
word 'processing. teacher (10223)

was an eXcellent role model. Her.dress was appropriate.
for the classrocm or for working in an office. She often
stressed. the importance of theskills-necessary to get a
job :, not just being able to type, but also language arts
skills, how to Write a vita, .and how to act in an
interview.

Observers noted that other teachers sometimes emphaeized safety
precautions but di-d not follow these themselves. rBecause the'
observations lasted onlypa weeki-the.observers-foun'd-it somewhat
difficult. to relate the Work -ethic modeling to student time use
However, teachers that were good .models of the work ethic ap-
peared to exhibit, other behaviorsthat related to- student ..time

use. .

appeared thatteaChers with good work habits and a .pro,
fessional mariner eLicited.better-Work habits frOm their studente-

Einally, providing positiVe reinforcement appeared,to moti,7

vate students more than teacher criticism of. anger-' One teacher
was tense and upset when repeated explanations did not seem
to'help students understand. .what was expected. Consequently.the
students Were afraid to try on-their own, and wasted much time

-waiting for individuallIel.p., classes where the teacher-made
positive comments frequently, for example, a wordprocbesing
class -(10223)',-students.appearecl more'eager to work and to risk '
trying new tasks witheut help.
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The variable's described in this section.were not the only
teacher behaviors that appeared to relate to student use of time.
.They were the most outstanding and occurred most frequenfly
during the_5°,938 minutes observed in the. secondary classes. It
was therefore concluded that although not al.l.relevant teacher
instructional /managerial behaviors may have been determined,
these seven provide. a wealth of information for evaluators,

. .supervisors, and teacher educators.

Ouestion Four (Secondary)

What are the relationships of classroom variables to
student time on task?

Q

The grouping Variable', iterruptions, disruptions, and
absence were the classroom variables investigated' relative to
studenttime on task. The grouping variable proved to be most
useful in explaining student time on task. -

Grouping. As. explained in. chapter 3, grouping'is'a col-
lapsed variable.that provides a picture of how students were dis-
,persed and. whether they were engaged.in the same or different
types of. tasks. As shown in table. 15, the predominant (49%).type
of grouping .in secondary .classes was Group 2 where the students
were'in one. room and ,,,;ere working on various tasks in small

.

groups.or individually. StUdents.were in Group '1 (in more than .

ne room working on various tasks) 31 percentof the time while
they were in Group 4 (in one room working on,same task) about 18 .

percent of the time. -Very few (less: than 2 percent) moments were
spent on Group 3 (in-more .than one room working on same task ..-

-.
.

,

Thedata in table 15 further- indicate that grouping differed_
by Aervice areas.- For eXample,'while business and office classes:
were\in Gr-Oup'2.most'often(840ercent), the agriculture classes
.were only,inthat mode.8 percent of the time.-The'predominant
mode in aariculture classes was Group 1'(55 percent)lalthough
they.weTe alsd in GrOup 4 36 percent:Of the time. Trade and
industrial classeswere mostly in Group :2 (55 percent)i though ,

they spent almost a third (31. percent.) of the .time'in Group .
. .

The grobping of students was dictated bytheconfiguratibn
of rooms assi,gped to the'classes, by the- nature of the taSkS as
signed,and by-the,specifio assignments made by the teacher. In.

turn,,the,grouping of students diAated-the teacher role,-teacher
methods, and leVel.of teacherWith-it-nesSnecessary'for effect-
tive use 'of student.ime. Some':of the teachers controlled the
-students..mbvementsvery strictly. Othersdid not seem to mind
when students disappeared' Prom thein'view for long periods'of
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TABLE 15

DISTRIBUTION BY GROUPING1 OF SECONDARY CLASSES

Service Area

Group 1

NuMber Percent

Minutes of, Total

Group 2 Group,3

Number PercentoPercent Number, Percent.

41nutes Of Total - Minutes of 'Total

group 4

Number Percent

Minutes of Total

AgrlcuNral

Education,

Business and Office

Education

Trace and Industrial

Education

AII service areas

695

34

'774

1503

55$

31$

31$

101

891

1338

.

2330

84$

.55$

- 49$

none

none

none

Less than 2$ -

too few to

consider

459

113

a '

293

865

36$

10$

12$

18$

!the groupIng.veriable Is a combination o

derived statistically, were: '

student d1Spersement and grouping, The four combinItiOns

Group 1 : Stildents are in or,more adjoining rooms and are working .individually or In'Smell

groups .and various °content,

Group 2 Students are in one room and are working individually or In small grCups on various

content,

Gro4p.3 2 Students,are In two or more adjoining rooms but are working as a:class on one content

. area,

OroUp 4 :iStudents,arein.one room ancLare, working as t class on one content area,



time. ,-The teacher's abMity to interact With thestudentSdid not appear-to be as important to student time on task as didthe students knowing what the teacher expected them toaccomplish and that they would indeed be accountable for thosetasks. It was' important that students know what to do next ontheir own, especially in t.he Group 1 mode where the variety oftasks being performed simultaneously in different rooms'could
easily lead to confusion.

As described .earlier, a major 'reason students:mere off task
in secondary classes was that they did not know what.to do afterthey accomplished/4 specific assignment. consequently, theywould- either pretend to work at a 'task, socialize, wander about.the room, go to the restrooms, or just wait until the teacher gotback to tell them what to do next. Itseemed to eirie observerS
that if the students 'had been given more of an overview. of ttie
whole task.to ae7cOMp1isti- and had been taught "the ,basics of doiria range, of task, thenthey.could have proceeded. ':thout- needing
further :instructions. Because studer's had to:be invariousrows- to accomplish.assignme.fils, their grouping .was the key to .teacher behavior. Teachers-who 4ppeared"to respond tothe
studertt grouping had appropriate types of interaction; had thelevel of with-it-ness necessary, and used appropriate/methods.
For example, the typing teacher who mostly Worked on/her own workbut was tuned in to students': needs. (with-it-ness) and had'
clearly defined the goals, elicited the highest proportions'of'
task time from students ina typing class. whomere in one roomdoing. one task.

Disruptions and interruptions. In the literature, interrup'
tions,and.disruptions are.major deterrents to time on task in
academic classrooms.' In the vocational- cidgSiooms observed,
however,'neither interruptions(from outside the .ciassroom)Or
disruptions (from within the-classroom) appeared to make asignificant difference: to.Student.time on task. On the avera'g'e,in all the secondary'tls'ses,. there 'were more interruptiops_(5-.2
percent) than disruptions (1.4 percent) as shown in table
The observers noted that the interruption's from' announcements,
People walking into "the classroom, telephones'ringing;4ndSo
forthrarely caused the -majority of students who were.engagled-intasks tostop, The exception was when other students. came intotalk to studentS.in'th..: class who then stopped their work.
Similarly, disruptions, such-as twostudents.joking loudly' or-

''Srguing, were relatively infrequent except in the agriculture'
-classes (4.2,-percent) and''did.not appear to dissuade students
-from remaining ontask,for.very 'long periods -Of time. It 'is
'interesting to note that the-class with the higheSt proportionotime on task,' horticulture (10101;), .also had the most time fordisruPtions and interruptions and 11.2 °percent).,

3
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INSRUPTIONS

//

V4::/rCode

1

TABLE 16

AND INTERRUPTIONS IN SECONDARY C!.ASSES

Percent of. TiMe on
Disruptions

(fromwithin :class)

Horticulture
10101

'Agriculture
:20301

AgTiculture.

4.9

Average 4,2

Word Processing
10223

'Data Processing
20407

Typing M
20408

Business and Office

0,0

Average 0.5

Trade and Cndustrial

. Building Trades
10102

-EhectronCts
10222 -,

0.5Machine Shop
20305

Auto Mechanics.
20509 I

/
0 0

Average

Percent' of Time on
interrOP+flons

(from outside class)

st
III11L2

/

/

7.7.

6,1

4.6

4.8

. 4,0.

3.8

° 7.4
/

1.0

4.0

Average for all"classes



,

One conclusion about the impactof-disruptions\and inter-
ruptions'is that. since so. many activities typiCally\ocCurred in ,

the vocaonal/classes, students who, were motivated' \t.o.be on task._
did not take.muct-Cnotice of disruptionS or,intereutions. .

Another concIusiOp,is'that -whilestudents did-appear\tO be on
task, there w'as no way ,to assess the quality of their\engagement.
For example, StuWents'could easily glance up to see sbmeone walk r

Anto'the.room or listen to an announcement while contrnuinto dO
pl.- many tasks such as pOttihg:plants, .sweeping .a floor;:sandIng.an.

-.
,

object, and even running' a lathe . a ,- .::.,A

Disruptions andireutiOn's did,'hOweyer,,make a\ : ...

\

- I

difference to the indiVid al StudehtSinvOlved. ,When a'jstudent
from another claas.came... o_-chat with,, student, the individual
would stop working. Win two stUdepts-wetearguin'g, the
obviously- snot on t k. As a resultpf-these. observa.tions, a..
third conclusion ionis t at although disruptions and interruptions f..1
May yfotaffectmOst o thestudents (as theyapparentIy d'o in
academic Classes), th y cannot be dliznegardell as important
deterrents to individial.studentetiri4 on task._ The obserersT t

noted that some teach rs were able to hold disruptions-afid.,-.
interruptions to a mi imum by keeping clatsrboth .dbots closed, by
keeping other studens out °except (.wring breaks, by having\ class
rules regarding rest oom breaks,'and by immediately reprimanding

i students :-who got too\noisy .: .

-
.

Absence. Overa 1, students were absent ftom their lass
almost 33 percent of the time as shown in table 17. Absence was.
Calculated to includ all the Minutes students were late to-\the

I

,

class, left. early fr m the class, and, did'nOt come to class.'at.
all. The nuMber of tudent minutes present was divided blithe.
number. of student-minutes enrolled. The rate absence was much

1

htgher than-i7eported in\the previous study'whete the average was
184. percent."-TOne fa tot was !that the observations at sitlp.1 -

occurred during- -a maj r.winter snowstorm. While school waS. not
officielly,cloSed very few teachers' and studentS, were. present
dgringthe- first-week of observations. Although attendance
increased during the second' week, the teachers -still re ortd

)

that they normally h fewer students abSent thatiwere. ecorded
4/.

during that,week.
' / 7

'-'-'-- The rate-of abSendeappeared to make somed4ff4ence in 'time .

on task in at leaSt one Class. ;The WorticultureiclaSs(101.01)

:\

with the highest time on task (95:2 percent) of alltdlaSSes only
. had eleven students enrolled, ,and of these; 2,13,:60, and 4 '

students attended 'during the week of,obsetvatiOn.: /Perhaps the, ,

high:r'time on task was due to the very fwe,studentsnWith which they/
techer had to work.: .7here was no clearcut relationship betwan
absence and time on taSk,'however Roth the word processing -

class (.10223). and theHllachine shop ',(20305 -)had about 80 percent
_ time on i.askanchad a fiirly low rate" of, absence:.

'7 ---7i.,. 71 .
i
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Hortictiiture
1010.1

AgrIculture
20301

TABLE 17

PERCENT OF' STUDENTS ABSENT IN SECONDARY:CLASSES

Percent Time
on Task

4

(Perdent
Ab'sent

Agriculture\.

95,,92 53,94

59.81

Average

Word Processing
10223

Data-'Procesting

al"

typing )I
20408

BUsiness 'and Office

80.96

61,70,

.76,46

56,05'

25J31

/
0- ,

24.71

Averagei 75,81

Electronics
,

;0222

Machine Shop
203-05

Auto Mechanics
2.0509

ti

Trade and. Industrial

6.0.88

.79,25

26,86

Build;no Trades
101



The observers noted that in classes where students appeared
to depend upon their teachers for step-by-step assignments, high-
er rates of time on task appeared to occur when there were fewer
'students present., It can.be concluded that absence was a
critical factor in classes where students worked as individuals
or in small groups and did not know how to proceed -without
explicit next-step instructions from their teachers.

Question Five (Secondary)
10

What is the relationship among student use of time,
teacher instructional/managerial behaviors, and classroom
variables?

When examined separately; each teacher and classroom
variable appeared to be associated to some degree with student
time on task. Since causal and predictive analyses could not be

, conducted with they nonrandomly selected observational data, pro-
files were compiled to portray patterns, of the relationships
among the variables. In table '18, the teacher methods are
juxtaposed with stuelent time use, dominant teacher role, dominant
teacher with-it-ness and dominant student grouping. (The pre-
dominant student time use is underlined for each method.) Tables
19, '20,:and 21 present profiles for'each of the secondary service
areas. As shown in table 18,*the most frequently used teacher
method (one-to-one instruction) occurred most. often when, students
were practicing (43.3 percent), thd teacher role was to observe
and interact with a group or indiVidual, the teacher's
with -it- 'Bess was at a 'level not sensitive to most. students, and
the students.were located in one room and working .on tasks in
\small groups or as individuals. 'Although this pattern was
'similar for the service areas as ,shown-in-tables 19, 20, and 21,
the teachers.were-observed to be more "with it" (Level. 1) in the
agriculture' classes,perhaps because the 'students were more
scattered (Group 1) and had to be monitored more closely-.

- The" second` most.fr,equent teacher method__ (18.9 percent)
included miscellaneous out-of-room teacher behaviors: Again,

.although not consistent across all service areas, the average
pattern was that students were ,off. task, teachers were not
observing and interacting or they were out of the room, teachers
were not at all sensitive to student need's, and students were
'located in more than one room while assigned to work on various
tasks.

Teachers 'working on their own. (13.4 percentof the time) had
'diverse relationships to student time. For the average of all,
classes, students .practiced most frequently when teachers were

9(
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TABLE 18

PROFILE OF ALL SECONDARY CLASSES: TEACHER METHOD,

ROLE, WIfii4T-NESS BY STUDENT TIME AND GROUPING..
t Percent of Student Time

1

Teacher Method

Total

Minutes

on Method

Dominant

Teache

Role

Dominant

Teacher

WIth-lt-ness

Dominant

Student

Group"Theory Practice

Non-

Content

Off

Task

I, One-to-one instruction 1948 26,4 , 43,3 6,1 23,8 4

2, Discussion/questions and answers 131 68,7 17,5 6,2 7,5

3, Socialize .26 26,1 25,5 1,3 47,1 2 4 1

4, Lecture/audio visual 164 ,.87,'0 2,2 ,9 10,1
3 4

5; Announce/pass materials 101 21,8 37,3 10;2 34,7 .1 4

6, Clean up/set up 142 4,4 8,2 20,2, 67,2 3 5,4 2

7, Explain dlrections/demonstrafe 434 28,3 29,74' 18,2 21,3 2 3 2

8, Test/Inspect work 321.. 11,0 4518 15,9 21,8 2 4 .2

9, Observe 700 26,0 '43,2 '.
6,2 23,0 3 4,3,

10 kirk on own/paperwork 780 24,8 40,6 6,6 24,2 4 5,4

11, Other/break/out of room 1103 7,7 25,4 9,2 38,4 4,5 5

TOtai'minufes observed 508

....11.11111.
t Rows do. not add to 100 per.cent because'time on break Is not Included !Obis analysis

2 RoJo:

1:0bierving all/interacting with all students

2:0bserViq/InteractIng with group /Individual

3:Observinq activity but not/interacting

421n room /office but not observing/interacting

5:Not In room at all

3 With-lt-ne;s:

1:Smitive 'to all/sensitive at many

levels

2:SensitIve to most needs

3:So-so/variable sensitivity to' needs

4:Not sensitive to most students

5:Not sensitive at all

4 Group:

1 :Students' In more than one room working on

various tasks

g:Students In one room working on various

tasks

3:Students In more than one room working on

same task

4:Students In one room working on same'task
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Teacher Method

TABLE 19

PROFILE OF ALL SECONDARY AGRICULTURE CLASSES: TEACHER, METHOD,

ROLE, WITH-IT-0-BY.5111' :d TIME AND GROUPING

Total

Minutes

on Method

p.

Percent ul Student Timel

Non- Off

Theory Practice Content Task

Dominant Dominant

Teacher; Teacher

Role With-It-ness

Dominant

Student

Group

I, One-to-one instruction 243 20,5 68,1 4,1 ' 8,3 2

2, Discussion/questIons and answers 69 63,6 15,0 10,6 10,3 1

3, SocIllIze 21 26.3 0,0 51,4 2 4 1

4, LeCture/audio visual 116 86,4 1;8 ,7 1 3,5

5. Announce/pass materials 28 24,1 28,1 10,7 51,4 5,4

6, Clean up/set up 24 4,9 6,3 26,6 62,2 2 5,3

7, Explain directions/diMonstrate 135 29,8 479 8,0 13,5 . 4,1

8,' Test/inspedt work 193 14,5 59,5 17,3 10,3 2

9, Observe 301 22,7 48,3 5,7 23,5 3 4

10, Work on own/paperwork 165 30,0 36,5 3,3 30,3 4 14

11, Other/break/out of room 241 10,0 34,0 3,0 27,1 5,3 5 1

Total minutes observed 1536

1

Rows do not add to 100 percent because time on break Is not included in this analysis

.

2
Role:

,

3

1:Observing all/interacting with all students

2:Observing/interacting with ,group /Individual

3:Observing activity but not interacting

4:in room/office but not observing/Interacting

5:NOt In room at all

10 0

With- it -ness:

1:Sensitive to all/sensitive at many

levels

2:SensItIve to most needs

3:So-so/variable sensitivity to needs

4:Not sensitive to must students -

5=Not sensitive at all

Group:

1:Students Inlore than one room working on

various tasks

2:Students In one room working on varlotis.

tasks Qi

3:Students In more that one room working on

same task

4:Students In one room working on same task
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TABLE 20

PROFILE OF ALL SECONDARY BUSINESS AND OFFICE CLASSES: TEACHER METHOD,

ROLE, WITH-IT-NESS BY Sir TOPING

Teacher Method

'Percent of Student Tlme,

TotaI

Minutes NOh- Off

on Method Theory Practice, ,Content Task

Dominant

Teache;

Role

Domlnanti . Dominant

Teacher Student

WIth-It-ness ,Group"

1, One-to-one Instruct Ion 313 27,8 46,4 6,3 18,0 2

2, DiscussiOn/questkons and answers 36. 10,1 23,0 1,4 5,2: '1 3 4

3, Socialize U 0,0 0,0 0,0 04. 0 0 0

.

4, Lecture/audlo visual 5 96,9 0,0 0,0 3,1 1 3 4

5,, Announce/past materials 10, 10,0 31,3 2;4' 16,3 2 3 2

6, Clean up /setup 24 .2,9 8,7 9,5 18,9 '3 5 2'

7, Explain directions/demonstrate . 114 49,3 12,4, 17,4 19,9 2 3,2 2'

8, Test/nspect work 7 41,8 3,3 '3,8 51,1 3 3

9, Observe 142, 638,8 34,8 1,1 19,3 3 3 2

.10, Work on own/paperwork 347 15,7 55,5 15,1 2

col-4, Other/break/out of room 226 7,2 25,3 . 30,0 26,9

.4

5,4 ; 5

4

Total minutes observed 1284

1

Rows do'oot add to 100 percent because time on break Is not included in this analysts

2
Role:

1:Observing all/Interacting with all students

220bservIng/InteractIng with group /individual

.,3!Ohserylng activity'but not interacting

4=1n room/office but not obii-MvIng/Interactlg

5:Not, In room at.all'

102

3
W1th-It -nets:

1:SensitIvelo all /sensifivr

levels

2:6entitive to most needs

3:So-so/variable sensiliv,

4:Not sensitive to most students

5:Not sensitive at all

4
Group:

1:Students In more than one room workInq on

various tasks

'Iudents in one room working on varl

tasks,

3=Students In'Iore than one room working on

same task

4: Students jn one room working on same task

103



TABLE 21

PROFILE OF ALL SECONDARY TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL CLASSES:

TEACHER METHOD, ROLE, WITH-IT-NESS BY STUDENf TIME AND GROUPING

'Percent of Student Timel

Total Dominant . Dominant Dominant

Teacher Method Minutes Non- Off Teaches Sti'den

on Method Theory Practice , COntent Task Role With-it-new' Group

One- to-one Instruction 1369 27,1 38,1 6,3 '28,1.

2,. Discusslon/guestions and answers. 26 80,1 16,4 1,0 2,6

3, 'Socialize 5 42,2 22,2 6,1 28,9

4, Lecture/audio visual 38 86,9 .3,5 1,8 7,8

Announce/pass materials 63 22,7. 36,0 11,2 30,2

6, Clean up/set up 94 4,7 8,6 21;2 ' 65,5

7; Explain directions/demonstrate 185 14,2 27,1.. '26,3 27,9.,

D

8, ',Test/Inspectwork, 127 19,4 27,3 14,5 37,6

9, ',Observe 258 22,8 42,0 6,3 24,8

10,' Work on own/paperwork 285 31.4 22,8 9;0 31,1

1.1, Other/br.eak/out of room 656 '7,0 21,7 4,3 45,4

Total minutes observedi3106

2

2.

2

2

. 2

2

2

' 3

4,3

4

./,

.

2

3 2

4

3 2

2,4

4 2

2

5 I' 1

I

Rows do rin add to 100 percent because time on break Is not included In this analysis
1 _.,.._

---....L1Role: -

3
With-It -ness:

4
Group:

lr-fbsiFilifatiti.nteract-ing_witLal I students , 1:Sensitive to all/sensitlye at many I:Students in more than one room working on

2:Observing/Interacting with group/faliEdUal----------leels various 1asks '

.

3=Observing activity but not interacting 2=SensitiWiiirEirlieeds-------
------------

2=Students In one room working on various

4 :In room/offIde but not observing/Interacting. 3.So-so/variable sensitivity to meeds feSks----__
5=Not'in room at all 4:Not sensitive tofimost students. 3=Studont3 in more than one room-woriaag_on

0 5=Not sensitive at all same t;5,..iy

4=Studr, in one room working on same task,
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doing their own work. Tm trade and industrial classes they were-
.either on theory Or .off task, and in agriculture claSses they,
were on theory, ;practice, or 'off task, ..Thedominant teacher role .

+/was consistently to.be in the room- but not,observing-ot. inter -,
acting, and the teachers were not all sensitive to student needs..
The student 4grouping'was not consistent among.ehe'service'areas,

.although teachers appeardd to do their .own work. most often when
students were in one room working. on various tasks.

-.

.Teachers observed. students (11.8' peil5ent of the time) most
frequently when -they were practicing, although in business and..-.
office classes they observed slightly more when students were
engaged in theory-related. tasks. When teaothers observed, their
role was also. recorded as observing but not inferacting and their.

of seuitiiity tquctuated. from .variable .Sehsitivity-t.o not
sensitiveto a-11.student,needs. With the.exception
busiriess and office c1WSes (Group 1),.teachers used the observa-
tion method when... students were in:,several.rpoms working on
various tasks..

.

°Each-teacher method can be-similarly Analyzed by reading
across by- method in tables. 1.8 through 21. Analysis of. "teacher,
method-reveals reasonable and-ekpected pafterns,.eSpecially when
'considering the types .of instruction generolly found, in specific.
,Service areas. Ry reading the Same.tables-doWn by::studenttime
use, teacher role, teacher with-i.t-ness, and Student grouping,-
other patterns emerge. For:exampletherd are no doMinant
/teacher methods for student time on noncontent relative to other
student time.use.. 'As discussed reviously,: student time on
theoryappears to be associated with lecture/audiovisuals,
discussion/question and answer,' and explaining/demonstrating,
Student time on practice -appears to.be related to one-o-one

'',instruCtiontesting/inspecting-work, observing, making announce-
ments,. working on.owm, and: explaining/demonstratihg. Student
time off task appears -to- be relatedto.the teacher's methods of
socializing, making. announcements.and.passing -out materials,
cleanimTub/setting up,:ad "other " /out= of rdbm,

/06
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Findings and Conclusions Related to
Postsecondary' Student Time Use,

Teacher liehaviors,,and Classroom Variables
..

The same questions that drove the analysis of th,p secondary
data were used to analyze the postsecondary data.

:

,Ouestioh One.(Postsecondary)

What are the -characteristics of the classes included
inothe study?'.

The Sixteen:postsecondary classes observed. in the study.. were.
'located in two institutions at two Sites. Site.1 was a subUrbah .

area adjacent to. ne of the secondary sites, the nnerFcity of 'a
.'diVerse.industriAl metropcilis.. The economy of this suburb was
dependent upon 0ye metropolitan area. Site 2, the other
secondary site, was the same medium -sized service-oriented city
Surrounded by prosperous farms. The'characteristics,o5.theseb
pd.'gtsecondary..sites are displayed in table 22. As shown-intable .

-22, there werenine'bu'IsineSs. and office,One agriculture, one
trade and'induStrial, and five technical classes.

Since classes at Site 1 oray met once a week, there Were
-mate classeS observed' at that site thah at` Site 2. At Site'2
each clasg was observed for a full week, while at Site 1 most
Classes were obserVed twice, once each in the two non-consecutive:
weeks of observation.° The claSses ranged, in length from 65
minutes to 180 minutes or three hours. Eleven of/:the sixteen
classes were 150 to .180 minutes long., The four shortest clasSes

:W'eren the business and office service .area at the adult educa-
tion area tedhnical institution.

*

As showri in table 23,'the total enrollment 'in all the
.'c'lasses Was 328'. students. The majority (15 percent) of the
students were white and female (53 percent). The females.were-

.'concentrated-iri the business and office classeS, whereas males--__
Were concentrated .in. the remaining types bf classes: 'Four
teachers said there were handtcapped students. irk their classes,
although the handicaps were not observable in most cases.

. None of, the teachers represented a minority group as shown
table 24. Although it appears that there was arreven split be-
t.Ween male and eMale teadhers:, one male teacher taught four of
the clasSeS Observed, wherds a:"female.tea6'her taught three.

O



TABLE 22.

CHARACTERISTICS OF POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

Class/
Class Code Type'of School

'3

Type of
. Community

Total Number
Length of of Classes
Each Class Observed Type ed Curriculum

Pest and Diseases
(10706)-

Agriculture

Community College Suburban 150 2 Noncompetency.based

Business .and Office
.

Data Entry Adult Ed TechniCar -Midslied '65 5 Locally developed

, (20818)
.- ,, urban competency based

Beg Word Community - College
\

Suburban 120: 1 Individual lied and _

Processing ; _competency based
:-.

(10710) '

.
-_ -

Beg Word Adult Ed TeChnicaloa. Midsized '70 5 Noncom,:etenCy'hased.

.. Processing urban.. .

(20810) .

. .;
-....

Intro Community College . Suburban 150 Noncompetendy based

Typing.
. - .

.i7, '

(.10711) ,,
. .

Typing 11 Community College .' Suburban 170 3 NoncompetencyAased

(10708) , a If I

. ..

Adv.Typing Community 'College Suburban 180 2

%

Noncompeterr/Y usedpsed

...4 (10712)
/

o

t
'

. ., -

Shorthand and
,

Adult Ed TsChmical.: Midsized 5-- Competency biased Y-

. .

Typing . .. -.
..urban j

(20823)
r

- .
. / '

CoU'rt , ComMunity Collegc Suburban. -,180 2 NoncoMp'etency%based

Rep_ortIng.
(10713) .!--. I

/,
Accounting Adult Ed 'Technical Midsized 80 Competency based "5-----:-

(20817) urban- I

..

Electronics
. (20819)

AC Funda-
mentals
(10720)

AC'Funda-
mentals
10724

AC-Lab.
(10725)

Technical

Adult .E0 Technical 150

r
150

'Community College Suburban 150

. .

_Community College

Midsized .

urban

Suburban'

Community: College ..' Suburban

86

2

State developed..
competency based

;

Ncncompetency based

oncoMpetency based

/ .

150 2 JNoncompetency based

108



TABLE 22 (Continued)..

Class/
Class Code Type of 'School

Total Number
Type of Length.of of Classes

Community .. Each Class .Observed Type of Curriculum

Cm'

Refrigera-
tion
(10716)

Machine
Shop
(20805)

Community College

Adult Ed Technical

Suburban 150 2 Noncompetency based'

Trade and Industriay

Midsize 166
urban

Competency based

o
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TABLE 23

.ENROLLMENT IN POSTSECONDARY, CLASSES.

Class/ Total
Class Code Enrollment Minority. White Male Female

Handl
capped

Pests and Diseases
(10706)

36

' Agriculture

30 No32

Bus!ness and Offite

Data. Entry 10 . 4 6 10

(20818)

Beg Word 17 "5 1.2 1 16 Yes

Processing
(10710)

Beg Word 16* 3 13 15 Yes

Processing
120810)

Intro 27 25 1 26

Typing
.(10711)

Typing II 23 3 20 0. 23 No._

(10708)

AdyTyping
(10712)- 15 14 0 15

Shorthand and
Typing,. 18 4 14. 1 17 No

(20823)

Court
Reporting 23 0 23 0 23 No

(10713)

"Accounting
(20817) .

20 '11 4 16, Yes

Technical

'Electronics 23 2 21 21 2 No

(20819) 0

AC Funda-
mentals

27 "2 25 24 3

(10720)

Ac Funda
mentals

27 2 24 3

(10724)

AC-Lab 12 I 11 11 1

(10725)

Refrigera-
tion

19 7 12 . 19 0 Yes

(10716)
88 .
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TABLE 23

(continued)

Class/
Class Code

total

Enrollment Minority . White

Mach Shop
(20805)

271 1

Trade and

26

Total 328 . b- 49 279

Handl
Male Female capped

Industrial

27 0

453 175

1Class was open entry/open exit. Numbers reported were the number observed.
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TABLE 24

TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS IN POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

Class/
Cies; Code Minority Sex

Years Experience
In- Education

rs Experience Teach Same Class
In Industry More Then Once a Day

Agriculture

Pests 8 No 2 .12 No
Diseases
(10706)

Business and Office

Data Entry No .F 7 5 Yes

(20818)

Beg Word No F 16 10 Yes

Proce.sing
(10710)

Beg Word No F 5 2 No

Processing
(20810)

Intro No F 7 6

Typing
(10711)

Typing II NO
(10708)

F 22 5 No

Adv No 17 6 No
Typing
(10712)

Shorthand
and Typing
(20823)

Court
Reporting
(10713) 14

25

5

2 Yes

20 No

Accounting No '5 5 Yes

(20817)

Technical

Electron- No M 19 - 20 No

les
(20819)

AC Funds- No M 15 15 No

menials '4.
(10720)

AC Funda- No
menials
(10724)

14 15 15 No

AC-Lab No M 15 15 No

(10725)

RefrIgera- No M 2 18 No

tton
(10716)

Trade and Industrial

Machine No H 20 12 No 0

Shop
(208or)
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All but one of the bUsiness and-office teachers were female
with:the exception of the court reporting (°10713) teacher. The
teacher's it the community college located in Site 1 had more

.

yearS.(mean.= 12.2 years) of experience in industry than their.
.counterparts at the Site 2 adult education technical institution
;(mean =.7.6.yearS). On the other hand, teachers at Site 2 had
slightly more (mean = 13.5 years) experience in education than
the teachers-at.Site 1 (mean = 12.6 years). About half of the
teachers at Site 1 taught part -time while'maintaining their
full-time job in industry, whereas all of the teachers at' Site 2
taught full-time and did not hold a second"job with industry.

Business and office service area. .Students in the post-
secondary business and office classes seemed, to know what ..they
were to do and began working.as soon as they arrived. TeaChers
walked in and out of the classrooms without noticeably affecting
student, time on task. Observers noted that students were
appatently accustomed to interruptions since ringing phones,
-phone conversations, ringing timers, and visits from outside
students did not seem to bteak the work flow.

Many of the teachers appeared to communicate.claSs goals to
the Students very clearly, and effectively. The goals s-wete
-generally written on the 'chalkboard, reinforced verbally,-or
provided in students' handouts. One observer-made the following
notation about an advanced typing class (10712):

The beginning of the class was.especially effective.
Teacher's directiOns were clear, goals_were stressed,
checks were made on studentperftirmance,and feedback
was provided in positive ways.

This teacher. continually challenged students to do better even if
they, had reached the goals required to earn an "A." She told.tRe
students that She-would"provide their highest timed typing score
when askedby employers for recommendations. Even though the
students had met the class goals, it was to their personal
advantage to do even better, and thus-many tried to improVe their
scores. Since the teacher.provided much positive feedback, there
appeared to be a sense of healthy competition rather than
frustration among the students.

One word processing classroom (10710)was divided into many
small carrels that provided an ideal environment for individual
learning.' The program was individualized and competency based. A.
teacher and two lab assistants circulated around the room to
provide help or directions. They appeared to be "at the right-

, place at the right time", to help students when hey'needed
assistance. 16 the court reporting class(10713), the teacher
was-also-sensitive to the needs of individual students and
provided positive feedback whdn dealing with the whole class.
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However, when he was evaluating individual students' ability to
record proceedings, he was legs Sensitive. to others.in the.class

. and did not'give assignments to them. Thus, most students had
"down time" while waiting their turns because they did not have
other projects to do.

Teachers in the business and offic servicearea did not use
a wide variety' of teaching methods. ..On a few occasions they used
transparencies and Class discussion to stress key points, but the
emphasis was on individUal practice." Most.of the teachers cirtu-
latedto help .students with individual problems. The observer's.
notesindicated...

the teacher (20.810) ,continues to move around. the room to
help students. .Students.are all doing different, tasks
specified in the modules, The teacher's constant
movement helps her identify students' problems'and also
keeps the students on.task. .

In the accounting class,(20817),however, the teacher at her
desk and waited for students to ask for help. The teacher Seemed.
shy and rarely approached students, but was very friendly when
they .did ask.for help. The students used competency baSedi
workbooks and were all at different places inthe curriculum.
Although any whale group instruction may'haye been virtually
impossible; -t -he -class seemed-very-boring to -t -he students.
Several students dozed-during class from time to time, waking 'up
only when the teacher moved to their part of the classroom. For
the most part', however,. the business and office classes were'on
task most of the time. The teachers were enthusiastic and
knowledgeable, and served as excellent role models. They
integrated information from-the world of.work intotheir lectures
and discussions which made the instruction more relevant- for
students. The Court reporting (10713) teacher was quoted by an
observed as saying,

wait. 'til you try-ilearing a mord in court when the wit-
ness is tapping his foot, the court clerk is clipping
his fingernails, and the judge is pouring water in his
glass behind you--it sounds like Niagara ,Falls!

Other service areas. The teachers in the other,service
areas had somewhat different approaches to teaching. In the
lecture-oriented AC fundamentals classes (10720 and 10724), the
teacher was outstanding. An observer made the following
comments:

The teacher hag' excellent knowledge of the material.
The material is theoretical, but the teacher cites fre-

. quent applications of'the principles and concepts as re-
flected in their more practical usage. 1,1e teacher is
careful to point out new concepts and draws many dia-
grams to illustrate, them..The teacher often asks stu-
dents if they have any questions, and provides much
positive reinforcement'tg.encoptage creative thinking.
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While the classes are -"Ong, the teacher is very active
. and challenges the students to stay with him.

Similarly, the.teacher In the agriculture class (1.0706)
spent -most of the-time.writing on the board and explaining while
the studentST-tooknotes. Students frequently asked questions
that the teacher-tOok time to answer. An observer.noted4:-

there is a good deal of-work-related information
provided by the: teacher: and the-students. Most of
the Students appear to work. As a reSuIt,_they cite
real world examples and problems which the teacher
uses to reinforce his lecture.

He also used slides and examples to demonstrate key points, such
as samples of bark from diseased trees. Throughout'the class,
several students chatted quietly from-time to time although in
general their interest appeared to be high. The chatting may
have been due to the'seating arrangements, with students sitting
two to a drafting table.-

The room arrangement in the electronics class (20819) pre -_
sented similar opportunities for socializing. The class.was

-7-located in a temporary room while the permanent room-mas_betng
remodeled. Students worked in small groups at stations which:
promoted considerable intertion among students, although much
that wqs overheard by the 06:Servers was related to the'electri-
city experiments they were conducting. In that class, the
-teacher's presence seemed to distract students. He chatted about.
baseball and other non-elect a:onic.related topics. When he read a
book at a desk in front of the,room, the students were on. a
greater proportion of the-time..

In the machine shop (20805) each student was assigned a card
describing the task to be performed. 'The cards were displayed on
a bpard in the shop that kept individual's gOalS prominent and
explicit. The.students seemed to use this board as a meeting
place,-however, and frequently congregated there to chat for
several minutes at a time. The teacher was aware of thisploy
and disbanded them with "come on fellas, back to work now."

In many of the postsecondary shop or laboratory classes, the
most common practice was that theteacher or assistants were
available to help students.at their request. As the teachers
circulated, they'pointed.obt'student errors as they occurred
rather than wait for work to be handedin for grading. This

',immediate feedback seemed tb prevent students from learning or
practicing incorrect procedures. An-observer noted that,in the
AC Fundamentals laboratory (10725)

the teacher does an excellent job of explaining problems
to the students. He frequently uses the 'chalkboard to '

11.5
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draw diagro',Tts.and asks relevant questions that probe
students Y ri'.ihds for understanding.

In most classes the"teachersi.movements seemed. to set the level
of intensity of the' class.. Wen the teacher was active, busy'
With students or otheryork, then the students were more active
as-well: Although the ;quality of their. work could; not be' judged
from the observations, studentsappeared to work harder.when_
their teachers worked hard, ,However,.-the teachers effect was not
as great as it was-in secondary classeS. :Students in post-
secondary classes s-appeared motivated. internally. as opposed to
trying to"ple.ase the teacher or to avoid censure.

Question_ Two (Postsecondary)

.What are the proportions of-time spent by students
on task., on breaks,.and.off. task?

'
The analk-ss of the time spent in postsecondary classes

.

indicate tha.t. studentsspent most of their class .t.ime on task,
_whether_or.._not_te.a.cher_s=".._wer_e___Supervising .them clOsely,The
.chart (figure shows the average proportions of ,time spent by
pootsecondary student's on task, on bee:aks, _and.ofe-task-.

FIGURE 8. PERCENTAGES OF TIME USED IN ALL
POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

KEY

TIME.ON TASK
A = BASIC SKILLS
B = THEORY/OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
D = PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT,

NOT ON°.TASK
F = BREAK
G = TIME OFF TASK.

.
I

As shown in figure 8, the postsecondary students spent about.
four-fifths of their time on tasks that included basic skills

94
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FIGURE 9. PERCENTAGESOF TIME USED IN:POSTSECONDARy
AGRICULTURE.CLASS,

KEY

TIME ON TASK
A = BASIC SKILLS
B = THEORY /OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
D = PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT'

NOT ON TASK
F = BREAK
G = TIME OFF TASK

KEY

TIME ON TASK
A = BASIC mans--
'B = THEORY/OTHER CONTENT
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

.B =-PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
F . BREAK
G = TIME OFF TASK

1,

FIGURE i0. PERCENTAGES OF TIME USED N POSTSECONDARY
BUSINESS AND OFFICE CLASSE
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FIGURE 11. PERCENTAGES. OF TIME USED IN POSTSECONDARY
TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL CLASS.

KEY

TIME ON TASK
. A = BASIC SKILLS
B = THEORY/OTHER CONTE:
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKIL:
D = PRACTICE
E NONCONTENT

NOT ON TASK
F = BREAK
C =.TIME OFF TASK

FIGURE 12: PERCENTAGES OF. TIME USED IN POSTSECONDARY
TECHNICAL CLASSgS.

TIME ON TASK -0
A - u!crr CIPTTIC.
B 7 TIIEORY/OTHER"CONTENi
C = EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS.'
D = PRACTICE
E = NONCONTENT

. .

NOT ON TASK\
F = BREAK
C = TIME OFF TASK\
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(.25 percent), employability skilks. (1.61 percent), theory. (42.3
pereent), practice (279 peetent),- and noncontent (11.4 perbent).
The students also spent '7.5 percent of the time on scheduled
breaks and 9.2 percent of the time off task. The proportions of
time use varied-greatly among the four.service areas-, as shown in
EigLites 90 through 12. Note, however., that the- pie charts for
agricutture,:and trade and industrial each represent only one
class.-

-Total time-on task did not vary much among.theservide'areas
or '.the classes as indicated in table 25./ The highest time. on
task was fo.Und'in the.AC.laboratory.(10T25, 9.6.13 percent),"
whereas the lowest Was.intha..AC fundamentals class (10716,
76.40). Roth classes.were taught by the same teacher, and the ,

'major. di f ferenceseemed 'to :be that students came. .to the lab to
conduCt exPeriMehts!.or take competency-based: quizzes and Aeft

''when-they.'cOmpleted their objectives. The other. class was held
late Friday afternoons. It was lecture/distussioworiented and
the teacher.,worked-har to retain the students.attention 'even
t.hough.he appeared to have an excellent relationship with'them
and explained;the lessons; very well.

knOther-reiatively loW time -on -task crass was the machine
Sho0-.120905) where the teather switched

t f'
Xo,thecompetency-based.

c.uripUldM .0Uring the week of which appeared: to up-
-set Many students. ..Ag a reSu;t.',* a.number of.stbdents seeMedto
take. exaessive time to set up:and.clean up (23.62 percent) ;_which

.

although tonSidered didot aPpeat tOcOntribute to
building theirtechnical,skins as machinists. The' nontontent°'
time tlass.ps was lower,' .ranging between 1.57 percent:in
an AC fundamentals class (10720.) to 18..00- percent.in the

:

'shorthand /typing class (20823)

Although there was no time-spent,on 'practice in the agricul-
ture. lass, 52*.A'percent.of the time was spent on pi-attice in
businesS and office claSses,-46,..9 percent in technical."-classes,,
and 36.0 percent in the trade, arid -industrial Class. ,Conversely,
.85.RJ:5er-cent of thet.ime vas spent ion theory in the agriculture
class compared to the .18.1 perdent spent im.trade and industrial
classes, 19..3 percent. in the -business.and Office classes, and.'
`,469.percent in the technical- classes.

Very -'little percent) and
employabilit:skills. (1..61 pertent). basic_Skilis were primarily:
used (1.09 percent-in the'competendy-basedworkboOksf.and"Skill

_sheets. in.the machine:Shop,'(20805). Most of the references to ."
'emPloyability made;*.the bLigi'ness and oft=
i-ce teachers who integrated a:great,deal7of- "-wOrld-ofwork"
information into their, explanations.-

Time OnbreakHranged.beteen-0.-00 percentfor:severalbusi-
ness and office classes and.the electricity.labja07251. to 17;13
Percent .for 'a word prddessing class .(10710). : Although .in some

9.7 1i 9
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TABLE 25

PROPORTIONS OF. TIDE SPENT'BY POSTSECONDARY

STUDENTS DURING 5,915 MINUTES'OF OBSERVATION

Time On Task

Class/ Basic Employability /

r

Total

Noqcon- Time On Time On Time Off

Class .Code Skills Skills Theor 'Pr'actice tent .TaSk Break. TaSk

10706

Type II .0d60-

10708
.

Wor:(1. Proc 0,00

)0710

Be TYping 0.00

10711:

Adv

.

Type 400

10712

. : Ct Repoit.. 0,00

10713

Word Proc 0,00

20810

Acct'q. 0,00

20817

Data Proc 0,00

20818

Short/Type .08

20823

Average .01

a

Agriculture,

'Pests and

'Diseases 0,00 85',85 0.00 2,94., 90,27

Business, and 'Office

.5.53 5,22

9.89 16,63 46,73 7,76 81,01 612',13 88
-_____.

--
__

17,130,00 35,01, -174.0,8 .7,88 79,97 '2,91
.:

----'-----:

0.00 . 3%12 . 46,58 '4,42 . --86.1.2
. 11,69. t-2,13'

5,75 23,37, 47,58 '8,93 85,63 .5.,48"-:-.,... 1,80

..,.,

10,52 , 14 2 , 41,78 11,08. . 77..66 12.08. . 10,21.

,04 10,35 72;13 .13,22 95,74 .0,00 4,27

,13 1.1;40 68,.77, 10,41 9001 0,00 M 9,28

18;68 57;89' , 87.".10 0,00 12,19

.74 42:22 18,00 88,97 0,00 10,93'

3,60 19,33 52,40 10,86 86,20 5,65 8,15
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4 TABLE 25

"(continued)

Class/ Time On Taik

Class ----77Basc47.7'11ricorT- Time On The On, Time Off
Code SkIlls Skills '....._;-111122 .....Practice tent. Task' Break Task

Mach Shop

24805

1,09 MO

MENIMIMPM,001.3orma.....1.hwerWiarOnir

Ref, and AC

10716

11

0,0

AC Fund .33 ,33

10720

AC Fund 0,00r 1,22

10724

Elec lab 0;00 -i .18,,

-,,...:

10725

,Electricly 0,00 .02,

20819

Trade and Industrial

18,10 36,09 23,62'

Technical

24,36 . 41,03 '1,1,49

73,88 ,70 57

70,06 0,00 , 5,12

,' 56,07 , 30.36 9,52

34,05 33.18. 10,33:

78,90 9 16 11,94

77,01 2,44 20',56

,/-N,,,
6',81 16,37 6,80

16,40 9,13 13,85 .

96,13 ,
, 0,00 3,86

,77;58 11,63 10,63

AVerage 46,99: .23,211 8,11 78,71 9,50 11,12

J

Average all

classes ',25 1,61 2,3 27,9 11;40 83,50 7 50 , 9,20

,ftw.M.Imemli,ww.11www/M1mwra.
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classes that had scheduled breaks there was less_time_off-task,--
classes-the-break time simply added to off-task time. In

most postsecondary classes, scheduled whole-class.breaks appeared
unnecessary since all the teachers had an "open door" policy .that

-allowed for using restrooms, getting coffee, and so forth. Break
times appeared to be more desired by the teachers than the stu-
dents, many of whom continued practice regardless of the offi-
cially announced breaks.

Question Three (Postsecondary)

What are the relationships of time spent by teachers
on- various.instructional and managerial behaVicirs to
studept time on task?

The postsecondary teachers used various styles of teacbing.,
The part-time teachers included more refetences to the "real
world ofwork" than did the full-time teachers. They also ap-
peared to assign more work that was based on tasks currently con-
sidered important inotheir job as opposed to the full-time teach-
ers. Although there was not a wide range of time on task among
the postseCondary classes, the teacher'instructional/managetial
behaviors appeared to account for some of the differences that
did exist.

Teacher With-it-ness. Overall, the.teachers appeared to be
tuned in to most of their students' needs the majority (52 per-
cent) of the time as shown,i'n table 26." There were no strong
patterns- or trends indidating relationship between the level of
with-it-ness and the proportion of time on task. It would be

. tempting to assume that the reason. there was afairly consistent:
high level of time` -on.task was because- the`. teachers were rarely.
"tuned out." Thatwas probably not the case--with some excep--
tions. One exception .occurred in the accounting class (20817),
which Started at 8:00 a.m. Several of the students tended to
doze while working on the individually paced, competencybased
worksheets.. The teacher made a point to frequently walk to the
area: of the room where the students 'sat, which always awakened
them, and prompted them to resume their-tasks. Several of the'
other teachers also had subtle-ways to keep the postsecondary
students on task when necessary. without reprimanding .or embar -.
rassing them. For ,the most part, however, the students did not
require reminders to stay. on task. In fact, oftenTa greater pro-,.
portion.of students were on relevant tasks when the....teacher was
out.of the room. Some teachers actually Seemed to deterstudexits
EL-Om:their tasks by chatting with them or. someone near. them or' by
interrupting frequently to give directions and 'provide explana-,
t -ions. For example, the-electronIcS-:(20819).teacher
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Class Code

TABLE 26

'TEACHER WITH-IT-NESS IN POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

Percent of Time on With-it-nessl
From Highest Means to Lowest

4

Pests one Diseases
10706

Typing II
10708

Worg Processing
10710

Begin Typing
10711

Advanced\TypIng
10712

6Our,t ReoOrtIng
10713

Word Processing
20810

Accounting\
20817

Data Entry
20818

Shorthand/Typing
20823

Average

Machine Sho
20805

Refrig and Air Cond
10716

A.C. Fundame tats
10720

A.C. Furidame tats
--10724-

Laboratory A.C.
10725

Electronics
20819.

Average

Average for all
Classes

2 3 4 5 n /a

11.0

Agriculture

0.9 6,458.5 22.3 1.8

C

Business and Office

33.1 24.2 5.8 ' 2.1 9.2 25.6

49.7' 5.0 10.5 15.5 0.0 19.3

63.0 4., 0.0 0.0 18.8 13.6

74.3 15,8 0.3 0.0 0.0 4.6

68.2 4.1 1.9 6.6 0.0 19.1

82.2 1.4 0.6 0.6 5.0 10.3

56.2 35.6 3.2 1.2 '0.7 3.0

51.5 9;0 7.8
0 0.3 2.6 28.8

36.8 38.6 14.9 6.3 0.0 3.4

55.8 17.6 5.2 3,2 3.5 14.7

Trade .anil industrial

77.6 7.5 0.1 4.2 0.4 10.6

Technical'

42.6 24.6 0.6 0.0 9.2

57.1 -7.3 6.6. 0.3 1.3 ,273

64.8 12.4 3.3 -0.0 "0.0 19.6

89.4 4.6 0.0 0.0 0:0 5.9

14.4 37.7 12.0 9.0 6.6 20.3

41.4 22.9 10.8 3.8 2.9 18.1

52.0 20.1 7.2 2,8 .3.2 .14.7

-

2With-It -nss s.deflild as:
1 Sensl rve to 01/sensitive to .studen.ts at many levels2 Sensl lye to most studen.tslneeds
3 So -so mamiablesensitIvity-to: student needs-4 Not s nsitive o most 'needs
5 Not sensitive to anyone's needs

n/a. Other does-not 'Lledly
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tended-to talk about fishing, baseball, or anything but electron-
tics with small groups of students who were on task most of.the
time when.he was in another part of the room or out of the room

. altogether.

Teacher role. The teacher role variable incorporated the
type of teacher interaction with students and the amount of
teacher observation of students. As shown in table' 27, the aver-
age -for all classes indicated that teacherS were observing and
interacting with all students or with groups/individuals almost
two-thirds (63.6 percent) of the time. There was no apparent
pattern for high or low time on task classes, most likely due to
the diverse types of classes in the sample. Although there was
variance inthe teacher roles among the service areas and indi-
vidual classes, most of the variance appeared.to be consistent
with the nature of the'student use of time. For example, in the
air conditioning laboratory (10725), the teacher was 74.8 percent
on Role 2, observing and interacting with group /individual. That
role was the best one for relating to students working indivi-
dually at lab stations. In the court reporting class, on the
other hand, the teacher was 60.2 percent'in Role 1, which was
also appropriate for his-simulation. of the depositions or types
of information that would be recorded in courtrooms.

.

It appeared that most of the teachers observed and inter-
acted with students at an appropriate level. They were, with a
few.exceptions, available to answer questions or give directions
when students needed them. It was clear that sometimes the stu-
dents did not need them at all and actually accomplished more.
when the teachers were occupied with their own work or out of the
room.

Teacher method: Postsecondary teachers spent a fourth
(25.1 percent) ,of the time providing one-to-one instruction as
displayed in table.28. A close second (23;8. percent) was spent
giving directions, explaining, or demonstrating.. Teadhers spent
the third greatest amount of time (17.3 pr,reent) on other or mis-.
cellaneous methods and being out of the room. The proportion of
time-that teachers used the following methods was: -doingrown
workor paperwork (9.1 percent-), discussing or question and
answer (7.25 percent), observing (5.48 percent), lecturing/audio-
visuals (3.16 percent),.testing/inspecting work (2.79 percent),
announcements/passing outmaterials (2:56 percent), cleaning
up/setting up (1,28 perdent), and socializing with students (.95.
parcent.),

The teachers' methods varied with .the service area, although
there were exceptions among sclases within the same service
areas. Although tine-to-one_inst"ruction predominated. in business
and office classe=5 (28.81percent)Hand.the trade and industri.al.
class (35.54 percent),- giving:directions, explaining, or demon-
strating predominated in the technical classbs .(24.61-percent).
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TABLE 27

TEACHER ROLE IN POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

Cless/ Percent of Time on Rohs!
Class Code 1 2 3 . 4 .5

,

n/e

Agriculture

20,4 1,2 5.2Pests end Diseases
10706

Typing 11
10708

Word Processing
10710

Begin Typing
10711

Advanced Typing
10712

Court Repor4i7g
10713'"

Word Processing
20810

Accounting
20817

Oeta:EntrY
20818'

72.0 .6

Business

27,5" 9.4

0.0 56.9

42.2 2.6

35.3 34.6

60.2 11.0

12.8 55.2

0.7 63.2

2.9 60.8

Shorthand /Typing 18.3
20823

and Office

14..2 25.8 17.7

13.9 12.2 0.0

13.6. 39.0 2.6

12.3 11.6 0.7

0.3 3.3 13.8

10.6 19.2 2.2

10.4 21,4 3.0.

2.0 .3.8 30.5

49.9 13.6 16.2 2.1

5,4

, 17.1

0.0

5.5

11.3

0.0

1.2

0.0

0.0

Average. 21.9 38..7 '9.8 16.3 9.3 4.1

Machine Shop 1.0
20805 .

Trade and Industrial

66.0 13.3 10.6 0.0 '9.2

.. Technical

Refrig and Alr Cond 20.5 65.0 5.7. 1.3 7,6 0.010716 -...

...

AC Fundamentals
i 59.5 3.0 5.6 9.3 . 12.6 10.010720

64.8 .---10.A . 1.3 9.8 4.2 9.4AC-Fundamentals
10724

Laboratory A.C.
10725

Electronics 20819

0.0 74.8 , 5.5 17.2 2.6 0.0

1.7 .49,2 .8.8- 22.0 18.4 0.0

Average 39.8 6.2 13.7 11.8 3.3

Average for all
classes 22.8 40,8 9.8 13.9 8.3 4.6

1Role is defined as:
1 . Observing .611/InteractingwIth ell, students In ciaSi
2 Observing and interacting wIth_group/IndivIdual
3 = Obs.r4lng activity but not Interacting (monitoring)__:.
4 . In..room/offIce but not observing or-Interacting'
5 = Notin room at all

n/e. Other/does 'not apply
.
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TABLE 28

METHODS USED BY POSTSECONDARY TEACHERS

Class/
Code

One-to
One

Olscuss
Q-3-4

Social-.
!zing

Lecture
Audio/
Visual

Announc,.- Direct/ Test/
monis Demo Inspect Observe

Own
Work

Clean-Up/
Set-up Other

AgrictIture

Pests end 0.30i 23.78 0,00 6.71 9.14 32.93 19.51 0.00 0.00 1.83 5.79
Diseases
(10706)

Business and Offlce

Type 11 6.46 6.46 2.29 10.42 . 3.96 9.17 0.00 7.71 14.58 1.67 37.29
(10708)

Word'Proc 11.60 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 45.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.09
(10710) .

Beg Type 4.55 1.95 0.00 29.22 .65 7.79 0.00 1.95 14.94 0.00_. 38.96
(10711)

Adv Type 28.42 2.40 . 4.11 2.74 4.11 26.37 7.19 8.90 9.25 0.34 6.16
(10712)

CtiReport 9;12 '6.35 0.83 0.00 .1.38 49.72 4.14 0.28 -0.28 0.55 27.35
(10713)

Wd Proc 54.87 0.28 0.00 0.00 .0.28 13.09 0.00 9.19 13.09 0.00 -; .9.19
(20810)

53.48 6.97 0.50 0.00 1.00 2.98 0.00 5.22 22.64 0.00 5.97.Acctg
A20817)

Data Proc 38.66 0.00 0.00 '0.00 1.45 23.54 0.00 2.03 1.74 0.00 '32.56
(20810)

Short/Typ 34.46 3,66 0.26 0.78 7.57 21;67 1.04 10.44 16;97 0.52 2.61

(20823)

Average 28.81 3.62 . .98 2.57 20.90 1.35 5.68 11.16 .44' 20.73

Trade and industrial

Machine 35.54 1.81 0.00 0.00 0.00 29:03' 0.00 10.12 6.99 0.12 13.98

Shop
(20805)

"-- Technical

Ref and AC 38.49 33.12 3.15 4.73 0.00 : 2.84 0.00 3.79 5.05 0.95 6.31
10716

-AC Fund 1.99 8.30 0.00 9.30 3.32 38.87 8.31 0.00 6.98 0.00 22;92
10720

AC 'Fund 9.77 10.42 . 0.33 5.21 8.47." 41.70 8.14 . 0.00 1.30 0.33 13.03
10724

Elec Lab 42.38 4.63' 0.00 0.00 0.00 27,15 0.00 4.64 3.97 1.32 15.89
10725

Elect . 16.02 8.15 2.21 0.00 1.25 20.44 1.52' - 7.32 14.23 , 6.91 16.85
10819

Average 18.78 12.67 1.50 3.28 2.50 24.61 3.39T 4.00 8.33 3.11 -15.28

Average
for all

25.12 7.23 .95 3.16 2.56 23.84 2.79 5.48 9.10 - 1.28 17.30
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Within the technical service area, there were acute. differences
due to the nature of the class. In one air.conditApning' funda-
mentals class (10720), the teacher Primarily explained and demon
strated '08.87 percent) electrical currents while/the same
teacher mostly provided one-to-one instruction: (42.38 percent) in
the laboratory class (10724).

The relationships among teacher methods and student time
uses were investigated thtaugh one -Way analysis of variance. The
data in table 29 show which methods were used frequently
with each type of student time use. One-to-one instruction,

/cleaning, cleaning up/setting up, and working on one's own had
the highest means for student timc on task-while the lecture/
audiovisual had the lowest. Although surprising, the negative
relationship oflecture/audiovisuals. to:,student time on task can
perhaps be explained when considering- that.method was only used
3.16 percent of the time .and the results/Of the one -way analysis
were. based on frequency.

The methods with the highest means for student time on prac-
tice were one-to-one instruction, working on own, and observing.
In contrast, the methods with lowest/Means were. .lecture/
audiovisOals, testing/inspecting, and making announcements/
passing out materials-. For time on/theory, the highest means-
were for testing/inspecting, discuSsing/queStion and answer, and
cleaning up/setting up. Socializing, other methods, )r lecture/
audiovisuals had the lowest meaMS.

t

Time on noncontent was most related to socializing and
cleaning up/setting up and least related to lecture/audio-
visuals. SoCializing also had the highest mean for time off
task, whereas testing/inspecting work in progress had the lowest.
Apparently, student time off task was least liable to occurwhen
the teacher was assessing Student work, whether through written
tests and quizzes, or inspections of work in progress. ..

Although cause and effect cannot be inferred, the ,one-way
analysis indicates that some methods are more likely to be used
than. other to,eliCit student on -task behavior. The-relationships
shown in7table 29-were. similar in the-analyses of the service
areas. One exception was t.hat for trade and industry, the high-
est means for time on'theory were observing-, Another exception
was in business and office, where the highest mean for time on
noncontent was announcing/passing' out:materials.

`Additional Teacher Behavior Variables

Aside from the teacher role; withit-ness, and methods re---
corded ona minute-by-minthte basis, additional teacher behaviors .

were noted in narrative fashion, These notes indicated that
there are individual teacher differences that-appeared to be
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,

Student Time

Percent of

Student

Time

TABLE 29

TEACHER METHODS RELATED TO

POSTSECONDARY STUDENT TIME USE

F Ratio

Probab-

ility

Teacher Methods

with Highest

Means

...-';

Teacher Methods

with Lowest

Means

Time on Practice

Time on Theory (In-

cludes Basic Skills and

Employability Skills)

Time on Noncontent

27.9 166.66/ One-to-One

0.00 Work on Own

Observe

58.88

49.94

41,69

42.3 11.95/ Test/Inspect 40.18

0.00 Disouss/Q d A 38.65

Clean Up/Set Up 33.63°

11.4 28.06/ Socialize ///17.55

0.00 Clean up/set up/ 14.05

Lecture/Audiovisuals

Test/Inspect

Announce/Pass Out

Materials

Socializing

Lecture/Audiovisuals

Other

1.84

10.15

11.99

10.98

13.71,

12.29

Lecture/Audiovisuals .82

Total time on taSk. 85.5 86:97/

0.00

One-to-One. 94.43

Clean Up/Set Up 84.33

Work on Own 79:48

Lecture/AudiovIsuals 16.15

Total timeoff,task -9.2 25.32/
0.00

Socializing 25.40 Test/Inspect .80
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associate, with use of time. Althoughfthere were no classes with
truly low proportions of time on task, there appeared to he
teacher behaviors related to proportions of time spent on pract-
ice and theory. As in the secondary classes, defining class
goals was the most important variable related to student time on
task. The teachers of dlasses with the highest time 'on content-
related tasks started the class promptly and immediately ex-

'plained the goals to be accomplished. Postsecondary teachers
frequently explained how the short range goals 'fit into the long
range. goals and why they were important in terms of the world- of
work. For example, a business 'and office teacher 'said,

Today we will type invoices as part of the account-
ing module yap are doing. Invoices are
very important in business--they're bills sent to
customers and must be exact. I want you all to
strive for exactness . . . watch those decimal
points!

Unlike the secondary students, most of the postsecondary students
appeared.to.have a general.understanding of what to,do.' It was
apparept that tasks written on the board, handed,dut in agendas,
or posted:on'bulletin boards decreased the need to wait'for
instructors .

Most of the postsecondary teachers had well-planned and
well - organized curricula. Rarely did they search for materials,.
and most of the equipment was new or in exc-eilent condition.
Most postsecondary students were responsible for bringing.their
own supplies to classes,, but teachers had extra supplies for
those Who forgot. There appeared -to be very little vandalism, or
stealing of supplies, and most teachers did not have to spend a
lot of time safeguarding equipment or materials:. Although there
were subtle differences among the teachers, for.the most part the
observers felt that student opportunities to be on task were not
lessened due to teacher disorganization or poor.planning.

.-- Many of the postsecondary teachers seemed to maximize class
time deliberately. They appeared to value the scheduled class
time,-perhaps because students were paying for the education.

---zh.estuden-t-s-a-L-so_appe-ar-ed-- to want to\7aximize the allotted time
or to complete assignments quickly in order to leave early. Many
students held Part -time or full-time jobs,, so.they used their
time well while in school.

.

Many postsecondary teachers conveyed an attitude of urgency,
that "time is money," and that work in the rea world had to be
done efficiently. They closed doors and start classes more
promptly at the community college than at the adti\l,t technical
school, but both institutions seemed to regard time as a valuable
resource that was not'to be wasted. Especially in the business
and office classes, the teachers maintained _a continual flow of
meaningful activities that related to real world of work tasks.
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Some teachers We're better thin others in maximizing. time.
For example, one typing teacher whose clas (1070.8,1%.,had 7.7 .

percent time oni noncontent aria 46.7 percent time on-practice bad
a rule that.When a whole -class assignment was finished, students
WoUld work on long-term projects -until 'the next whole-class
assignment was :started. Anotber,typing teacher, whose class '

(20823) had 42-2 percent time on practice and the highest time on
noncontent 6f all classes (18.0 pendent), 1.iad,a.rtile that when
the wholeclasS assignMent Was finished,-students Would set qp
for the next assignment and fold their hands and quietly wait for
everyone to be finished. Although the,. quality of the. "extra" '

work done by the students. in classt0708..could.not be judged, it
appeared that those students had more Opportunities to practice
typing skills that depend, to a large degree,:upon repetition .
Even though .bOth classes were second -year courses, the observers
noticed that the expected typing rates were higher (e.g., 65
words per minute .to get an A compared to fifty-five words per
minute)-in the class with more 'opportunities to practice-skills.

Many of the postsecondary teachers appeared to be good
models of the work ethic'. Npt only ware they motivated .and.
thorough, 'no-nonsense teachers'ip-class, several teachers held
full -time, jobs in the -realworld of work. These part-time
.teachers seemed especially effective in relating class assign-
Ments -CO jobs. The court reporting teacher continuously cited
.examples of how the skills being taugh 'imp. be fu Ln . IL

work situations. The students were-obliou. . 7te anC
seemed especially eager to increase their precisic _rid ski
"in recbrding. .

Even when teachers did not hold other jobs, they dressed and
behavedas professionals in .their field. With one exception, the
business and office teachers dressed .in.sUits or other clothing
appropriate for offices. In the machine shop and the technical
classes the teachers wore laboratory or, shop coats with their
names sti-dhed on the pockets. When teachers were not super-
vising students they typically did paperwork at their desks and
appeared busy and involved. .

.,,-

Since all of the teachers appeared to have the necessary--.
content, knowledge, and skill proficiency for theit positions, it
was difficult to ascertain whether this quality made any differ-
ence in, the postSecondary students' time on task. One teacher,
however, appeared to help keep his: students interested and on
task with his expertise not only in the principles of electricity
but also his skill in presentation, The AC fundamentals teacher
held. students' attention with his skillful diagrams and explana-
tion of electrical currents for almost two hours without a break
'On a Friday afternoon._ Although this class had a relatively low
overall time on'task, it was apparent that a less-skilled teacher
would.nothave maintained these students' attention because most

----were tired after a week of\ .full-time work and part-time school,.
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The effort'of positive reinforcement was subtle but apparent
. to the observers. Teachers who had exhibited the;wabllity to
praise students and encourage them positively seemed to encourage
them to Work harder. The observers noted that at Site.1, two,
typing teachers were .very different in their approach to motivat-
ing students. Whereas one teacher Was cold, stern, and critical,
the other was friendly and made many positive comments to. deserv-
ing students. The time on practice and.theory was higher in the
latter teacher's class, and the students' morale seemed to be

.

higher as Well.

Question Four (Postsecondary)

[

What are the relationships of classroom variables to
student time on task?

------.

--,

The grouping variable, interruptions, disruptions, and ab-
sence were the classroom variables investigated relative to stu-
dent time on. task. N----___,

Grouping. As shown in table 30, postsecondary studepts
.spent 88 percent of the time in Groups 2 and 4, Which meant they
were predominantly in one classroom. Unlike the secondary
classes that were frequently in-more than one room, the-post-
secondary classes were less spread out. Students were mostly in
.Group 4.(58.percent)7--in one roomMnd working on the same task.
In fact, the agriculture class (10706) was oalways in Group 4_
since the teacher was. oriented toward'theOretical,explanations,
with drAwings on the chalkboard and discussions afterward. The

-trade and industrial class (20805). was also always.inOnelarge
shop but. working on various different task's (Group 2). Only one
claSs,-beginning typing (10711), spent time ,in Group-3 when the
'teacher had several. students go to the adjoining classroom to use
,different typewriters to do the -class assignment.

.

. .

. Exceiit-for one class, the grouping did not appear to have
much influence on. postsecondary students.' Theexception was the
refrigeration and:air conditioning class (10716) where the
teacher ban two classes at the same time in three adjoining
rooms. Two rooms were crammed with desks .while the third. room
was long, very cluttered-with'refrigerators, air conditioning
piping; and other large equipment. It was impossible to view all
of the students at. the same time The teacher moved-about fre-
quently to provide one-toone or small group inatrbotion, but.,he
did not. see many of the students most of the time. Although the
majority 'of the students were displaced adult, workers who ap
peared intent -upon learning new,skills,' a-few of the recent high
school graduates took advantage.of the isolated work states among
the-equipment:to smoke, chat, and stay- off 'task.
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TABLE 30

DISTRIBUTION BY GROUPING' OF POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

SerVIce Area

,bmararrir...1.1.IrIllmbrImlrha.ballw
Group I Group 2, .Group 3 . .Grtup 4

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Minutes of Total Minutes of Total ,Minutes of Total `Minutes: of Total

.

4

Business. and Office 691 30% 103 1,51' 7% 1953 85%

Education

Agricultural

Education

none none none
,

299 100%

\

1--' Traduand Industrfal none 681 ' 100% none b lone
I-,

0 ,,....Educatlon

134

I..

Technical' Education 284 20% 608 44% none 470 34%

1

All service ar'eaS 353 7$ 1392 161 2722 5

t

'The, grouping variable Is a combination of student di,spersement and grouping, The fOur combiniiions:

dedved statistically were:

Group I '1.'Students ar'e in two or more adjoining rooms and are working individually or Irsinall
4

groups and -various content,
, .

,

Group 2 : Students are in one room and are work:ing individually or.,1n,sinall groups on various

content,

Group Y=.StUdents are in two or more adjoining rooms. but are working as a cfass on one content
t

area',

Group 4,. tudents are In one,room and ,are working as a class on one:tontAnt area.,
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There was,. however, a reiatively high level of tine,on task
(77.0 percent) Tin part due to the older students' motivation but
also because the teadhe'r told the students what the goals .were
for the day, had the necessary Materials on hand, and had the
students use competency-based skill practice modules. Students
used these modules,, which looked like large boxes with many
switches, hoses, and wires, to conduct simulated-experiments and
tests in wiring equipment or fixing a broken furnace.

Ins comparison to the other service areas that employed
hands-on activities, the business and-office classes had more
time on practice (52.4 percent) and also the highest time on task
(86.3 percent). The business'and office classes were frequently.
(37, percent) in more than one room, that. did not appear to lessen
student time on task- As in the air-donditioning class, it ap-
peared that the majority of .the students were self-motivated and
did not require close supervision. Furthermore, -the teachers
were well, organized, were clear about the daily and long-term

% goals and assigned the students a" large volume of work that
could only be completed if students worked continuously.

There were very few incidents noted as disruptions (.8 per
cent) and interruptions (2.8 percent) in-the.sixteen post-

,

. secondary classes. As shown in table 31, there were no..idisrup-
tions or interruptions' in the agriCulture class .(10706)i All the
other classes had a' few minutes of interruptions, such as stu-
dents from other classes Coming in, pUblic address announcements,
telephones ringing, and so forth. Neither the interruptions or
the disruptions seemed to effect the .students' time 9,6 task-.
except those. directly involved. .For example, if two/students
started joking` with, each other Loudly (disruption),/then

..typically only thoSe students were Off task. The postsecondary
.students were not easily distracted when they had to meet goals

,---' at a' specified time.

Many of the teachers seemed to be aware of ays to minimize.'
interruptions and disruptions. These teachers t lked quietly to,'
students in,./one-to-one-situations and did not give directions
loudly to students across the room. They closed doors to die'
1.-iallWays and adjoining classrooms being used .1D-cither teachers.
The court reporting teacher (10713) unplugged the telephone in
the classroom to avoid interruptions. In thelAC-fundamentalS
classes there was an intermittant loud noise `coming from the
adjoining laboratory classroom about which the teacher commented
but 'overcame by explaining the diagrams in a louder voice.
Students sometimes leaned forward in their :seats to hear him
better and, rather than taking the opportunity to 'tune out, were
even more attentive since the explanationSf were' interesting and
important to understand.
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Clogs/
Class Code

TABLE 31

DISRUPTIONS AND INTERRUPTIONS IN POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

Percent of Time on
Disruptions

(from within class)

'Percent of Time on
, Interruptions

(from outside class)

Agriculture

Pests and Diseases
10706

-0.D 0.D

". Business and Office .

Typing II 0.0 2.3

10708

Nord Processing 0.0 .6

10710

Beginning Typing 0.0 3.2

10711

Advanced Typing 1.4 1.4

10712

Court Reporting 0.0 .8

10713

Mord PrOcessing 6.1 1.7

2D810

Accounting 0.0 4.5'

20817

Data Entry 3.2 9.6

20818

Shorthand/Typing 0.0 2.3

20823

Average 1.3 -3.0

Trade and Industrial

Machine Shop .6 2.9

20805
est

TECHNICAL

Refrig. and Air Conditioning 0.0 .3

10716

AC Fundamentals 1.3 .7

10720

AC Fundamentals' 0.0- A:0

10724

Laboratory AC 0.0 4.6

10725

Electronics' .

0.0 2.8

20819

Average 0.2- 1.8

Average for all classes 0.8 2.5

COPI AVAILEIt.E.
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.Absencel Overall, postsecondary,studentS were absent 19
percent_of the time When ab neteeI-6E-T-Scaldulated by dividing
the numberOf_atudent minutes present by the 'number of student
minutes enrolled. _In reality, this method of calculating the
percentage of absence did not reflect true absence. As. a result
of the somewhat flexible attendance policies- at both schools, it _
was iMpossible to ,determine if students were late or left early
or should be noted as absent. Nonetheless, the rates of absence
varied somewhat,by service areas as, shown in table 32.. The
rates were: agriculture, 20/percent;.business.and office, 23
percent; trade and indUstrial, 4 percent; and technical, 28
percent. There was a wide range of absence among sites. , The
mean absence rate at Site 1 was percent compared to the mean
rate of 11.2 percent at Site 2. There was a bliztard at Site
durin.the observations. Also, in Most classes at Site 1, com-
munity college students 'did not have to arrive-in'the class at
the officially scheduled time. They worked to accomplish their
goals 'for the day and left when they were finished. Teachers did
not take roll_in most classesat that school because they be-
lieved that learning was-an individual x'esponSibility. Students
were not reprimanded for being late, leaving early, or not' coming
to class at, all. The AC laboratory teacher said that students
who did not go to the lab ClaSs invariably failed the course, not
because they were absent but because they. could not comprehend
the' concepts. In the business and office classes assignments had
-to.be completed with typewriters,, word processors; and adding
machines, which motivated students to be in class or come at
another time.

At the adult technical institution school (Site 2) there was
less flexibility in attendance requirements. Teachers took 'oll
and expected students to be present., The business' and office
classes were in several adjoining, rooms, however, and teachers

I did not object when students stayed in their previous class to
\ finish assignments or left early to go to their next class.
1During the first five minutes of class time students went back'
and forth among several classrooms to chat briefly with teachers
or other students, collect their books, borrow reference books,
and so forth.

As indicated in table 32, there was a wide range of absence
(8.1 to 58.7 percent) within the busineSs,and office service area
at Site 1.- There did not appear to be any discernible relation-
ship between student time on task and absences in thOse classes.
Likewise, there were no app,arent links between time on task or
rate of absence in the other classes. It should be pointed out
that there was no enrollment per se recorded_for the AC labora-
tory because it was a scheduled teacher-supervised time for any
of the electricity students to conduct experiments and take :

competency tests. Asa result, the absence rate was 0.0 percent
which may have skewed -the-service-area-and-art-ClasSes' average
somewhat.
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Class/
Class
Code

TABLE 12

PERCENT OF STUDENTS ABSENT IN POSTSECONDARY CLASSES

Percent Time
on Task

Percent
Absent

Pests and Diseases
10706

Agriculture

40.27." 19.3

Typing II
10708 -

Mord Processing
10710

Beginning Typing
10711

Advanced Typin
10712

Court Reporting
10713,

Mord Processing
20810

Accounting
20817

Data Entry
20818

Short /Typing
20823

Business and Office

81.01

.79.97

86.12

85.63

77.66

95.74

90.71

87.90.

88.97

17.5

7.1

58.7

8.1

50.5

8.5

16.7

9.6

12.1

Average

Machine-Shop

-86.20

Trade end industrial

78.90

22,3

3.5
20805

Refrigeration and
Alr Conditioning
10716

AC Fundamentals
10720

AC Fundamentals
10724

Laboratory AC
10725

Electronic.s
20819

Technical

77.01 ,24.6

76.81

76.40 38.3
.

96.13 0.0

77.98 21.4

Average 78.71 23.0

Averege for all
classes

83.50 19.0
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Question. Five .(Postsecondary)

What is the relationship among student use of time,
teacher instructional/managerial behaviors, and classroom
variables?

Profiles were constructed to indicate relationships'among
the key:yarkables in the study. 'Teacher-methods were juktaPcised
with student time use, dominant teacher role, dominant teacher:
with-it-ness and dominant student grouping in tables 33 through
37. -(The predominant student time use is underlined for. each
method.).

5

As indicated in -the profile, of all postsecondary classes
(table 33), the most frequently used teacher method was one-to-

, one instruction. It...occurred most often When students were
practicingercent), the teacher-role:was to obServe and
il-r.t.0-eact with a group or individual, the teacher with-it-ness.
level was to be sensitive to-allStudent needs, and the students.
were located>in one room working on the same assignment.

This pattern did not hold in all service areas, however.
There was only one minute of one -to -one instruction recorded. in
the agriculture class, and that method was not the. most frequent-
ly,used in the technical classes either. In the business and
office classes; the pattern was the same as for the average'of
all classes, whereas in the trade and industrial class the
teacher with-it-nesS level was to have variable sensitivity with
the students in one room but working on different tasks.

The second most frequently usecLmethod.for all classes was
explaining,

most
directions, ordemOnstrating. This-method

occurred most often When they were learning theory (51.1 per-
cent), The.dominant teacher role. was to observe and interact
with a group or individual.,' the teacher with-it-ness level was to.
.be sensitive to all needs,' and the students were located in one
room, working on the same task. _The third most frequently used
method was the miscellaneous, break, or out of the room category.
This method was used'mostly When students were practicing, teach-
ers.were out of theroom or not observing students, teachers were
not all sensitive to student needs, and students were in one
room.

The patterns of teacher behaviors andstudent groupings were
'fairly consistent across the service areas. As described ear-
lier, the postsecondary .classes all had a high rate of time on
task so the similarities across the-classes were not surprising.
Perhaps one of the most important conclusions that was derived.

----ftom7-theanwIysis was -fTat postsecondary 'stud-euLs-apTe r Lo stay
on task regardless of teach'er or grouping., factors.
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TABLE 33 I

PROFILE OF ALL POSTSECONDARY CLASSES: TEACHER

METHOD, ROLE, MI-IT-NESS BY STUDENT TIME AD GROUPING

Percent of Student Time
1

..1,

Teacher' Method

Iml.mog=g11.W=1.101,11.;

,

Total :

Mlnutes

on Methdd

4

.

Dominant

Teache;

. Role'.

Dominant

Teacher

. With-It-ness
3

Dominant

'Student

Group'''.
Theory' PrgtIce

Non-

Content

Off

Task

1, One-toone instruction 1486 20,6 54,4 13..5 10,8. 4

2, Discussion/Questions and answers . 428 13,1 18,3 7,0' 10,5)
1 4

3, Socialize , 56 14,1

0

18,8 18,6 48, 2, 3

4, Lecture/audio visual 95,5 2,3 ,8 1,5
1

"5. Announce /pass materials 151 43,5 15,1 24,1' 16,1. 2,1 4

6, Clean up/set up 76 31,8 33,3 14,8 21,0 4 2

7, 4plaln directions /demonstrate 1410 51,1 33,0 9,5 6,2 1,2 4

8, Test/Inspect work 165 79,4 14,4' 5,'5 8 3, 3 4

9, Observe 324 15,8 51,1 22,7 10,4 3 4

10. Work on own/paperwork 538 58,41 11,74 12,19 4, 3 4

14 Other/break/out of room 1023 12,0 34,1 9,8 ,8,8 5,4 5 4,2

fotal minutes observed 5915

1

Rows do not add to 100 percent because time on break Is not included in this analysis

2,
Role:

1:Observing all/Interacting with all students

2:Observing/InteractIng with group /Individual,

3:ObservIng activity but not interacting

4:Iri room/office but not observing/Interacting

5;Not In room at all
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3
With-It -ness: , \

1:Sensitive to all/sensitive at many

1001S

2:Sensitive to most needs\

3:So-so/variable sensitivity to needs

4:Not sensitive to most students

5:Not'sensltive at all

....

4
Group:

1:Students In more than one room working on

various tasks

2:Students In one room workIngAn various

tasks
' '

3:Students In more than one room working on

same task

4:Students In one room working,on same task

2



TABLE 34

PROFILE OF ALL POSTSECONDARY AGRICULTURE CLASSES: TEACHER

METHOD, ROLE, WITH-IT-NESS.13f tTUDENT TIME AND GROUPING

Teacher Method

N

One-to-oneinstruction

DIscussion/questiOns and answers

3, Sodalize'.

4, Lecture/audio visual

5, Announce/pas; materials

. 6, 'Clean up /set Lp

7, Explain directions/demonstrate

8, Test /Inspect work,

9, Observe,

10. Work Cm own/paperwork

11, Other/break/out of room

Total minutes observed 311

Total,

Minutes

on Method . Theory

Percent of Student Tlmel

NOn- Off

Practice Oontent Task

1 100.0' 0,0

78 94,,8'

6 0.0

22 99.6

30 82,3

6', 27,9

108 97,2

'64 x.91,8

0.0

(1 0,0

2 4).0

0,0 0.0

DO,

.1

0,0

.0,0 J.

0,0 13,6

0,0 .5

0,0 .2

0,0. . 8,1

0,0 0,0

0,0 0,0

6.0 0,0,

4,8

, 9,0

.3

4,1

83,3

4,2

Dominant . Dominant Dominant

Teaches Teacher Student

Role With-it-ness' 'Group"

0,0

. 0,0

loo,o

n/a n/a n/a

1 2 4

1 2

2

2;1,

3

n/a

n/a

4

, 3

n/a n/a

n/a ' n/a

4

4

n'ia

4

4

I Rows do not add to 100 percent because time on

2
Role:

I:Observing alliinieracting with all students

2:Observing/interacting withgroup/lndlvidual

.3 -Observing activity but not interacting

'4=In room /office, but not observing/Interacting

5=4ot In'rOom at all

o

break Is not included in this analysts

3 WIth-lt-ness:

1:Sensitive to all/senSItive at'many

levels
.

2:Sensitive to most needs

3=So-so/variable sensitivity to needs

\4=Not sensitive,to most students

I:Not sensitive at till

193

Group:

1 :Students in more than one room working on

various tasks

2:Students In, one room working on various

tasks'
.

3:Students, in more than one room working on

same task .

4=Students in one room working on same task
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TABLE 35'

PROFILE OF ALL POSTSECONDARY BUSINESS AND OFFICE CLASSES: TEACHER

METHOD, ROLE, WITH -IT -N} BY AND GROUPING

Teacher Method

Percent of Student "rmel

Total

Minutes Non- Off

on Method Theory Practice' Content Task

Dominant, Dominant Dominant

Teache; Teacher Student:

Role' With-It -ness Group"'

1, One- t6-one Instruction 14,9 63,1 11,9 9,9

2, Discussion/guestiOns and answers 107' 55,5, 28,5 6,9 ','9,0 1'

3, Socialize. 29 14,6 24,5 12,2 48,7 2

4, lecture /audio visual 106. 96,6 2;1 .8 .5

5, Announce/pass materials 76 36,5 28,2 '19,5 1,2

6, Clean up/set up 13 1,5 39,9 9,4

.15,6

49,2

7; Explain directions/demonstrate. 618 39,9 44,7 11,1 4,3 2 4

1.4

8, Test/inspect work 40 44,4
; 49,3 5.9 .4 3,1 1 4

9. Observe 168 8,8 '74,1 12,1 5,1 3

10. Work on own/paperwork 330 8,6 16.7 8,6 6,1

r.
3

11. Other /break /out of room' 613 8,1 44,4 11,7 8,9 4,5 5

Total minutes observed 2(42

I Rows do not add to 100 percent because time on

2 Role:

1:Observing all /interacting withAll students

2:Observingiinteractrq withgroup/individual

3:Observing.activity but not interacting

4:1n room/office but not obServIng/i/ nteracting

5:Not In room at all

145

break not included in this analysis

3
With-lt-nessl

1=Sensitive to all/sensitive at many°

levels .

:2- Sensitive to most needs

3:So-so/variable sensitivity to needs

4:Not sensitive;to most'stUdents

5=Not sensitive at all

...0.110,....11....14RIMEri

4
Group:

.

1:Students in More than.one VT. working on

various :tasks

2:Students In one room working on various'

tasks,

3: Students in more than one moth working on

,same task ,

4:Students,in one room working on same task



TABLE 36

PROFILE OF ALL POSTSECONDARY TEGANICALCLASSES:. .TEACHER

METHOD, ROLE,INTH-IT-NESS 5Y STUDFNT TIME AND GROUPING
V

Teacher - Method

'Total

Mlngtes

on Method

Percent of Student Time
1

Non- Off

Theory Practice .Content Task

Dominant DOMinant

Teache Teacher

Role ," With -It -ness

0

Dominant

Student

Group
"

Oni-to-On(i Instruction .338 .32,5. 39,8 11,9 13,0' 2

2, Discussion /questions and answers 228 59,7 17,5 8,6 13,7 2 1 1.

3. 27 13,7 12,7 25,4 48,2' 2

\3
2

4, lecture/audiovisuel 59 91,8. 3,4 :1,2 3,7 1 4

5, Announce/pasi materials 45 29,5 2,9 41,0 25,1 4

6, Clean -up/set'up 56' 39,9 '35,9 16,1 8,1 4 4

7, ExplalndlrectIonsidemonstrate

t-
8,' Test /Inspect, work

443

, 61

72.3 16;4

6,6

3,9

2,4

6,1

1,8''

1

2,3

4

489,2

1

9, Observe'
. 72 33,8 39.5 11,6 14,8' 3 2 2

- 10; Work on own/paperwork 150 40.7 33,0 4,7 21,1' 4 2,3 2

11, Other/break/out of room 275 19,4 22,7 6,2 9,1' 5 ' 2

Total mlnutes'obServed 1754

1.

Rows do not add\to 100 percent because time

2 Role:

:Observing all/Interacting with alLstuden

2:Observing/interacting with group/Individu

3=ObservInadiVitY but not interacting -2:SensftlVe to most. needs

4=In rgom/officellit notablerling/intericting 3=So-so/Variable sensitivity-feTneeds

. 4=Not sensitive to most students.

5 -Not sensitive at-all

on break Is not Included In this analysis

With-it-ness:

is .1=SensItive to all/sensitive at Many

al' levels

1.47

Group:' .

1=Students In more than one.room.workng on

various tasks .

.

.

2:Students Intone room working on various

tasks
.

3=Students in more. than one room working on.,,

same task
. .

1

4=Students In one' room working on, Same task.

148 u



TABLE 37

PROFILE 'OF ALL POSTS CONDARY TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL CLASSES: TEACHER

METHOD, ROLE WITH-11 7ES BY STUDENT7 AND GROUPING

wma=./Prawromw.v.....=....worramow.mealr.a.de

Teacher Method

Total

Minutes

on Method'

Percent of Student Timel

YIMm1111.
Dominant

TeachK

Role'

Dominant

Teacher

With-It-ness',

Dominant'

Student

Group"

, ,

Non- Off

Theory Practice Content Task

1, One-to-one Instruction 295 23,4 46,3 19,8 10,5 2 3

2, Discussion/questions and answers 15 21.8. 53,9 19,0 5,4 2 2 2

3, Socialize 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 n/a n/a n/a

4. Lecture/audio visual 0 , 0,0. 0,0 0.0' 0.0 n/a n/a n/a

5, Announce/pass Materials 0 0,0 0,0 '0,0 0,0 n/a n/a

6, Clean up/set up I 0.0 0,0 100,0 0.0 3 3' 2

7. Explain directions/demonstrate 241 20,1 47,9 19,7 12,3 2 1 2

8, Test /Inspect work 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 n/a , n/a

9. Observe. 84 14,4 14,9 58,4 17,3, 3 2

10, Work on own/paperwork 58 8,4 20,2 .47,t 23,8 4. 3 2

11, Other/break/out of room 116 17,2 12,8 10,3, 7,2 ,4 4,5 2

Total mlnutes observed . 810

1

Rows do not add to 100 percent because time on break is not Included In this analysis

2
Role:

1=Observing all/interacting with all students

2:Observing/Interacting with group/Individual

)=Observing activity but not interacting

4.111 room/office but not observing/Interacting

5:Not In room at ail.

149 \

3
With-lt-nessi,

I: Sensitive to all/sensitive at many

levels

2:Sensitive to most needs

3:So-so/variable sensitivity to needs

4:Not sensitive to most students

5:Not sensitive at all

4
Group:

1=Students In more than one room working on

various tasks

2=Students in one room working on varlous.

tasks

3=Students. In more than one room working on

same task

4=Students In one room working on same task

0 4
7
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` CHAPTER 5

S MMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary of Findings and Conclusions

The, purpose of this exploratory study was to determine the
relationship of teacher.and classroom variables to student time
on task in vocational classes. A corollary purpose was to
develop an observation guide for ascertaining vocational student
time use, teacher/behaviors, and classroom variables. A number
of variables were'observed and recorded, both on- a minute-by-
minute basis and in narrative fashion in purposiVely selected
secondary. and postsecondary vocational classes. The results of
statistical and qualitative analysis indicated that teacher
behaviors and classroom variables influence student time on task,
and that di ferent variables are associated more with time on
.practice th n with time on theory in vocational classrooms.

In cha ter 4, the findings and conclusions were presented
separately i::ondary and postsecondary clasSes. Secondary
school attendance is compulsory whereas postsecondary-level
enrollment is voluntary: Although a major responsibility of
secondary teachers is 'to keep track of. students, many post-
secondary teachers.. do not even .take roll, making students

'completely responsible for their own attendance. In',several
postsecondary. classes, students stayedin class-only-long enough
to complete their individual goals for the day. Consequently,
their time in the class was spent productively'with little time
off task.

It is notsurprising, therefore, to, find that postsecondary
classes had more time on task (83.5 percent) than secondary
classes (71.4 percent). Also, since student aturitv and moti-
vation probably accounted for much of the time n task,.there,was
a relatively narrow range (76.4 to 96.1 percent)\of time on task\

\among the sixteen postsecondary classes. There wasNa much wider
\range for the nine secondary classes (44.8 to 95.9 ercent),
which provided more opportunities to associate teache and
classroom :variables with:.student time on task. Therefo e, the
relationships in the secondary data are more evident. Although
the\postsecondary findings provided valuable insights about
max mining time on task; the secondary findings were stronger.
The following variables. were observed and analyzed 'for their

\.association with secondary and postsecondary student time on
task: \

\Teacher goal definition
Analyzed qualitatively

Teacher planning/organizat:477m
analyted qualitatively;
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Teacher methods
eleven methods or groups of methods analyzed
statistically

'Teacher with-it-ness
level of sensitivity to students' needs analyzed
statistically

o Teacher maximizing time
analyzed qualitatively

o Teacher role
type of interaction and observation of students
analyzed statistically

Teacher modeling work ethic
analyzed qualitatively

Teacher positive reinforcement/expectations
analyzed qualitatively

Teacher content knowledge/skill
analyzed 'qualitatively

o. Student grouping
whether students in one or more rooms and doing one'
or more types of tasks analyzed statistically

Interruptions and disruptions
distractions from outside and inside class analyzed
statistically

-Summary of Secondary Classes

The proportions of time spent by secondary students in nine
. classes during 5,938 minutes of 'observation were as follows:

Basic skills 2.8
Employability skills .7%
Theory _ 21.3%
Practice 37.8%
Noncontent 8.5%

Break
Time off task

There were consiabrable variations in the time spent among the
three service areas--agriculture, business and office, and trade
and industrial--and among the individual classes. Time on theory
ranged from '1 percent to 54 percent whereas- time on practice
ranged from 1 percent to 68 percent. Although four clasSes spent
no time on basic skills, one class spent almost 11 percent time

4.5%
24.1%

Time on task 71.4%

Time off task 29.6

-\
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on that task. The range employability skills 'was to 4
.percent. The low for noncontent was 5 per ent and 'the high was

almost 14 percent. Three classes spent no time on breaks,
Whereas one class spent 9 percent'ofthe time on breaks,.
Finally, time off task ranged from7 percent to 49 percent.

In general, in secondary classes, the most important teacher
behavior was goal definition. Teachers that clearly. stated the
goals to be accomplished by the class and by individuals had the
highest proportion of time on task. This teacher variable was.
related closely to another: teacher planning and organization.
Teachers who clearly communicated the goals to students, by
talking about them or writing them on chalkboards or posting them
on bulletin boards, were also better prepared to have goals
accomplished. They had the necessary supplies, tools, and equip-
ment on hand; ready to be used. It was also important that
teachers were aware that time should be used productively,. and
were tuned into their students needs' .(tbacher with -it -ness) so
that students were not kept waiting but could proceed to the next.
task.

About a third of the time the teachers used the-one-to-one-
method of instruction, which, in some cases,' "was conducive ta
time on task. Several-Of the teachers were able to have a high
degree of sensitivity to all 'or most students' needs (teacher
with-it-ness) even when they worked with one.student. Others
could .not concentrate on more than one activity with the result
that when these teachers provided one-to-one instruction, most of
the other students were off task. Secondary students required
clOse supervision through interaction and observation (teacher
role), but the type of supervision depended upon student grouping
and the type of tasks being performed by the students. When:..--
students were practicing in more than one 'room, for example, the
best teacher role appeared to be interaction with and observation
of a small group or individuals.

Overall, the teacher method that least 'facilitated'Student
time on task was cleaning up or setting ups. Teacher methods most
conducive to student time on task (inaddition to one-to-one
instruction) were "observation, test/inspect\work in progress, :and
explain/give directions /demonstrate. Additional teacher vari-
ables that appeared to be positively associated with students'
time on task were,the'teaoher's modeling of the work
positive reinforcement and expectations of student's, and teacher
content knowledge and skill proficiency.

.Student grouping was the most important classroom variable
because it dictated to some degree, the type of teacher inter
action and observation necessary. Although interruptions and
disruptions distracted individual students from their tasks, for
the most part these variables were not strongly associated with
time off,task in the-Secondary vocational classes observed.
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Summary of Postsecondary Classes

The proportions of time spent by postsecondary students in
sixteen classes during 5,915 minutes of observation were as fol-
lows:

Basic skills .3%
Employability skills 1.6%
Theory 42.3% Time on task 83.5%
'Practice 27,9%
Noncontent 11.4%

Break
Time off task

7. 3%
9.2% Time off task 16.5%

There was. less of a range, of time on task (78.1 to 90.3 percent)
among postsecondary service areas than among secondary service
areas. There were no classes with very low time on task.- The
lowest was 77.6 percent and the highest was 96.1 percent. There
was considerably more variation among classes regarding specific
uses'of time.. Time on theory ranged between 10.4 percent in a
wor3 processing class to 73.9 percent' in an air conditioning
fundamentals class. Conversely, the highest time for practice
was-lin that word processing class (72.1 percent), whereas the
lowest was in the other air. conditioning fundamentals class (0.0
percent). Only four classes spent any time on basic skills,.
whereas all but four spent time on employability skills. Time
for noncontent ranged between 2.9 to 18.0 percent. Five classes.
had no time for breaks at all. The highest time off task was in
the air conditioning class (20.5 percent) and the lowest was in a/
beginning typing class (2.1 percent).

.Although 'there were no postsecondary classes that had ex-
treme amounts of time off task, there were differences observed
in teacher behaviors that appeared to relate positively or
negatively to student time on task. As in the secondary classes,
in postsecondary classes where teachers clearly defined the goals
for the class or individuals, there was a higher proportion of
time on task.' In fact, the observers felt that once students

.
acknowledged. the goals, in some classes it made no difference
whether the teacher remained in the classroom or not: Teacher
planning and organization was a corollary to goal setting that
made a difference in. time'on'task, although it was not as criti-
cal as in the secondary.classes since postsecondary students
frequently brought their own supplies and tools to 'class. Post
secondary teachers appeared to maximize the time available with a
sense of urgency that may have reflected their understanding that
many students had jobs and family responsibilities. Many students
came to class to accomplish their .goals for the day and then left
before class was'officially finished.

In Classes where teachers engaged the students in discus
sions or explained and demonstrated skills, or varied their
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teaching methods in other ways, there wds a greater amount of
time on task than in classes where teachers always left students
alone. This does not contradict the earlier statement that
teachers should leave postsecondary students alone sometimes to
increase time pn task.. Teachers' sensitivity to student needs at
the moment, or teacher with-it-ness, was critical to their recog-
nizing when students had sufficient information to proceed on
their own and when discussions or further explanations were
necessary. Some teachers explained too much and interrupted
students who were able to proceed on their own, and some teachers
socialized with students while others were trying to work.

The part-time postsecondary teachers appeared.tO be more
enthusiastic about teaching than some of the full-time teachers.
The part-time teachers appeared to use far more world-of-work-ex-
amples in explanations. .Most of the teachers, whether full-time

part-time, .seemed'to model the work ethic with their'profes-
sional. manner and dress, although there were exceptions. The
observers noted that.-the teachers' professionalism, combined with
genuine interest in the students, seemed to motivate students -to
work. harder. to win the teachers'. respect.

As in secondary classes, postsecondary teachers who provided
positive reinforcement and.had positive expectations of students.
had the higher time on task classes. Although postsecondary stu-
dents-were more mature and more internally motivated than second
ary students, they too heeded:to be recognized as individuals and
to be praised for accomplishments.

Implications and Recommendations,
for Vocational Educators

SeVeral issues have emerged from this exploratory study that
have significant policy implications for vocational educators,
especially teacher educators, teacher evaluators, super-visors,
and policymakers. Most of the issues affect the secondary level,
although some alSo affect the postsecondary level. It is most
important to recognize that the postsecondary students' maturity
and motivation to be in school are significant factors in their
being on task a- greater proportion of time than secondary
students'. NOnetheIesa, postsecondary teachers can and should'
improve their approach to increasing student time on task, be-
cause in some classes students do not maximize the time avail-
able. To increase time on task, secondary and postsecondary
teachers should --

consider time an important resource,

e ensure that students' tasks are meaningful,

define goals clearly,
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O improve and diversify teaching methods,

decrease time for breaks,

decrease interruptions of individual students,.

encourage student independence,

. have positive expectations of students,

provide positive reinforcement, and

o serve as a role model.

Consider Time a Resource

The most important issue that concerns both the secondary
and pos'Esecondary levels is the lack Of teacher awareness of the
importance' of time as a valuable resource. Time is one of the
few variables that teachers can manipulate in the classroom.
Some teachers in the study used time. far more efficiently than
others and were concerned that students'lean as much as possible
during the time. Some teachers filled the time by kedping
students busy'as opposed to helping them prog-ress throUgh a
series of related meaningful tasks, although this was far more
apparent in'the secondary classes than the, postsecondary classes.

Many of these teachers did not try to maximize the\ class
time by starting as soon as the bell rang _and often allOtted
overly lonqperiods for setting up and cleaning up. Ifcteachers
were more aware of time they -W6Uld,---for'example; assign Istudents-.-
tasks as soon as the bell rings instead of waiting to start class
When all the buses arrive.. This would save many minutes\of time.
In a class 'with fifteen students, a teacher who Waits ten minutes
a day for the last five students'to.arriverloses an astounding
eighteen thouSand minutes or three hundred student .hours Of 'class,
time during a 180-day school year.* \

\

Similar losses of time occur when some teachers have all
Students clean up for twenty to thirty minutes at 'the end of.
class ±ime.- Even the messiest rooms do not require that a 1

students clean up for that. much time. In a class With fifteen _

students, any more than fifteen..minutes'is wasted time-that can
result in from 225 to 675 student hours lost during a schodl
year. Although there was less time wasted in postsecondar

*Calculated-by-mUltiplying the ten students in the-class by en
minutes a day by 180'days of the school year.
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classes than in the secondary classes, it appeared that some
teachers were not overtly encouraging students to maximize their
time. Instead, much of the efficient time utilization was due to
postsecondary student motivation to complete tasks as soon as
possible and then leave, even when class was not officially _over.

It appears that if teachers would be trained to regard time
as a resource that should be used as carefully as supplies or
other consumables,-then students would spend more time on
meaningful tasks. Further, if use of time, were:an evaluative
criterion, then supervisors .and evaluators could recommend that
teachers look at how time is used in their classes and make
necessary changes.

Assure that Tasks Are 'Meaningful'

.Another important issue arising from this study is that
'although "time on task" implies that students are learning or
increasing their skills, the actual amount of achievement cannot
be measured through observation alone, especially at the second-
ary level. In some instances the observers felt that students
were assigned routine,. repetitious, and nonmeaningful tasks just
to keep .them busy. Obviously there are many jobs in the real
world of work that are repetitious and routine, but the function
of vocational education is to teach as many skills as efficiently
as possible. Even in cases where teachers assigned meaningful
tasks, some students did the easiest or least messy tasks for
long periods of time. Because they were not disturbing others
sand appeared "busy," the teachers left them-Alone.

It is, therefore, imperative that i-f-evaluators.6i:.SU-Per-
.

visors use time on task as .a criterion of effective teaching,
they must look beyond the number of studentsthat are "busy." to
record the number that are engaged in meaningful tasks..Teae rs
likewise should not just see. hat their students-are66cupied
with tasks, but that these tasks are rei,evant. to the achievement
of Stated educational objectives=Cbviously, the term Pmeaning.-
ful" tasks is a highly-objective one and'its interpretation could
be fiercely_._ debated. It must, therefore, he carefully defined by'
teachers -"and .their. supervisors. Perhaps self-analysis of their
students' tasks by teachers would he more helpful than the impo-
sition of supervisors' opinions.

Define Goals Clearly

Time on task, especially on meaningful tasks, was very com-
plex to assess because so many variables were involved. Through-
out the observations, however, the° most t"ritical factor appeared
to be whether or not the teacher clearly defined goals for the
class and for individuals. The teachers' methods, style of

1.
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interaction (role) and sensitivity to students' needs (with-it-
ness) were also important, of course, but were secondary to the
definition of goals. If teachers learned to tell students their
expectations for the class period, the week, the grading period,
and the whdle year, then more students would be engaged in
meaningful tasks for longer periods of time. In classes where
teachers were explicit about goals, students_ stayed on task More

-because they had less fidoWn time" waiting for further instruc-
tions. Much time was wasted at the secondary levef.when,students
did riot know how to proceed on their own and had to wait their
turn for one -'to -one instruction. Since secondary teachers used
one-to-one instruction about a third of the time, it is important
that they provide students more long-range instructions rather
than giving them tasks that need step -by -step prompting. Super-
visors and evaluators should tell teadhers who exhaust themselves
by running frdim student to student that perhaps the students do
not understand the long-range goals of the tasks they are asked
to accomplish. Evaluative criteria should include noting whether
instructions and goals are explained orally as well as written on
the chalkboard or posted on a job board.

Improve Teaching Methods

Along with clarifying goals, teachers must use appropriate
methods to. teach the content they appear. to -know wellMost of
the teachers' in the study were proficient in theixSdbject area
but did not. always use the appropriatehing methods. Several
secondary teachers had a.gr-eat deal of student time -off task be
cause. hey_did_notexplain or demonstrate the tasks sufficiently
toa_lL----the students. Instead, they showed students each .step

------individually_as'..they needed it. Although much of this was due to
- the individually paced, competency-based curricula, the observers
believed that-teachers could nonetheleSs provide better overviews
and opportunities to. learn generic skills. Very few teachers at
the secondary level used audioViSual aids, lectured, provided ex-
planatlons,_or-skills to give students the big picture. of why
their r-task or'skill'practice was important At the postsecon-
dary level, more teachers provided such overviews, which appeared
to make a difference to a-time on task in their classes compared
to those who did not provide the.overviews. Several teachers -
explained to the observergHthat most explanations, lecture, and
deMOnstrations are 'given at the beginning of the school year (as
opposed to March and April when the study was conducted): If
that is .the case, then teachers shotld change the timing of their
explanations orrepeat,them when the students are about to start
practicing the related At both levels; teachers used a
very narrow rangeof methods to teach and did not use the most
appropriate method for the given task. Observers noted no peer-
led discussions or demonstrations, no guest speakers, no field
trips, and few audiovisual aids. In classes Where teachers kept
a faster pace and varied their methods,- students. responded-by
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working faster, accomplishing more and staying on task for a.
,greater proportion of the available time. Teachers should have
opportunities to see other teachers who have high time-on-task
classes_in-action._ and_should be, encouraged to experiment with a
wider range of teaching methods.

Decrease Time for Breaks

Scheduled or mandatory breaks are a deterrent to time on
task. In most classes where students took breaks as they needed
them; there was less overall time off task. In many `lasses
:teachers would announce breaks that.interrupted many studentS-
concentrating on tasks. In some classes, students continued to--
work through the break times when teachers permi-tted them to do
so,, but several teachers turned off_the-ereCtricity or otherwiSe
stopped the work so that they_courd leave for a break themselves.
Perhaps having breaks_in-secondary classes is due to state laws,,
but mandator should be eliminated in postsecondary class,
es, especially when students could continue to work safely on
their own; Postsecondary students would use the time better if. \'th

allowed to work, and would take breaks as needed. Furthermore,
the psychological break that comes from shutting down the whole
class Makes it difficult to regain thp. momentum of working.
Students in the study were frequently off task.a greater pro7
portion of, the time after a break than prior to the break. .

.Decrease Interruptions

Interruptions such as public address announcements were not
observed to be a major deterrent to whole class time on task.
However', especially at the secondary level, interruptiOns such as
students from another class coming in to chat did keep the in-
volyed individuals off task. In the statistical analysis, inter-
'1.iptions'did not show a significant effect on time c task, but
When analyzed qualitatively, it appeared that the interruptions
of individuals disrupted' their time on task considerably.
Teachers' who kept other students out of the classrooth by closing
and even locking doors prevented the types of interruptions that
kept scime students off task for several minutes each time.

Encourage Student Independence

Another subtle but important issue is that ofl teacher con-
trol.and-resultant/student dependence or independence. This issue
is tied to the issue of clarifying goals_but is different enough
to Warrant a separate discussion. Although it is not an import -..
ant issue in postsecondary classes, in secondary classes in the
Study,'teachers.often'did not encburge studpnts to try tusks on
their own or to. experiment.' Where students were trusted to be
more independent, they accomplished more. The adage-"teach them
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ito fisl-P4rather thangivingHhem the fish"'aptly portrays what
\ happens in some classes where teachers encourage student indepen-
\dence. Whei 'teachers encollirage students to learn on their, own
\and provide them sufficient basic understanding of the skills,
Students do not have to spend...as much time waiting for

timenstructions. Students are more in charge of their time and,

\:1;111.glriria=7a:riNe'ee=lgn(TO' U2krs7:71gdf::la=1:1-yi
tasks,

what, to do.

Teachers should be encouraged/ to assess how ...heir means of /
1 .

controlling their students may or'may not impede.their indepen-..
dente. Although secondary teachers should not abdicatecontrol'of
the classes, they can teach students to be more independent of
continual. teacher supervisift This is especially true when
students 'are grouped in several rooms.

,

Have Positive Expectations and Provide P sYtive Reinforcement
\
Because it has been repeated so often, the notion of having

positive expectations of studentS'is sometimeS6overlooked. Espe-
cially at the secondary level, a few teAchers-appeared to:believe
their students could not work on their own and could not.work:,
well regardless of the instructions they received. Even teachers
who were not so negative did not .appear to have high expectations
of their secondary students However, teachers who did.appear to
believe students could "do it" provided students with enough
instructions so they could proceed on their own. In thoseclass-
es, students were on task more often', 'regardless of. whether or
not the teacher was supervising them closely.

This issue. is closely tied to /providing positive reinforce-
ment. Teachers who had positive expectations also. seemed to
praise students more often fOr accomplishing goals. ,r1171ere ap-

peared to be. A higher level of motivation, urgency to.WOrkand
tendency to stay on task in both the-.secondary and the post
secondary cla.s7sesiOhaerved where t.-e-achers-told-:.students they were

`:doing well.

Serve as Role Model :

A final.iSsue is teachers serving as the students' role mod -
els. Teachers who were professional in.demeanor had classes with
greater propOrtions of time Ontask:than teachers who Were' "bud-
'dies" or WhO frequently socialized. At both levels, students
worked harder.if.hey appeared- to respect their teachers, as
emplaryworkers in the_profeasions they'themselves aspired to
enter.' Teachers-should not' only act professionally, they should
also tie the.class:work 0 world-of-work examcdes. Theyrould
let stdents know about their.own world of work experienti s so
that students can be better prepared to make' career deciafions And
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to have realistic expectations about working. Teacher .educators
and supervisOrs should stress the importance of being a role
model when teaching secondary and postsecondary vocational' educa-

-tion classes-.

Recommendations for Further Research -

It is important to keep inmind-that,this was an exploratory
study. ,More research is' needed to confirm the conclusion's and- to
expand the scope of this study. Further research is needed with-
in each service area to discern which teaching behaviors produce
the highest proportions of time on task.

. Teacher educatOrs_are
not satisfied with findings collapsed from various service areas
They 'want recommendations that apply to their service area and
especially to their specialty within the service area.

Achievement-in vocation=-1 education classes should be stu-
died relative to student time on task, student grouping, and
teacher behaviors. Due to contract restrictions,, no.attempt was
made.:in-this study or the previous study to: relate achievement of.
certain levels of occupational competency to the proportion of
time spent on technical skills. Until"suchresearch is doneA
there Will be nb conclusive evidence that time on task, is as
important a factor in vocational Classes a.sit is 'in academic
classes.

It .is also recommended that teacher educators and research-
ers-work tOgether tO determine how future teachers can be better
'trained to maximize time in their classes..' Collaboretion,between
teacher edUcatorsandresearchers is necessary in order to ensure
that the researchers are proViding useful information that
teacher educators can.use for training stud'ents to
,teachers.

.1

Another recommendation is that the methodOlogy of this study.
be used ;to develop Friteria to evaluate. the efficiently of-yOca-'
tional education classes. Time on task should als, be Used. as -a.-
criterion for the eValuation of teachers. ObViously, ifstudents.
are off task a large: proportion ofTthe available t'me,.they can-
not be learningorimprOying:their. skills. -Levels of acceptable
time on and offtask must'be determined at the lo aLIevel -fOr_
specific:classes or service areas and then used .t assess student
productivity. .

Finallyit is important to remember that t Me on task, is
critical beCause it is one-of'few vai'iables.affe tii-4 student

. .

.4chievementthat can-be manipulated by teachers. It is, there-=
fOre, recanmended that research on various. aspec s of student..'
time on.taskbe.continued so that- the database out time on ta$k,

/ -will ,grow..not only in quantity,lput also in .sop istication and
Usefulness toVocationaTh educators at the secon arrand post-
secondary levels
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OBSERVATION GUIDES-
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Observation

Guide II
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Time
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II
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